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Micro-economic variables from household surveys, such as income, consumption, or savings are
often subject to the problem of missing data. This thesis addresses the selection problem that
arises in the presence of missing data in economic surveys, both by examination and extension
of theoretical methods which allow for weak data assumptions as well as illustrating the theory
with empirical studies of missing data in the form of nonresponse.
The aim of household surveys is to collect data to allow empirical researchers to study
social and economic behavior of the population of interest. Longitudinal studies such as the Panel
Study of Income Dynamics (PSID), the Health and Retirement Study (HRS), and the German
Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP), are usually thought of as high quality data providers for
microeconomic studies. However, even these panels are subject to the problem of survey
nonresponse or missing data, which makes identification of population parameters problematic.
Non-negligible missing data occurs when a significant number of interviewed individuals give
no answers to any of the questions in the survey -unit nonresponse- or provide answers to some
of the questions, but not all -item nonresponse. The focus of this thesis is to explore, expand, and
apply nonparametric based methods to analyze microeconomic data in the presence of item
nonresponse.
Item nonresponse is usually encountered in questions where individuals are asked to
disclose exact amounts of a particular item, for example, income and eamings, consumption, or
accumulated assets. If such notu-esponse is nonrandom, this complicates the use of the data since
it might result in a sample which is not representative of the population of interest. The
consequence might be a selection bias in the results of studies which, for example, deal with
testing hypotheses as to why people save, with studies of income differentials between groups,
with comparisons of income inequality over time, or with forecasting wealth accumulation in the
household. The problem of item nonresponse can be minimized using particular techniques at the
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data collection level, but these techniques do not usually eliminate the problem altogether, so that
when the end-user of the data wants to infer from the sample to the population the methodology
employed to analyze the data will need to account for the presence of sample item nonresponse.
At the data collection level a method that has proven to reduce the problem of item
nonresponse is the inclusion of categorical questions. For example, a questionnaire designed to
collect information on household income, might start off by asking survey participants to disclose
the exact amount of their wage eamings per month, using an open-ended question; at this point,
the nonresponse sub-sample is identified by individuals who answer to the questions with `don't
know' andlor `refuse'. Since this is a typical occurrence, it has become common practice to
design household surveys, so that initial non-respondents are routed to a follow up categorical
question, thus, allowing them to disclose partial information on the missing value. The technique
to reduce the problem of nonresponse with follow up categorical questions, is motivated by the
claim that certain cognitive factors, such as the belief that the interviewer requires very precise
information or confidentiality reasons, could explain why people are more reluctant to disclose
information on variables such as assets or incomes, compared to other social and economic
variables (see, for example, McFadden (1996), Hurd et al. (1997) and Juster et al. (1997)). There
are several possible types of categorical questions. A range card type is one of them, where each
individual is simultaneously shown a range of categories, so that he or she can choose an interval
that best fits the otherwise unknown exact amount. Usually range cards also include the
possibility to answer either 'don't know' or 'refuse'. A second type of categorical questions is a
design known as unfolding brackets. This is similar to a range card in that initial non-respondents
are also asked to classify the amount in question between an upper and a lower limit, but differs
in that, instead of facing many sets of categories simultaneously, respondents face a sequence of
questions, and it is their answers to these questions which determines the final set of categories
for the initial nonresponse sub-sample. The idea with unfolding bracket is that initial non-
respondents answer either `yes', `no', `don't know' or 'refuse' to a question such as `is the
amount ~B or more?'; this question is posed twice or three times with different ~B, the bid or
anchor (taking into account the previous answers), until either a set of limits is established on the
unknown amount, or the respondent answers with an inconclusive statement such as 'don't know'
or `refuse', in which case his or her answers will define a single-bounded category for the
unknown amount. More often these days economic surveys will include unfolding brackets rather
than range card type of questions, mainly because unfolding brackets are easier to implement,
for instance, in case of telephone interviews, but also because it is a design that can elicit some
partial information on the variable of interest even if the respondent does not complete the
sequence, whereas a range card question might lead to a direct 'don't know' or `refuse'. The
problem with unfolding brackets is that responses may suffer from a psychometric bias known
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as the anchoring effect, explained in the psychological literature by suggesting that the anchor
(~B) creates a fictitious believe in the individual's mind: faced with a question related to an
unknown quantity, an individual treats the question as a problem solving situation, and the given
anchor is used as a cue to solve the problem, thus resulting in a response error and an answer
which is not independent from the design of the unfolding sequence (see, for example, Jacowitz
et al. (1995), Rabin (1996) and McFadden (1997)).
Categorical yuestions can significantly reduce the percentage of item nonresponse, but
there are no examples to suggest that such data collection techniques eliminate the nonresponse
problem for the end user. For this reason, item nonresponse remains a potential problem at the
estimation and testing level, with empirical microeconomic analyses being subject to the selection
problem. To illustrate this problem, suppose that each member of the population is characterized
by (y,S,x) where y lies in a finite dimensional real space Y, S-1 if y is observed and 0 otherwise,
and x lies in a finite dimensional real space X. The researcher wants to learn a feature of the
distribution function F(ylr) ofy conditional on x, which can be decomposed as follows,
F(ylx) -F(yLr,S - 1)P(S -1 Lr) fF(yLr,S -0)P(S -01x), (1.1)
whereF(yLr,S-1) denotes the distribution function of y conditional upon x and 5-1, F(yLr,S-O)
is the distribution function of y conditional upon x and 5-0, andP(S-11x) andP(S-OIx) are the
probabilities of S-1 and 5-0, conditional upon x, respectively. Borrowing from Manski (1995),
the selection problem can be defined as the failure of the censored-sampling process to identify
F(yLr), i.e, drawing a random sample from the population will reveal all realizations of (S, x)
while y will only be observed if 5-1, thus, the censored sampling process is uninformative with
respect to the distribution function F(yIS-O,x), and can only reveal that
F(ylr) E { F(yLr,S -1)P(S -1 lx) tyP(S -OLr); YE [0,1 ] } (1.2)
Until the early 1970s, the selection problem was ignored, by assuming that conditional
on x, S is statistically independent of y: complete random nonresponse or exogenous selection is
the underlying assumption that makes this practice feasible. Referring back to ( I.1), the
implication of this assumption is that F(yLr,S-O)-F(yLr,S-1), so that F(ylx) is identified. In the
absence of prior information, this hypothesis cannot be rejected, since all we know about
F(ylx,S-1) is that it takes a value in the interval [0,1 ]. However, since the seminal work by
Heckman (see Heckman (1979), for example) the common view in many economic examples is
that the assumption of random item nonresponse conditional on observed x is unreasonable and
can lead to a severe selection bias. As an altemative to solve the selection problem, research has
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focused on specifying selectivity models. These are joint models of the response behavior and the
variable of interest, conditional on a set of covariates. The initial development of these models
used a parametric specification (see, for example, Heckman (1976), and Maddala (1983)), to be
substituted later by a class of semi-parametric models such as those in Powell (1987), Newey
(1988), Robinson (1988), Heckman and Honore (1990), and Ahn and Powell (1993), to mention
a few. These parametric and semi-parametric alternatives avoid the assumption of conditional
random item nonresponse, and, although the parametric models still rely on strong distributional
assumptions on the structure of the error term, the semi-parametric alternatives allow for much
weaker assumptions on the data generating process. One problem with these advances in the area
of analyzing data subject to the selection bias, is that, more often than not, the above literature
has concentrated on the identification of one single distributional feature, namely, the mean
regression of y on x, and, in the presence of nonresponse, even semi-parametric based bivariate
models require prior untestable assumptions, like exclusion restrictions, strong enough to identify
the feature of interest.
Since the early 1990s, Charles Manski has put forwards a new approach to deal with
censored data in the form of nonresponse: see Manski (1989, 1990,1994, 1995, 1997), but also
Heckman (1990). The starting point for Manski's approach was to ask the question of how severe
the selection problem would be, if one lacks the necessary information to justify strong prior
restrictions to identify, for example, the mean of y on x. Secondly, he questioned the importance
given to the identification of the conditional mean, when, in the presence of censored data, its
estimation is not straightforward, while, at the same time, the censored-sampling process can be
informative regarding many other important distributional features. To answer these questions,
Manski (1989) focuses on (1.1) together with the concept of identification up to a bounding
interval, to show that in the presence of nonresponse in y, it is possible to derive a lower and an
upper bound for the feature of interest. For example, in terms of inean regression of y on x,
E(ylr) -EwLr,S -1)P(S -1 Lr) tE(yLr,S -0)P(S -OLr) (1.3)
the censored-sampling process fails to provide information on EwIS-O,x), which can take any
real value, thus, E(yLr) is not identified. However, let g(.)be a function that maps y into a
bounded interval [KoR,KiR], then
E[g(}')Lr) -E[8(y)tx,S-1 ]P(S -1 Lr)'E[8(y)Lr,S -0]P(S -OLr) (1.4)
Although it is still not possible to identify E[g(y)IS-O,x], it necessarily lies in the interval
[KoR,K~X], so that,
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E~8(.Y)Lx.S-1 ]P(S -1 LY) f KoRP(S-OLr)
s E[8(Y)~1 ~
EI8(Y)~~S - I]P(S - I Lr) tKiXP(S -OLr)
(1.5)
This shows that, although nonresponse precludes identifying the mean of y on x, the censored-
sampling process alone, with no prior restrictions, bounds the mean regression of any bounded
function of y, where the width between bounds is a function of the nonresponse rate. Manski
(1989) calls the bounds in (1.5) `worst case bounds' since they cannot be improved, unless one
has prior information on the distribution of (y,Sx), and this information has identifying power.
Manski's approach to identify particular distributional features with a bounding interval,
has been extensively used in studies of treatment effect and evaluation of social programs in
general (see, for example, Lechner (1999), Manski (1997) and Ginther (1998)). However, little
attention has been paid to extending the basic bounding interval approach to derive either bounds
that might be more informative than the worst case bounds, or bounds on other location measures
of interest. Likewise, outside the treatment effect literature, there has been very little research to
assess the usefulness of this nonparametric based approach against more traditional (parametric)
methods that are commonly used when dealing with the possibility of selection bias due to item
nonresponse.
1.2 Contributions of this thesis and details on the chapters
The contribution of this thesis is to extend and apply Manski's bounding interval approach to
micro-economic questions of interest, where variables often affected by item nonresponse are the
key variables under study. In some cases the usefulness of this (relatively new) nonparametric
based approach is compared with empirical results based on more traditional methods, for
example, the assumption of exogeneity. The first part of this thesis explores the link between
bounds on conditional distribution functions, its quantiles, the conditional mode as well as
extending the basic worst case bounds to sharper, more informative ones (at the cost of additional
assumptions). Also in this first part, the bounding interval approach is used to study changes on
income inequality over time by combining bounds on the quantiles and shaip bounds on the inter-
quartile range. The various methods and extensions to Manski's theory in this first part are
illustrated using two different data sources, namely the CentER Savings Survey (CSS)' and the
~ This survey was originally called the VSB-Panel, as it was originally sponsored by the
VSB Foundation. Since 1998 the survey is called the CentER Savings Survey (CSS). It is
conducted by CentERdata (http:llwww.centerdata.kub.nl), a subsidiary of CentER
(http:!lcenter.kub.nl) at Tilburg University.
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German Socio Economic Panel (GSOEP).
The second part of this thesis shows how to derive bounding intervals for both the
distribution function and quantiles of the distribution, when initial non-respondents are routed
to categorical questions where they can choose to disclose partial information. In the presence of
questions that attempt to elicit (at most) partial information from initial non-respondents, the
partition of the sample into sub-samples depends on the type of categorical question posed. If the
question is a range card type, the sample is distributed between full respondents, partial
respondents, and full non-respondents, whereas, if initial non-respondents face an unfolding
brackets type of categorical question, partial respondents can be further sub-dívided between
complete and incomplete partial respondents. The second part of the thesis shows that the
difference in the partition of the sample, together with a specific bias problem associated with
unfolding brackets (the anchoring effect) implies differences in the derivation of worst case
bounds when dealing with different types of categorical questions. The theory is illustrated using
the CSS (as in the first part of the thesis) as well as the Health and Retirement Study (HRS).
The estimation techniques used in the empirical sections are based on either
nonparametric kernel regressions, when conditioning on a set of variables x, or on sample
averages in the case of no conditioning. When estimating bounds of the conditional distribution
function, the set ofcovariates is usually a mixture of discrete and continuous variables, thus, the
kernel estimator is basically a nonparametric regression on the continuous variables for each
separate cell determined by the values of the discrete variables (see, for example, Hardle and
Linton (1994)).When presenting bounds on the quantiles, these estimates can be based on either
minimizing a weighted sum of absolute deviations, an approach originating from Kcenker and
Bassett (1978), and developed further by Chaudhuin (1991), or by inverting the estimates of the
upper and lower bounds of the conditional distribution function. In all cases the bandwidth is
determined by cross-validation following Hardle and Marron (1985). All estimates of the
conditional distribution functions and conditional quantiles are presented with pointwise
confidence intervals to capture the error due to finite sampling, For some of these estimates it is
straightforward to derive analytical expressions for their (pointwise) asymptotic distribution, but
for some others this might not be the case, since they might be based on estimates derived from
a collection of nonparametric estimates, and, in other examples, the estimator might be a function
of some estimated parameter. In these cases, the sampling distribution is not yet well understood.
In order to keep a consistent estimation methodology throughout all empirical sections in this
thesis, all estimated (pointwise) confidence intervals are based on a naive bootstrap procedure.
Chapter 2 is based on Vazquez, Melenberg and Van Soest (1999a). In this chapter
Manski's (1995) worst case bounds are reviewed, showing the link between bounds on a
conditional distribution function and its conditional quantiles, as well as extending the bounding
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interval approach to the conditional mode. The theory is illustrated by applying both conditional
and unconditional bounds under various assumptions on the distribution of earnings of a Dutch
cross-section, using the 1993 wave of the CSS. First, the empirical section shows that
conditioning on the mean value of a set of covariates reduces the error due to item nonresponse
considerably, relative to sampling error, whereas estimates of unconditional bounds present
intervals between bounds where the sampling error is almost negligible relative to error due to
nonresponse. Second, the empirical section shows that allowing for weak data assumptions
(monotonicity or exclusion restrictions or a mixture of both) can lead to more informative bounds
than the worst case set. Finally, the methodology is employed to test for income differentials
between two independent groups of the population at a particular point in time and defined
according to their educational achievements. With worst case bounds, the null of earnings
equality between high and low educated is rejected for quantiles of the distribution between the
30`" and the 75`h percentile, but imposing weaker data assumptions suggest that, with 95qo
confidence, the higher educated are higher earners than the low educated sample except for
incomes beyond the 80`h percentile.
In chapter 3 we derive sharp bounding intervals around the inter-quartile range (IQR). In
combination with bounding intervals around the quantiles, this appears to be an attractive
approach to assess -in the presence of nonramdom nonresponse- for instance, changes in
earnings differentials and earnings inequality, both for comparisons between sub-populations, as
well as for analyzing trends in inequality in a given population over time. Worst case bounds can
also be derived for traditional measures of income inequality, like the Gini coefficient, or Theil's
and Atkinson's inequality measures. However, in these cases, the bounds turn out to be too wide
to be of practical value. We demonstrate this for the Gini ccefficient. The bounds on the IQR, on
the other hand, turn out to be much smaller, and, therefore, also much more informative. As
application, we investigate, using data from the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP)
covering the period between 1990 and 1997, changes in earnings inequality between East and
West Germany, and inequality changes for post-unified Germany over time. There have been
many studies on the effect of unification on the changing characteristics of Germany's income
distribution. Some of these studies, which aze also based on micro-economic data at either the
individual or household level, rely on the use of imputation techniques to deal with the missing
values (see, for example, Grabka (1999) and Schwaae (1996), who both also use the GSOEP
covering the 1990-s). The common finding is that unification has led to a decrease in inequality
in the West, an increase in inequality in the East, and a decrease in income inequality for post-
unification Germany as a whole, while income differentials between East and West have been
reduced over time. The results obtained in this thesis, using bounding intervals on the quantiles
and on the IQR of the real income distribution, dces not show any evidence of a change over time
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in income inequality in unified Germany or West Germany; however, there is strong evidence of
a serious increase in income inequality in East Germany, particularly immediately after
unification. In terms of the quantiles of the real income distribution, our findings only provide
some evidence that for Germany as a whole the middle quantiles have increased, not those in the
tails. West Germany may have experienced no significant change over time at all; however, in
East Germany the real income quantiles have increased significantly. These findings may reflect
the massive income transfers from West to East, and may indicate that the policy of the early
1990-s, aimed at reducing income differentials has been successful.
Chapter 4 is based on Vazquez, Melenberg and Van Soest (1999b), and introduces the
second part of this thesis where attention is paid to extending the bounding interval approach to
account for incomplete data with partial information. When surveys include follow up categorical
questions, a new sub-sample of partial respondents can be defined in addition to full respondents
and full non-respondents. The inclusion of the new sub-sample makes it possible to study the
distributional features of the variable under study with more precision since it implies a reduction
in the nonresponse rate, but also, even if the information provided by bracket respondents is
partial, there is now at least some information on the otherwise missing values. This chapter
shows how to derive an extension of the basic worst case bounds to account for a sub-sample of
partial respondents to a range card type of categorical question. Chapter 2 showed how to derive
more informative bounds than the worst case bounds by imposing a monotonicity assumption;
in case of chapter 2 it is possible to impose three different monotonicity assumptions between the
two different response samples distinguished in this chapter. Likewise, one can use the
assumption of monotonicity to establish more informative bounds in the presence of three sub-
samples. However, going from two to three sub-samples (full respondents, partial respondents
and full non-respondents) means that there can be as many as 28 possible monotonicity relations,
all of which are not necessarily compatible with each other. This chapter provides an illustration
of the theory by studying bounds on the distribution function and its quantiles, applied to the
variable savings using a representative sample of the Dutch population, based on the 1993 wave
of the CSS. Attention is paid to choosing a suitable monotonicity assumption by exploiting
covariates for which there is full information for all respondents in the sample. Once this
particular monotonicity assumption is chosen, the empirical illustration compares worst case
bounds estimated ignoring partial respondents, to worst case bounds with partial respondents,
and, finally, these later set of bounds to bounds estimated using monotonicity. The results show
that taking into account partial response leads to an estimated set of bounds that improves the
identification region of the otherwise unknown quantiles by at least 20qo, and imposing
monotonicity further reduces this region of identification by at least l001o relative to the worst case
bounds which allow for partial respondents. So, for example, whereas with the original worst case
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bounds one could only conclude that the median was bounded between NLG 200 and NLG
48,000 (with 95qo confidence), allowing for partial respondents leads to bounding the median
between the values of NLG 2,000 and NLG 10,000, also with 95~1o confidence, but once
monotonicity is imposed the width is further reduced, so that the median is bounded between
NLG 4,000 and NLG 10,000, also with 95oIo confidence.
Whereas Chapter 4 derives bounding intervals for data containing answers to a static type
of categorical questions (i.e., range cards), Chapter 5, based on Vazquez, Melenberg and Van
Soest (1999c), derives bounding intervals for data where bracket respondents are subject to a
sequential type of categorical question (i.e., an unfolding bracket design). In theory the end
product from range cards and unfolding bracket designs can be identical, that is, both allow initial
non-respondents to classify the otherwise missing value between an upper and a lower limit, and
in both cases the techniques reduce uncertainty on the unknown amount. However, relative to a
range card type of question, responses to unfolding brackets are more problematic since [hey are
known to be affected by the design of the categorical question itself. In a sequential design, ini[ial
non-respondents to an open-ended question are routed to a question such as `is the amount ~B or
more?', to which they can answer with a`yes', `no', `don't know' or `refuse'. The same question
is given various times, typically twice to three times, where the only thing that changes is the
value of the bid (or anchor) ~B. For example, if an initial non-respondent answers with a`yes'
to the initial question in the sequence, he or she will face the quesiion again but with a new bid
~B21 such that ~B21~~B, whereas a`no' would imply a new bid ~B20 such that ~B20~~B. After
two or three similar questions with different bids, the sequence ends with (possibly) a double
bound for the otherwise unknown value. Initial non-respondents who answer `don't know' or
`refuse' at the initial bid ~B define the residual sub-sample of full non-respondents. One problem
associated with sequential questioning is that responses are possibly subject to a psychometric
bias known as the anchoring effect. This phenomenon is well documented in psychology (see, for
example, Jacowitz (1995)) and in some studies of willingness to pay (Cameron and Quigin
(1996)). More recently this type of bias has begun to catch the attention of empirical micro-
economists (see Hurd et aL (1997)). In psychology, the anchoring effect is explained by
suggesting that the bid (or anchor) ~B creates a fictitious believe in the individual's mind: faced
with a question related to an unknown quantity, the individual treats the question as a problem
solving situation, and the given bid is used as a cue to solve the problem. This can result in
responses that are influenced by the design of the unfolding sequence. Hurd et al. (1997) use a
parametric approach to model the anchoring effect, and, using an experimental model of the data
set AHEAD, show how anchoring can be identified in typical micro economic variables such as
consumption and savings. Chapter 5 shows various ways to model the anchoring effect within a
bounding interval framework, thus, allowing for any type of nonrandom nonresponse. There are
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many ways to justify the anchoring effect and the theory in this chapter follows closely the
explanations of anchoring according to Hurd et al (1997), Green et al (1996), Jacowitz et al.
(1995), and Herriges et al. (1996), who all use a parametric set up to either identify anchoring or
estimate under the assumption of a bias due to anchoring. In this chapter the theory is illustrated
by studying the distribution of earnings using the 1996 wave of the Health and Retirement Study
(HRS). In order to assess the (possible) bias associated with anchoring, the empirical section
compares bounds drawn allowing for anchoring with bounds which do not allow for anchoring.
In a final step, the theory is put into practice to test for income differentials between individuals
classified according to their educational achievement. This allows us to assess to what extent this
type of psychometric bias affects comparative economic analyses at the micro level. The results
show that, ignoring the anchoring effect, but allowing for information provided by bracket
respondents, the higher educated are significantly higher wage earners than the lower educated
at the middle quantiles of the distribution, but equality between high and low educated cannot be
rejected at the tails (below the 20`h percentile and above the 90`h percentile). On the other hand,
allowing for anchoring implies the estimation of wider bounding intervals, thus reducing the
region where the null of equality between the earning of high and low educated is rejected. But
even wíth anchoring, the width between upper and lower bounds for both samples (higher and
lower educated) is smaller if we include the information of bracket respondents, relative to
estimates ofbounding intervals which ignore such information (original Manski's (1995) worst
case bounds). Thus, either with or without allowing for anchoring, the empirical evidence in this
chapter shows that bounding the quantiles can be improved in the presence of partial respondents
to categorical questions.
Chapter 6 concludes this doctoral thesis. This final chapter looks back to assess the
practicality of the method extended and empirically applied in this thesis, as well as pointing to
some of the interesting issues that rose throughout the development of the chapters.
Chapter 2
Nonparametric bounds on the income
distribution in the presence of item
nonresponse.
Variablesfor personal income in household surveys are usually affected by item nonresponse.
Parametricand semiparametric models which accountfor thepossibility of selective nonresponse
require additional assumptions on the response mechanism. Manski has recently developed an
new approach to deal with thisproblem, showing that even without additional assumptions, the
parameters of interest can be identifed up to some bounding interval. This chapter applies
Manski's approach to bounds on the distributionfunction, on quantiles, and on the mode of the
distribution of personal income in the Netherlands. Nonparametric techniques are used to
estimate unconditional and conditional bounds. Worst case bounds are compared to bounds
under monotonicity and bounds under exclusion restrictlons. The bounds on the quantiles of the
distribution are also used as tools to test for income differentials between groups with different
levels of education.
2.1 Introduction
Estimating differentials in social standing between two or more sub-groups in a population can
be done by means of comparing their consumption levels, incomes or accumulated wealth. These
comparisons, however, require data representative of the population under study. Longitudinal
studies such as The Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID), The Health and Retirement Study
(HRS) or The CSS (CentERdata), are usually considered as quality data providers to study
microeconomic trends in the population but, common with many other economic surveys, these
panels are also subject to the problem of nonresponse.
Item nonresponse, as a particular type ofnonresponse, is often associated with questions
that aim at eliciting information in the form of exact amounts from respondents in the sample, so
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that while individuals surveyed are willing and able to disclose details on family composition,
labor market status, etc., a non-negligible percentage of the sample will provide no information
on some or all of their income components, savings and wealth components, or consumption
expenditure. Juster et aL (1997) motivate the possibility that cognitive factors are behind such
response behavior, suggesting that lack of accurate information or confidentiality reasons on
behalf of the respondents are key elements in explaining why many people are reluctant to
disclose information on this type of variables. This implies that non-respondents may not be a
random sample, and leads to a potential selection problem, since the remaining full respondents
may not be a representative sample from the population under study.
Traditional approaches to deal with the selection problem range from assuming exogenous
selection to specifying a bivariate limited dependent variable model for response behavior and
income. A very different approach has been introduced by Manski (1989, 1994, 1995). Allowing
for any type of non-random response behavior, he shows how to derive an upper and lower bound
around the parameter of interest (usually a value of the distribution function or a quantile). The
precision with which the parameter of interest is determined, i.e., the wid[h between the upper
and lower bound, depends on the nonresponse probability.
The purpose of this chapter is to apply the approach by Manski to income and to examine
the performance of this approach when implemented to test for income differentials between two
subsets of individuals in the population. The basis for this study is the distribution of gross
personal income in The Netherlands using the 1993 wave of the CSS. The sample consists of
2,138 adult respondents - heads of households and their panners. 14.3qo of them do not declare
their personal gross annual income. The theoretical section reviews Manski's approach to
construct bounds around the distribution function as well as around quantiles and around the
mode of the distribution. The empirical section shows estimates of worst case bounds, bounds
under a monotonicity condition which is motivated by the data, and bounds under several sets of
exclusion restrictions. The latter analysis also shows how the Manski framework can be used to
test the validity of the exclusion restrictions in an informal way.
The practical relevance of the bounds is demonstrated by informal tests for income
differentials between respondents with high and low educational level. The worst case bounds
suggest that, if any type of nonrandom nonresponse is allowed for, the hypothesis that income
quantiles are the same for the high and low educated can be rejected for all quantiles between the
first and third quartile but not for the lower and higher quantiles. Imposing additional assumptions
such as monotonicity or exclusion restrictions, leads to the conclusion that equality can be
rejected at all quantiles except the highest ones.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 elaborates on the
problem associated with item nonresponse in economic surveys, and compares different ways to
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deal with such problems. Section 2.3 reviews Manski's framework, showing how to derive
bounding intervals for the distribution function, quantiles of the distribution and the conditional
mode. Section 2.4 describes the nonparametric estimation methods. Section 2.5 describes the
data. Section 2.6 presents the empirical results and Section 2.7 concludes the chapter.
2.2 Item nonresponse in economic surveys
The aim of survey data is to provide researchers with a sample representative of the population
under study. Item nonresponse is a common problem in most if not all household surveys. It
arises when for a non-negligible percentage of individuals who provide information for most of
the variables in the survey, the realization of the variable of interest is either missing or registered
as missing by the researcher (for example, if the information provided by the respondent is
inconsistent with the respondent's characteristics). The problem is commonly associated with
questions related to exact amounts, such as wages, consumption expenditure, wealth, or savings.
It is well documented that cognitive factors, such as confidentiality concerns, may account for this
problem (see Juster et al, 1997), which makes the assumption that item nonresponse is completely
random hard to justify. The development of better data collection techniques can sometimes
reduce the problem of item nonresponse, but seldom eliminates the problem altogether. Therefore
end users need to account for the existence of this type of censoring in the data.
The traditional approach to deal with nonresponse until about 20 years ago was to simply
assume that nonresponse was completely random. Since the seminal work by Heckman (see
Heckman (1979), for example), the plausibility of this assumption has been questioned, and it has
been recognized that ignoring nonrandom item nonresponse may lead to a selection bias in the
estimates of the parameters of interest. If nonresponse is nonrandom, inference drawn from the
remaining full respondents cannot directly be applied to draw conclusions on the complete
population under study. In Manski's terminology, the sampling process then fails to identify the
population parameters (see the discussion of the selection problem in Manski (1994)).
Heckman's work has ini[iated a huge literature on parametric and semi-parametric selection
models, with a classic example provided by Mroz (1987) who, using models for females' hours
of work, shows that selection models that control for selection bias due to nonparticipation can
lead to wage and income effects that are substantially different from those obtained with models
that do not account for selection bias. See Vella (1998) for a recent overview of selectivity
models. In most selection models, the assumption is made that some location measure m(YIX) of
Y, the variable of interest, conditional on X, a vector of covariates, is a linear combination X'~ of
the covariates. Usually, m(YIX) is the conditional mean E(YIXJ or some conditional quantile. The
slope coefficients in ~3 are then the parameters of interest. Mroz (1987) and most other applied
studies use parametric selection models, in which distributional assumptions are made on the
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error terms. If the distributional assumptions are violated, even though the model accounts for
selectivity, estimates of~ will, in general, still be biased. Semiparametric estimators have been
developed to obtain consistent estimates of ~ under less stringent assumptions on the errors.
Examples are Newey et al. (1990) and Ahn and Powell (1993). Both assume that E[YIXJ - X'~
and focus on estimating~. Both also need the exclusion restriction assumption that, at least, one
given variable affects the selection probability but not E[YIXJ. Semiparametric approaches to the
sample selection problem, therefore, rely on weaker assumptions than parametric models, but still
retain various res[rictive assumptions on the data generating process.
Since the early 1990's, a new approach to deal with the selection problem has been
developed. It focuses on nonparametric identification without additional assumptions such as
those in parametric or semiparametric selection models, while avoiding the assumption of
(conditional) random nonresponse. This approach is usually concerned with the full conditional
distribution function of Y given X. See Manski (1989, 1990, 1994, 1995, 1997), but also, for
example, Heckman (1990). The idea is to use nonparametrics, imposing no assumptions, or much
weaker assumptions, than in the parametric or semiparametric literature, together with the concept
of identification up to a bounding interval. Manski (1989) shows that, without additional
assumptions, the sampling process fails to fully identify most features of the conditional
distribution of Y given X, but that in many cases a lower bound and an upper bound for the feature
of interest (for example, the value of the distribution function of Y given X, or its quantiles) can
be derived. Manski (1994, 1995) calls these bounds `worst case bounds' and shows how they can
be tightened by adding weak assumptions, such as a monotonicity assumption on the relation
between Y and the probability of nonresponse, or the assumption that a subset of the covariates
dces not affect the distribution Y(exclusion restrictions).
Manski's approach to deal with the selection problem has been employed extensively in
the treatment effect literature, where bounding intervals are often used to find an upper and lower
limit on probabilities of interest. In this case, the selection problem arises because it cannot be
assumed that the sample receiving the treatment is drawn randomly from the population (see, for
example, Manski (1990) and Lechner (1999)).
2.3 Theoretical framework
2.3.1 Bounds on the distribution function
This section starts by reviewing Manski's (1995) worst case bounds for the value of the
conditional distribution function of a random variable Y at yEIlB , given X -xEIlB~ . It is assumed
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that there is neither unit nonresponse nor item nonresponse in the conditioning variables X. ~ It is
also assumed that reported (exact) values of both the dependent and independent variables are
correct, thus excluding the possibility of under- or over-reporting of the values of either Y or X.
The parameter of interest is the conditional distribution function defined by,
Fy~(Y) -P(Y~Y~)
Define a dummy variable that models item response:
S-1 if Y is observed
S-0 if Y is missing
The conditional distribution of Y can then be expressed as follows.




whereFncxs-~~(y)-P(Y`ylx,S-1) and Fn~s,s-o~~)-P(Y`-ylx,S-O). Under the assumptions given
above, for all x in the support of X, the expression Fncx.s-i~(y) is identified and can be estimated
using some nonparametric estimator; see Section 2.4. Similarly, P(S -1 lx) and P(S -OLr) are
identified and can be consistently estimated, since the assumptions within this framework imply
complete response on S and X.
If S is independent on Yconditional on X, then Fn~xs-i~~) -Fntx.s-o~~) ~ and all expressions
in the right hand side of (2.3) are identified. This would imply conditional independence between
nonresponse and the variable of interest, also referred to as (conditionally) exogenous sampling
or exogenous nonresponse. This assumption is the basis of the traditional approach to selection
models and imputation methods, and for the matching literature ( see, for example, Rosenbaum
and Rubin ( 1984)). In general, however, S can be related to Y, and Fn~x.s-o~~) is not identified,
so that F~(y) is not identified either.
Manski's method aims at bounding F~(y). The starting point is a worst case bounding
interval that uses no prior assumptions. Building on that, more informative bounds will be
considered, allowing an assumption of monotonicity and exclusion restrictions.
~ For bounds in the case of nonresponse on the conditioning variables, see Horowitz and
Manski (1998).
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Worst case bounds
With no additional assumptions, all that is known about the distribution function of non-
respondents is that OsF~~s;o~(y)s 1. Applying this to (2.3) gives:
Fn~x.s-i~~)P(S-1Lr) s Fy~(y) s Fn~X.s-i~(y)P(S-11x)tP(S-OLr) (2.4)
Manski shows that the lower and upper bound in (2.4) cannot be improved upon without making
additional assumptions, which is why he named them worst case bounds. The width of the
interval between the bounds is P(S-OLr), the conditional percentage of nonresponse. Thus, as
intuitively expected, the larger the probability of nonresponse, the wider the interval, and the less
information can be retrieved from the data. Taking (2.4) as the basis, it is possible to derive more
informative bounding intervals using additional (data) assumptions, i.e., to reduce the width
between bounds.
Bounds under a monotonicity assumption
0 `- Fncxs-oi~) `- Fn~s.s - i ~~~) (2.6)
Prior assumptions on response behavior and the distribution of Y, can lead to more informative
bounds. For example, if Y is income, it seems plausible that most non-respondents are high
income earners who, for confidentiality reasons, are not willing to disclose information on their
income. This leads to the prior assumption that, on average, non-respondents are higher income
earners than full respondents,Z such that, for all y, Applying (2.6) to (2.3) leads to the following
upper and lower bound under monotonicity
Fn~x.s-i~(y)P(S-1LY) s Fy~(y) ~ Fntxs-i~~Y) (2.7)
Compared to (2.4), the upper bound is reduced by P(S -OLr)[ 1-Fn~s b- i ~(y)] , while the lower bound
does not change. The width between the upper and lower bound in (2.7) equals
P(S-Ofr)[Fncxs-i~(y)]. Thus these bounds under monotonicity improve upon the worst case
bounds except at very high values of Y.
2 This monotonicity assumption will appear to be the relevant one in the empirical
application. Deriving the bounds under the assumptionFncxs-o~~)'-Fncxs-i~~) is analogous.
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Bounds with exclusion restrictions
In parametric and semiparametric selection models, it is usually assumed that the conditional
distribution of Y given X-x depends on a subset of the covariates only. Assume that the vector
x can be decomposed into two sets of variables, x-(m , v). An exclusion restriction on v means that
P(Ysyl(m ,v)) dces not vary with v, so that it can be written as P(Ysylm). Applying this to (2.4)
for given m and y and for all values of v results in the following bounds:
sup~~Fnt,„.~,s- i )~)P(S-1 I(m,v))l
`- Fn(,„)~) `- (2.8)
inf~[Fn~~„,~s-))(y)P(5-11(m,v)) tP(5-01(m,v))]
Again, these bounds use prior assumptions, and, therefore, generally result in tighter
bounds than (2.4). Note that even if the probability of response P(b-11(m, v)) does not depend on
v, the bounds in ( 2.8) may still be more informative than those in (2.4), as long as Fn~„, ~~-~)(y) -
and thus also Fh~,~~,;-o)(y) - varies with v. This is in contrast with the situation in semiparametric
selection models, where identification typically requires the assumption that v does affect the
selection probability. The bounds in (2.8) can be tighter or less tight than those in (2.7). This will
depend on the empirical application considered.
Combining exclusion restrictions and monotonicity
Ifboth types of prior assumptions are imposed simultaneously, it is straightforward to derive the
following bounds




2.3.2 Bounds on conditional quantiles
Income distributions are often described in terms of quantiles. It is therefore interesting to apply
the same framework to derive bounds on conditional quantiles in the presence of item
nonresponse. In what follows, expressions (2.4), (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) are used to obtain
analogous expressions for the conditional quantiles of the distribution. This draws on Manski
(1994).
For a F[0,1J, the a-quantile of the conditional distribution of Ygiven X-x, is the smallest
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number q(a, x) that satisfies F~(q(a, x)j~ a,:
q(a,z) - inf {y: F~(y)?a } (2.10)
For a~ 1, q(a, x) - ~, and for a ~ 0, q(a, x) -- ~. The a-quantile of the conditional
distribution of Y given X - x and b - 1 will be denoted by q~(a, x).
The bounds for the quantiles follow from those for the distribution functions by
`inverting' (2.4), (2.7), ( 2.8) and ( 2.9).These can all be written as
L(y,x) s F~(y) s U(y,x) (2.11)
for different choices of L(y, x) and U(y, x), all of them non-decreasing functions of y. Inverting
this gives:
inf{y:Lw,x)~a} ~ inf{y:F~(y)?a)?inf{y:U(y~)?a} (2.12)
Worst case bounds on conditional quantiles
Applying (2.12) for L(y, x) and U(y, x) given in (2.4) and using the quantiles of Fn~~-~ gives the
following worst case bounds.
(1-a) a
q~~ 1 P(S-11x)~~ ~ q(a,x)
~9i~ P(S-1Lr),x
(2.13)
The lower bound is informative only if (I -a)sP(8-11x) and it is -~otherwise. Similarly, the upper
bound is informative only if asP(S-11z). The width of the bounding interval for the quantiles
varies with a and depends on the slope of Fn,x n-~, It is no longer simply determined by the
probability of nonresponse as was the case in (2.4).
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Bounds for conditional quantiles under monotonicity
Applying (2.12) to (2.7) leads to
qi(a,X) ~ 9(a,X) ~ 9i~ P(sal~)~~ (2.14)
The lower bound in (2.14) exceeds the lower bound in (2.13) since a~ f i- ~-a l. Thus, imposing
l rrs-i~)1
monotonicity helps to tighten the bounds on the quantiles.
Bounds for conditional quantiles under exclusion restrictions
Applying (2.12) to (2.8) gives
sup~ qi~ 1 - (1-a) ,(m,v)~ ~
P(S -1 Im,v)
~ 9(a,x) ~
as inf~ qi P(s-11m,v),(m,v)
Combining exclusion restrictions and monotonicity
Finally, applying (2.12) to (2.9) gives




2.3.3 Bounds on the conditional mode
Drawing from Manski (1994, p.153-156) it is possible to derive bounds for the so called
rl-modeof the conditional distribution function F~. Define the loss function h~(y,b)-1[ly-bbrl]
for bE Il8 and r1~0. The conditional expectation of h~(y,b) is given by
E[h~(Y,b)Lr] -P(IY-bbrllx) (2.17)
The rl-modeof Fy~ denoted by b(rl~), is the value ofb for which this conditional expectation
is minimized (see Lee, 1996), that is,
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b(r),x) -argminbE[h~(y,b)Lr] (2.18)
IfFy~ has a unimodal density f~ and r) is sufficiently small, then b(r),x) will approximate the
mode of the conditional distribution function. To derive the bounds on therl-mode in case of
item nonresponse, rewrite the expected loss function as
E[h~(Y,b)lx] -E[hn(Y,b)Lr,S -1 ]P(S -1Lr) tE[h~(Y,b)Cz,S -0]P(S-OLr) (2.19)
The data provides no information on E[h~(Y,b)Lr,S-O], and all that is known is that it must lay
within the interval [0,1]. This implies that
E[h~( Y,b)Lr,S-1 ]P(S -11x)
s E[h~(Y,b)lx,S-1] s
E[h~(Y,b)Ix,S -1 ]P(S -1 Lr) tP(S -OLr)
and combining (2.18) and (2.20) shows that b(r),x) has to satisfy
(2.20)
E[hn(Y,b(r)~))Lr,S-1] s infb ~E[hn(Y,b)Cx,S-1]fP(S-OIz)~ (2.21)
l P(S-1Lr)
Condition (2.21) defines some subset of possible values b(rl,x). This subset can be seen
as a worst case subset for the rl-mode. It is not necessarily be an interval.
The monotonicity assumption discussed in previous sub-sections dces not provide
additional information on the r) -mode since monotonicity says nothing about the slope of the
distribution function. On the other hand, exclusion restrictions do lead to a new subset of possible
values for the rl-mode. As before, let x-(m,v), and assume that FN~m~,~ dces not depend on the
vector of exclusions v. With (2.20), this leads to the following expression:
sup~ ( E[h~(Y,b)I (m,v),S -1 ]P(S -1 I(m,v)) }
s E[h~(Y,b)Ix,S-1] ~ (2.22)
inf~ (E[h,~(Y,b)I(m,v),5-1]P(S -1I(m,v))tP(5-01(m,v))}
This implies that under the exclusion restriction onv, b(r),x)-6(O,m) will satisfy






For a given rl and m, the subset of possible rl-modedefined in (2.23) is a subset of the set
defined in (2.21).
2.4 Estimation method
2.4.1 Estimating the bounds on the distribution function
The bounds on values of the distribution function in Section 2.3.1 are all functions of conditional
expectations that can be consistently estimated using nonparametric regressions. For example,
expression (2.4) contains three different conditional expectations to be estimated, namely
F~s,b-~~(y)-E[!(Ysy)lx,S-1], P(S-1Lr)-E[SLr]and P(S-OIx)-E[1-Slx]. Estimating unconditional
bounds is a special case of this, with an empty set of conditional variables, and in this case the
estimates are simply the sample fractions. If the conditioning set contains continuous variables,
kernel regression estimators can be used (see Hardle and Linton, 1994, for example), either based
on the sub-sample with S-1, or upon the whole sample. In practice, the vector of covariates x
typically contains discrete variables with a finite number of possible outcomes, as well as
continuous vaziables. This implies that the kernel estimator is basically a nonparametric
regression on the continuous variables for each separate cell determined by the values of the
discrete variables. The rate of convergence of this estimator depends only upon a number of
continuous variables (see Hàrdle and Marron (1985)). Similar techniques can be applied to obtain
estimates of (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9), although the latter two expressions differ in estimation methods
with respect to expressions (2.4) and (2.7) in that (2.8) and (2.9) aze attained by minimizing the
lower bound and maximizing the upper with respect to the variables chosen as exclusion
restrictions.
The bounds in (2.4) and (2.7) can also be written directly as conditional expectations of
appropriate functions of Y and 8.' This makes it straightfottivard to derive analytical expressions
for their (pointwise) asymptotic distributions, and to construct consistent estimators for the
asymptotic biases and asymptotic covariance matrices (see H~rdle and Linton, 1994, for
example). This is not the case for the bounds in (2.8) and (2.9): these expressions require taking
the maximum and minimum over a collection of nonparametric estimates and the sampling
' For example, the right hand side of (2.7) can also be written as E(!(b-1, Ysy)fl(S-0)IxJ.
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distribution of these estimates is not yet well understood.' Therefore a naive bootstrap procedure
is used to determine the confidence bands. This method consists of re-sampling randomly 500
times from the original sample with replacement, to obtain two sided 95qo pointwise confidence
intervals for each of the bounds contained within a set of estimated upper and lower bounds.
These confidence bands reflect the finite sampling error in estimating the upper bound and the
lower bound. The estimated vertical distance between the upper confidence band of the upper
bound and the lower confidence band of the lower bound reflects the uncertainty due to both
finite sampling as well as item nonresponse for any given value of the distribution.
For (2.4) and (2.7), the bootstrapped confidence intervals were compared to estimates of
confidence intervals based upon the analytical expressions. The results were virtually identical,
and therefore only the bootstrapped intervals wil] be presented.
2.4.2 Estimating the bounds on conditional quantiles
The bounds on the conditional quantiles in (2. l3), (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16) can be estimated in
two ways. One way is to use estimates L(y,x) and U(y,x) of the bounds on the distribution function
in (2.11), and determine inf { y: L(y,x)? a} and inf { y: U(y,x)? a} . These can be used to replace
the population quantiles in (2.12) and thus provide estimates of the upper and lower bounds on
the quantiles of the distribution. An alternative is to use that (2.13)-(2.16) are based upon
conditional quantiles qi(R,x)of the complete response sub-population, where ~ is some function
of the given a and the response probability P(S-1 ~). Replacing the latter by its nonparametric
estimate yields a consistent estimate ~ for ~3. Then qi((3,x) can be estimated after plugging in Q
of ~i and using an existing nonparametric quantile estimator (see H~rdle and Linton, 1994). For
example, the estimator based upon minimizing a weighted sum of absolute deviations can be
used, originating from Kcenker and Bassett (1978) and developed further by Chaudhuri (1991).
It is given by
n
9iIR~I -argminy ~ s~K~,(x-x~){~y,-q~t(2{3-1)(Y,-9)l
,-~
(2.24)
For the kernel function Kh, a Gaussian product kernel can be used, and the bandwidth h can be
determined by cross-validation in an identical way as the choice of bandwidth for the product
' Examples of empirical use of exclusion restrictions within a bounds framework are, for
example, Ginther (1998), Horowitz et aL (1998) and Pepper (2000). In all these cases, the
confidence around the parameter of interest is estimated using a similar naive bootstrap as the one
employed in the current study.
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kernel of the estimated bounds on the distrihution function. Using Hiirdle (1984, Theorem 2.3)
it is possible to derive the asymptotic distribution of this quantile estimator for given ~. Since ~i
is also estimated here, the limit distribution is considerably more complicated, and, therefore, a
bootstrapped confidence bands can be used applying the same bootstrap technique as described
above.
In the empirical analysis, the quantiles were estimated using both techniques described
above. The results were virtually identical. The results that will be presented are based upon the
first technique, i.e., upon (2.11) and 1.2.121.
2.4.3 Estimating bounds on the conditional mode
The conditions which determine possible values of the conditional mode. presented in Section
2.3.3, are built upon the conditional expectation E[h~(Y,h)Lr,S-1 ] and the conditional
probabilities P(S-1lx) and P(8-0Lz). These can be estimated using the same kernel regression
estimators as used for estimating the bounds on the distribution function. The results can be used
to obtain estimates for the subset of feasible values of the conditional rl-~node . Since the feasible
subsets may not be intervals themselves, confidence intervals for an upper or lower bound do not
apply. Therefore, only the estimates of the feasible sets are presented, and no effort is made to
determine the imprecision due to finite sampling error.
2.5 Data
The data set used is taken from the 1993 wave of the CSS, designed and conducted by
CenterData, a subsidiary of CentER at Tilburg University.~ This panel aims at providing a better
understanding of household savings and household tinancial decision making in the Netherlands.
The questions are classified in five categories, namely household characteristics, income and
wealth, accommodation and mortgages, asse[s and loans, and, finally, a section on psychological
yuestions on attitudes, personality, etc. The panel contatns 2,690 households in the Netherlands,
with participating units being members of the household age 16 and ovec It is divided into two
sub-panels. One sub-panel contains 1,783 households - approximately 4,500 individuals - and
is designed to be representative of the Dutch population with respect to certain social and
economic variables. The other sub-panel, with 907 households, is designed to represent the top
l0~l0 of the income distribution and is drawn from high income areas. Since the second sub-panel
is obviously not a random sample, the empirical section only makes use of the first,
representative, sub-panel. The information in both sub-panels is collected by a computerized
s See footnote 1 in Chapter I for more information on this panel.
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system. The participants in the representative sub-panel supplied answers on a weekly basis.
The sample used in this study is selected from the representative panel, in that only heads
ofhouseholds (including singles) and their permanent partners (married or unmarried) are chosen.
This selection leads to an initial sample size of 2,416 individuals. The final sample consists of
2,138 individual, sínce 112 of the 2,416 originally selected provided no answers to the
psychological section of the survey, which contains the conditioning variables used for exclusion
restrictions.b Each individual in the selected sample is at or above working age and can be
classified as a working employee (full or part-time), self-employed, unemployed, pensioner,
student or housewife.
The dependent variable of interest (1~ is individual gross annual income. It includes gross
earnings for employees, gross profits for the self-employed, various government transfers and
benefits, and capital income.' With this definition, 299 of the 2,138 individuals (14010) have zero
incomes; these are treated as genuine zeros, and should not be confused with item nonresponse.
A total of 306 individuals did not provide information on the level of one or more of their income
components. Thus the (unconditional) sample probability of item nonresponse P(S -0) is 14.3010.
Table 2.1 shows how the 306 nonresponse individuals and the 299 who declare to have zero
incomes are categorized by labor market status.
The table shows that for both males and females, the categories that take up the largest
percentage ofnonresponse are the employed (employees and self-employed), thus providing some
evidence that nonresponse is an event associated with earnings rather than with other types of
income such as capital income or net transfers. The percentage of nonresponse is only marginally
higher for males than for females; on the other hand females much more often have zero income
than males (mostly housewives).
b In theory this amounts to some type of unit nonresponse. Although this thesis does not
extend the bounds to allow for nonresponse in the conditioning set, a theoretical treatment of
bounding intervals and item nonresponse in X can be found in Manski and Horowitz (1998). See
also Chapter 6 of this thesis for some comments on the the issue.
' See Appendix 2.A for details on how this variable was constructed.
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Table 2.1: Non respondents and zero incomes by labor markct status.
Total oIo of ~7oMale of ~IoFemale of Total 9c of Male 9a with Female 90
nonresponse nonresponse nonresponse zeraincomes zeroincomes with zero
incomes
Employees 48 25.5 22.5 5.02 3.3 1.8
SeIC-empl. 20 5.2 I4.4 1.3 0 1.3
Unempl. 2.3 2 0.3 0.3 0 0.3
Pensioner 23.8 16.3 7.5 2.3 0.3 2
Student 5.2 3.6 1.6 24.7 11.4 13.4
Housewife 0 0 0 66.2 1.3 64.9
Total units 306 161 145 299 49 250
The standazd covariates (J~ that are considered are age, education measured by an ordered
categorical variable, and family size. The psychological section of the questionnaire contains a
variety of questions which might affect the individuals' response tendency, without directly
determining income. Some of these variables could be used as exclusion restrictions ( v in Section
2.3). On the basis of some preliminary probit regressions, where the dependent variables was a
binary variable explaining item nonresponse, the variables selected as exclusion restrictions were
WORRY, REFERENCE, RISK and CARE.R WORRY is based upon a variable that measures the
self-perception of how easily the respondent gets worried, in general. The assumption is that an
individual who reports to have a tendency to worry too much, might be less inclined to disclose
information than someone who declares to worry very little. Thus, it seems plausible that this
variable is correlated with response behavior, while there seems no reason why it should affect
income.
The variable REFERENCE is based upon a question on someone's reference group with
respect to the household's financial situation. Those who do not have a reference group may be
less concerned with what other people think, and may thus be less concerned about
confidentiality. On the other hand having a reference group will not determine an individual's
personal income - although it might have an effect on a person's disposable income, see Knell
(1999) -. The variable RISK is a measure of risk aversion based upon information on how often
the respondent buys lottery tickets. It can be argued that those who play lotteries regularly are less
concerned about confidentiality, since they are more inclined to take risks. On the other hand,
playing the lottery seldom affects one's personal income in a significant manner.
8 See Appendix 2.B for details on how these variables were constructed and the exa~
wording of the underlying questions.
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Finally, CARE is a dummy variable measuring whether the individual completely
responds to the section of the questionnaire called `work and pensions' CARE can be seen as a
general indicator of the respondent's carefulness in answering the questions. The information
collected with the `work and pensions' section of the survey is not income related (for example,
it includes questions on commuting time, work place conditions, yes-no answers to questions on
provision of pension plans, etc.). Thus it seems plausible to assume that the dummy CARE is
related to response behavior, while there seems to be no reason why it should be related to the
income level.
Table 2.2 is a statistical summary of the conditioning variables and exclusion restriction
variables mentioned above for the selected sample of heads and partners. From this table it can
be observed that non-respondents are more often male, aze slightly older than respondents, have
a higher level of education, and are more likely to be employees self-employed, or unemployed
(i.e., active in the labor market). People that do not easily get worried (WORRY- I), have a larger
tendency to respond, confirming that nonresponse may be related to confidentiality concerns. On
the other hand, people that identify with a reference group (REFERENCE-1), aze more likely to
respond, which is not in line with our prior expectation. As expected, full respondents are more
inclined to take risks (RISK-1), and more often provide information on work and pensions
related issues (CARE-1).
Table 2.2: Means (standard deviations) andpercentages (standarderrors)for covariates andexclusion
restriction variables.
All individuals Full respondents Non respondents
Units 2,138 1,832 306
Average Age 44.8 (15.6) 44b ( I 5.12) 45.8 ( 18.04)
~o Basic education 7.6 (0.6) 7.8 (0.7) 7.4 ( I.S)
9o Middle education 78.1 (0.9) 81.4 (0.9) 77.4 (2.4)
96 Higher education 14.3 (0.8) 8.8 (0.7) I i2 (2.1)
"o Active in the labor market 66.9 ( I.02) 66.2 ( I.I ) 70.9 (2.6)
~An Not active in labor market 33.1 (1.02) 33.7 ( I.1) 29.1 (2.6)
Family size 2b (1.3) 2.7 ( I.3) 2.4 ( I.2)
96 Males SS.S (1.2) 55 ( L I) 60.5 (2.8)
96 Home owners 66.1 (1.02) 65.8 (I.I) 67.6 (2.7)
~ WORRY-1 6S(1.3) 65.4(I.I) 62.3(2.7)
9ó REFERENCE-1 56.7 (1.07) 57.9 (1.2) SO (2.9)
~, RISK-1 14b (0.8) 15.6 (0.8) 8.8 ( I-6)
'9o CARE-1 81.4 (0.8) 82.2 (0.9) 77 (2.4)
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2.6 Results
First, estimates of bounds around the distribution function of gross annual income are presented.
However, the main goal of the empirical section is to show how the bounding interval approach
can be used to test for income differentials between education levels. For this purpose, Section
2.6.2 will present estimates of bounds around the quantiles of the distribution as discussed in
Section 2.3.2 for high and low education levels separately. The results of the bounding interval
approach will be compared to results assuming (conditional) independence between response
behavior and income.
2.6.1 Estimating bounds around the distribution function
This sub-section presents estimates of bounding intervals on the distribution function of gross
annual income. Both unconditional and conditional bounds will be considered. The main reason
for doing this is that sampling error will be more important for the conditional bounds, so that it
is interesting to compare imprecision due to nonresponse and imprecision due to sampling error
in both cases.
For estimating unconditional bounds, the expectationsE[I(YsyIS-1], E[S], and E[ 1-S]
are obtained by taking sample averages. To avoid the curse of dimensionality, not more than a
few conditioning variables are used. For the conditional bounds, kernel estimators are used which
are products ofGaussian kernels. We take age, education and family size. The bandwidth for each
of these kernels is determined as hx-ho8(x)n ~-o Z~, where á(x) is the sample standard deviation
of the variable and the base bandwidth is ho-1.61, determined by cross-validation. The
bandwidth for each of the Gaussian kernels thus become hedu~ur~,n-0.299, hfu~n~~Y ~~ZQ-0.455 and
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Figure 1 presents the estimates of the unconditional worst case bounds, using expression
(2.4). The figure contains four curves. The solid curves are the point estimates of the lower and
upper bounds of F},(y), at each log income level y. The dashed curves are estimated 95qo
pointwise confidence bands for the upper and lower bound; the figure only shows the upper
confidence band for the upper bound and the lower confidence band for the lower bound. The
vertical distance between the point estimates of the bounds at each point of the distribution is
P(8-0)-0.143, the item nonresponse rate in the sample. Sample imprecision is less important
than imprecision due to nonresponse, as in the example in Manski (1994).
In the same way, Figure 2 presents the conditional bounds at the mean values of X. In this
case the width between upper and lower bound equals P(S-OIz)-0.0947, which is smaller than
the unconditional nonresponse rate. As a consequence, the point estimates of the upper and lower
bound are closer to each other in Figure 2 than in Figure 1. On the other hand, the imprecision
due to sampling error in Figure 2 is much larger than in Figure 1. The reason is that
nonparametric estimation atz basically only uses the observations with covariate values near z,
thus reducing the effective sample size. As a result, the total imprecision in Figures 1 and 2 is
very similar. In both figures, the nonzero probability of zero income implies that the distribution
function estimates are larger than 0 already for low values of income.
The next estimates show how Manski's worst case bounds can be tightened by making
additional assumptions. First, the monotonicity assumption is considered, imposing a priori that
high income earners are more likely to be non-respondents than low income earners. The
assumption is motivated by looking at a set of indicators that could measure and compare the two
samples - full and non-respondents- in terms of both asset holding and debt accumulation. The
CSS provides information on ownership of, for example, checking accounts, stocks and mutual
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funds, real estate, etc. It also provides information on whether respondents have debts with a
bank, private company or friends and family. The yes~no questions relating to ownership hardly
suffer from item nonresponse. Potentially, there are 19 different indicators for assets and 5
indicators for debt accumulation.9 Initial probit estimates suggest that four of these are
significantly correlated with item nonresponse on income. These are deposit books (DEPOSIT),
put-options (OPTION), real estate other than the owner occupied home or buildings occupied by
business (STATE), and money lent to friends or family (LENT). These four variables are chosen
to compare the asset ownership ofrespondents and non-respondents. Furthermore, the indicator
`DEBTS' is constructed, such that if the individual declares to have acquired any one of five
possible types of debt the indicator equals one, and zero otherwise.lo
Table 2.3: Percentages (standard errors)for asset holdings and debt for the total sample and the sub-
samples offu[I respondents and non-respondents.
Complete Sample Full respondents Non-respondents.
Units I 917 1632 28S
DEPOSIT 0.263 (0.010) 0 259 (0.01 1) 0.291 (0.027)
OPI'IONS 0.003 (0.001) 0.002 (0.001) 0.01 I(0.006)
STATE 0.028 (0.004) 0.025 (0.004) 0.046 (0.012)
LEN7' 0.042 (0.005) 0.038 (0.005) 0.063 (0.014)
DEBTS 0.186 (0.009) 0.190 (0.010) 0.165 (0.022)
Table 2.3 compares the five ownership rates for respondents and non-respondents. Non-
respondents are more likely to own any of the four assets reported than full respondents, and are
less likely to hold debts. The differences are not very large, however. Still, all the signs suggest
that, on average, non-respondents are wealthier than full respondents.
In order to investigate whether higher asset ownership rates and lower debt ownership
rates also correspond to higher income, Tables 2.4 and 2.5 present the asset and debt ownership
rates for the lowest and highest income quantiles among ihe full respondents. To make the
comparisons easy, the ownership rates for non-respondents are also included. The final columns
9 The five debt variables refer to money lent by relatives or friends, consumer debt to be
repaid by installments, an extended line of credit, credit card debt, and other financial debt.
lo Some respondents were never asked to answer the questions on assets and debts. This
reduces the sample size for this part of the analysis from 2,138 to 1,917.
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of the tables test for equality of ownership rates in the first two columns." These results are
actually not very convincing. Only for money lent to relatives of friends, we find that the Non-
respondents are much closer to the highest income quartile than to the lowest quartile. For debts,
we find the counterintuitive result that high income earners more often have debts than low
income earners, which might be due to liquidity constraints. Summarizing the results in Tables
2.3, 2.4 and 2.5, it should be admitted that the evidence in favor of the monotonicity condition
in (2.5) is weak.
Table 2.4: Ownership rates (standard errors)for assets and debts: non-respondents and first quartile
of respondents
Non-respondents (a) 1" Quartile fult respondenfs Signlficance test for
(b) (a)-(b)
Units 285 408
DEPOSIT 0.291 (0.027) 0.257 10.022)
OPTIONS 0.01 I (0.006) 0.000 (0.000)
STATE 0.046 (O.OI2) 0.020 (0.007)
LENT 0.063 (0.014) 0.017 (0.006)






Table 1.5: Ownership rates (standard errors) for assets and debts: non-respondents and fourth
quartile of respondents
Non-respondents (a) 4`" Quartile full Significance test for
respondents (b) (a)-(b)
Units 285 408
DEPOSIT 0.291 (0.027) 0.243 (0.021) 1.400
OP170NS 0.01 I(0.006) 0.005 (0.003) 0.845
STATE 0.046 (0.012) 0.029 (0.008) I .384
LENT 0.063 (0.014) 0.064 (0.012) -0.051
DEBTS 0.165 (0.022) 0.287 (0.022) -3.887
" The test statistic is ((Pf-Pn~)l4] . Pf stands for the ownership rate in the considered
income quartile of the full respondents. P~~ stands for the ownership rate in the nonresponse sub-
sample. ~ is the estimated standard deviation for the difference between independent proportions,
i.e., 0-(Var(Pf)tVar(Pn~))(11z) where Var(Pf)-P~(1 -P~)In~ for s- f, nr.
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Figures 3 and 4 present the bounds on the distribution function under the assumption of
monotonicity given in (2.5); Figure 3 shows the unconditional estimates of the bounds whereas
Figure 4 shows similar bounds estimated conditional on the sample mean of the conditioning
variables. The curves are constructed in the same way as those in Figures 1 and 2. Comparing
Figures 1 with Figure 3 clearly shows that the monotonicity assumption tightens the bounds,
particularly at the lower end of the income distribution. In Figure 4, the distance between the
point estimates is clearly smaller than in Figure 2. The imprecision due to sampling error now
clearly dominates the imprecision due to nonresponse.
Figures 5 and 6 show the estimates of the unconditional and conditional bounds of the
distribution function according to (2.8), imposing the exclusion restriction that none of the four
variables WORRY, RISK, REFERENCE and CARE affects the income distribution. Similarly,
Figures 7 and 8 show the estimates of the unconditional and conditional bounds according to
(2.9), jointly imposing monotonicity and exclusion restrictions. The four exclusion restrictions
are imposed simultaneously, so the set v in (2.8) and (2.9) consists of four dummy variables (see
Table 2.2, Section 2.5). Thus in each case, the minimum and maximum are taken of 16 upper
bounds and 161ower bounds.
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In each of the four figures, the solid and dashed curves are the estimated lower and upper
bounds, respectively, whereas the dotted curves represent their corresponding 95qo pointwise
confidence bands, estimated employing a similar bootstrap method as in previous figures.'Z In
each figure, the same problem arises: the bounds "cross" in the sense that the lower bound is
higher than the upper bound at many values of Y. This problem remains if sampling error is
accounted for: the lower confidence band for the lower bound often exceeds the upper confidence
1z In case ofconditional bounds, base bandwidth h~ has to be determined for each of the
16 cells. As with previous estimates, this is done using cross validation. Appendix 2.C shows the
resulting values of the bandwidth. Since cell sizes are much smaller than the total sample size,
the bandwidth is larger than in Figures 2 and 4.
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band for the upper bound. It means that no bounding interval for the value of the distribution
function can be determined under the assumptions made. This can be interpreted as an informal
test on the null hypothesis that the exclusion restrictions are (jointly) valid.13 If the exclusion
restrictions were valid, the estimate of the lower bound should never be significantly larger than
the estimated upper bound. The fact that it often is suggests that the four exclusion restrictions
are not simultaneously satisfied.
The next step is to investigate which of the four exclusion restrictions introduced above
are valid. This is only done for the bounds on the conditional distribution function. The results
of imposing each exclusion restriction separately are presented in Figures 9-12; the results of
imposing these exclusion restrictions together with monotonicity are given in Figures 13-16.
Figures 9,10, and 12 show that the problem of crossing bounds hazdly azises if one of the
variables WORRY, REFERENCE or CARE are imposed. The bounds do cross if RISK is
excluded (Figure 11). In all four figures, however, the upper confidence band for the upper bound
exceeds the lower confidence band for the lower bound. Thus, for each of the four variables
separately, the null hypothesis that the exclusion restriction is valid, cannot be rejected. If
monotonicity is imposed in addition (Figures 13 to 16), the null hypothesis is rejected by the
informal test in Figure 15, although the point estimates of the bounds cross in three of the four
cases.
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13 The size of the test is not clear, since it is based on a combination of pointwise
confidence intervals at different values of the income distribution for the lower and the upper
bounds. This is why the test is referred as an infonmal test. It might be worthwhile to develop a
formal test for exclusion restrictions based upon this idea, but this is not the aim of this paper.
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2.6.2 Income quantiles by education level
Since income distributions are often described in terms of their quantiles, the economic
interpretation of the results is easier for the bounds on the quantiles than for the bounds on the
distribution function. This section presents estimates of bounds around the quantiles of the
distribution as discussed in Section 2.3.2 and 2.4.2, and shows how to use these intervals to test
for income differentials between respondents with different education levels. A distinction is
made between low education (individuals who have completed only up to or below secondary
school) and high education (individuals who have progressed to technical college or have
completed a university degree).
Figures 17 and 18 show estimates of the conditional quantiles of the distribution among
full respondents for the high and low educated sub-populations, respectively. These are consistent
for the quantiles in the complete sub-populations if nonresponse is independent of income,
conditional on education level and the conditioning variables. Figure 19 compares the 95qo
confidence bands from Figures 17 and 18 and Table 2.6 shows the formal test for the null of
equality of the conditional quantiles in the two sub-populations.14
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" The test statistic in Table 2.6 is [Qti-Q~]I0, where Q is the point estimate of the
quantiles, h stands for high education and 1 for low education, and 0-(ahta!)~'~Z~, where ah
anda~ aze the bootstrap estimates of the variances of the estimators Q,~ andQ~ respectively.
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Table 2.6: Testfor differences between conditional quantiles of the high educated and low educated;
ful[ respondents only (standard errors in parentheses)~
High educated (n-735) Low educated (n-1,403)
20'~ Percentile J 26,970 (( I 1.874) j 7,500 (( 3.718)
2s~ Percentile J37,480 ((10,378) f 1 I.100((3,358)
30~Percentile f45,500(j8.463) f 16.200((3.373)
40n Percentile J59,240 (j5.125) f 23,500 (j4,100)
50'PercenGle J67,000((5,139) f35,118(14,917)
60~ Percentile f79,600 ((6,469) f 47,430 (j5,100)
75'Percentile f91,000((7,300) J61,205((3,500)
80' Percentile J99,000 (f I 1,423) f 67,000 ((3,630)
90' Percentile J 130,000 ((13,910) J80.800 ((6,270)












In Figure 19, there is some overlap in the confidence regions for the lower quantiles, but
not for higher quantiles. This is confirmed by the test in Table 2.6, column 4, which shows that
the null of equality can be rejected at all the quantiles of the distribution except at the very low
quantiles. Thus under the assumption of exogenous nonresponse, the data clearly show that the
high educated are higher income earners than the low educated.
Allowing for any type of nonrandom nonresponse implies that the estimates of the
quantiles will be affected by imprecision due to both sampling error and nonresponse. This will
reduce the power of the tests on equality. Figures 20 and 2 I show conditional estimates of worst
case bounds - expression (2.13) - for the low and high educated sub-populations, respectively.
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The solid curves are the estimated upper and lower bounds on the quantiles and the dashed curves
are the estimated confidence bands.15 The distance between the upper and lower bound in Figure
21 is larger than in Figure 20, reflecting the higher nonresponse rate for the high educated. On
the other hand, the imprecision due to sampling error is higher for the high educated than for the
low educated, due to the smaller number of observations.
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Figure 22 compares the bounding intervals in the two sub-populations of high educated
(solid curves) and low educated (dashed curves) respondents; the comparison is based on the 95qo
point wise confidence bands, thus allowing for both nonresponse and sampling error. This is the
analogue of Figure 19, but relaxing the assumption that nonresponse is (conditionally) exogenous.
15 The bandwidth is chosen in the same way as in Figure 2, for example.
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Figure 22 and Table 2.7 show that the 30`h to 75`~ percentiles for the high educated exceed
the corresponding percentiles for the low educated. For the other quantiles, equality cannot be
rejected, and the differences in the point estimates for the full respondents might be due to
differences in response behavior. For example, the 80`h percentile in the full response sample is
f 197,3000 for the high educated andf 67,300 for the low educated, and the difference between
these numbers is significant ( see Table 2.6). But if nonresponse is nonrandom, this does not
necessarily mean that the quantiles in the complete populations are different. If the high educated
do not respond if they have low income, and the low educated do not respond if they have high
income, the full response estimate of the difference is an overestimate of the difference in the
complete population.
Table 2.7 says that, if we take this possibility into account, the difference between the 80`"
percentiles is no longer large enough to conclude that the underlying complete population
quantiles are different.
Figures 23 and 24 present the bounding intervals for the conditional quantiles in the two
sub-populations imposing the monotonicity assumption which associates nonresponse with high
income, conditional on education level and the covariates in X.
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Tab[e 2.7: Tests for differences between conditional quantiles of the high educated and low educated
based on Manski's worst case bounds (standard errors in parentheses)'.
Hiqh educated: lower I,ow educated: upper bound [est statistic











J 30,900 (( I I ,656)
f 43,400 (( 10,490)
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Figure 25(a) and Figure 25(b) compare the 95qo confidence intervals of Figures 20 and
23 and Figures 21 and 24, respectively. This shows how imposing monotonicity tightens the
bounds around the quantiles of the distribution. Furthermore, comparing Figures 25(a) and 25(b)
shows that estimates for the low educated sample are more sensitive to the assumption of
monotonicity than those for the high educated.
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For example, for the high educated sub-population, Figure 21 shows that the median is
between f 51,900 andf 76,700 with 95qo confidence. ff monotonicity is assumed (Figure 24) the
same quantile is bounded between f 53,900 and f 76,700 with 95qo confidence. Thus the width
is reduced byf2,000. Likewise, for the low education group, the worst case bounds in Figure 20
show that the median is betweenf 18,600 andf 49,000. Imposing monotonicity (Figure 23), the
confidence interval for the median becomes f 25,000 to f 49,000. Thus for the low educated,
imposing monotonicity reduces the width byf6,400.
The 95~1o confidence bands in Figures 23 and 24 can also be compared to test for income
differentials between low and high educated. Figure 26 provides the infon-nal test, Table 2.8 gives
the formal test statistics.
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Allowing for monotonicity dces not substantially change the conclusions from the worst
case bounds. The null of equal quantiles is again rejected for all the quantiles except those in the
tails of the distribution. The only change is that equality is already rejected at the 20`h percentile.
Table 2.8: Test for differences between quantiles of the high educated and low educated based on
bounds under monotonicity (standard errors in parentheses)'.
High educated: lower Low educated: upper test statistic
bound (n-735) bound (n-1,403) (one sided t-test)
20~ Percentile f26.980 (j I 1.741) j9,550 ((3,242) 1.431
25u Percentile f 37,8b0 ((10,640) f 13.370 (j3.163) 2.2,56
30u Percentile j4S,9S0 ((8-981) f I8.930 ~ 3,254) 2.829
40~ Percentile f 59,250 ((5.502) j30,230 ((4,632) 4.035
50' Percentile (67,090 (f 5,081) (43,830 ((4529) 3.416
60nPercentile j79,S60(j6.213) JSS,740((3,251) 3.396
75tlPercenlile J90,650((7,052) j7Q.220((4,291) 2.474
SOd Percentile j98,970 (f 10,666) f 79.?50 (j7,S36) I.S I
90m Percentile J 129,950 ((12.319) J435,S00 ((139.760) -2. I78
I. Dependent variable: gross annual income in Dutch Guilders.
Previous estimates of bounds on the distribution function showed that the data rejected
the set of exclusion restrictions if these are imposed jointly (see Section 2.6.1). L.ooking at the
four exclusion variables separately, it was found that problems were reduced. In particular, point
estimates of the bounds never crossed if REFERENCE was excluded. This latter exclusion
restriction is used to estimate and compare bounds on the quantiles of the distribution of high and
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low educated respondents. Figures 27 and 28 present the estimated bounds around the quantiles
for the high and low educated. Figures 29 and 30 do the same, imposing monotonicity in addition.
Figure 27 shows that lower and upper bounds cross for the high educated, although the
confidence bands show that this is not significant. Similar conclusions can be drawn for both the
high and the low educated samples if monotonicity is imposed in addition.
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Figure 31 compares the 95qo confidence bands for the low and high educated based on
Figures 27 and 28. Table 2.9 presents the results of the formal test for equality of income
quantiles. The results are similar to those without exclusion restrictions, with somewhat higher
t-statistics: equality of quantiles is rejected for quantiles between the 30`h and the 80`h percentile.
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Figure 32 and Table 2.10 do the same things as Figure 3.1 and Table 2.9, imposing
monotonicity in addition. This further increases the power of the tests for the lower quantiles,
such that in this case, equality of quantiles can be rejected for all quantiles up to the 80`h
percentile. All this is in line with the fact that additional assumptions such as monotonicity or
exclusion restrictions tighten the bounds and thus increase the power of tests based on the bounds.
Table 2.9: Tests for differences between quantiles of the high educated and low educated; exclusion
restriction on REFERENCE (standard errors in brackets)~
High educated: lower Low educated: upper test statistic
bound (n-735) twund (n-1,403) (one sided btest 1
20n Percentile f20.500 (j I I,195) j 7.790 (j3,685) I.078
25' Percenlile j30.900 (j 10,083) f 12.380 (j 3.791) I.719
30~ Percenlile f 43,400 (j8.039) f 18,930 ((3.981) 2.728
40m Percentile j58.440 (j5.710) f 30.500 (j5.I01) 3 647
50' Percentile f70.350 (j6.944) (47,540 (j4,989) 2-668
60~ Percentile f 82,500 (j5.392) ,j55,740 (f 3,842) 4.042
75~Percentile J99.250(j11.212) f61,450(j3.642) 3.206
80' Percentile ( I 14.180 (j 12.940) j78.370 (j5.981) 2S 12
90aPercentile f144.000((11,989) j137,780(jllR,721) 0.052
I. DeFx:ndem vanable~ gross annual income in Dutch Guilders.
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Table 2.10: Tests for differences between quantiles of the high educated and low educated;
exclusion restriction on REFERENCE 8c monotonicity (standard errors in brackets)'
High educaled: lower Low educated: upper test stalistic
bound (n-735) Fwund ( n-1,403) (one sïded t-test)
20n Percentile (30,900 (l9.468) J 7,790 (J 3.685) 2.275
25n Percentile ( 43.390 ((7.963 ) ( 12,380 ~ 3,791) 3.S 16
30~ Percentile ! 50.870 (l6,631) ! 18.930 (! 3,981) 4. I 29
40a Percentile l62,800 (f 5,643 ) ! 30,500 ~ 5,101) 4.256
50' Percentile !77,570 (l6.748) J 47,540 U 4,989) 3.578
60m Percenlile l82,930 (J 5391) (55,740 (I 3.842) 4.107
75m Percenlile ( 100,300 (j I 1.994) j 61.450 (J 3.642) 3 099
80~Percentile lI14,180(l13.367) (78,370(lS,9811 2.445
90~ Percentile J 144,000 U 13,?'21 ( I37,780 (! I I R,721 1 0.052
I. Dependeni variable: gross annual income in Dutch Guilderx
2.7 Conclusions
Standard tests for income differentials between two or more independent groups require
representative samples from these groups. The existence of nonrandom item nonresponse in
economic surveys leads to selectivity bias and invalidates these tests. Manski (1994, 1995) shows
that, without additional assumptions, the parameter of interest is identified up to an interval only.
This chapter has applied the approach by Manski (1994, 1995) to deal with item nonresponse in
survey data and has shown how the approach can be used to test for income differentials between
groups that differ with respect to their educational achievements. The focus has been on the
distribution function and the quantiles for the variable gross personal income using a Dutch cross-
section, for which the initial item nonresponse rate is 14.3qo. The full sample has been used to
compute bounds on the unconditional and conditional distribution functions, and the importance
of imprecision due to item nonresponse has been compared to the imprecision due to sampling
error. Furthermore, the sample has been separated into groups with low and high education, and
the bounding intervals for the quantiles of personal income in these groups have been compared
to test for income differentials. Worst case bounds have been compared with bounds under the
additional nonparametric assumptions of monotonicity and exclusion restrictions. Unconditional
bounds are estimated by means of sample averages, whereas conditional bounds are estimated
non-parametrically. In either case, the asymptotic distribution of the estimators has been
determined using a bootstrap procedure.
For worst case bounds on the distribution function, the findings show that conditioning
on the mean value of a set of covariates reduces the error due to item nonresponse considerably,
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relative to sampling error. For the estimated unconditional bounds, the sampling error is almost
negligible relative to the identification problem due to missing values. Imposing monotonicity
helps to tighten the bounds considerably. For both conditional and unconditional bounds, the error
due to item nonresponse becomes less important relative to sampling error. Imposing joint
exclusion restrictions based upon four psychological variables in the data set, leads to a set of
point estimates of the lower bound that exceed the point estimates of the upper bound, for both,
conditional and unconditional bounds, and with or without imposing monotonicity. These
estimated bounds cannot be used to determine a range of possible values of the unknown values
of the distribution function: They can be used to construct an informal test of the exclusion
restrictions. The null that they are jointly valid is rejected. This test is interesting since in a semi-
parametric selection model, such a test of the exclusíon restrictions would not be possible.
Bounds on the quantiles can easïly be derived from bounds on the dístribution function.
Bounds on the quantiles of the distribution were estimated for two independent samples in the
data defined according to education level. Quantiles in the two groups were compared using worst
case bounds, bounds under the assumption of monotonicity and bounds estimated using one of
the exclusion restrictions. Using Manski's basic worst case bounds, the null of equal quantiles
for the high and low educated is rejected for quantiles in the range from the 30`h to the 75`h
percentiles. Imposing monotonicity or an exclusion restriction leads to somewhat more powerful
tests and more rejections.
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Appendix 2.A: Definition of gross annual income
The dependent variable of interest throughout the paper is gross annual income. This variable
is constructed adding earnings for employees or gross profits from self-employed, various
government transfers and benefits, and capital income. The full description of the components
used to construct gross annual income is as follows:1ó
WINST: Profits [gross]
OG: Real estate incomelletting of rooms [gross]
HPREM: Premium for subsidized purchase of house [gross]
ALIl~I: Alimony from spouse [gross]
HWF: Rateable value of accommodation [gross]
HTR: Mortgage interest payments [gross]
LOON: Paylsalary [gross]
VUT: Early retirement benefits [gross]
WG: Reduced Pay [gross]
PENS: Retirement pensionslannuity [gross]
WW: Unemployment benefits [gross]
ZW: Sickness benefits [gross]
RWW: Long-term unemployment benefits [gross]
RENTE: InteresV dividendsl other incomes [gross]
AAW: Disability benefits [gross]
WAO: Disability pensions [gross]
IOAW: Benefit for elderly and partly disabled unemployedlself-employed [gross]
ABW: Social assistance (US: welfare)Ibenefi[s for self-employed [gross]
AOW: General old-age pension (US: social security payments) [gross]
AWW: General widows' and orphans' pension [gross]
Usíng these set of variables, gross annual income (GAI) is constructed as follows:
GAI-loontvutfpenstzwfwaofwwfwgfaowtawwfabwfrwwtaawfioawfalimtmi n( winst,0 )t
rentetog-htrfhpremfhwf.
If a person's characteristics are such that one would expect he or she to answer to a given item
in the list, and yet the item is left empty by the respondent, that person is counted as nonresponse.
16 The mnemonics used for the variables are the original mnemonics used in the CentER
Panel Data.
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Appendix 2.B: Constructing exclusion restriction variables
Four variables are used as exclusion restrictions. CARE is constructed using the response
behavior of each individual to the section in the panel called 'work and pensions'. REFERENCE
is constructed using only one question in the Psychological section of the panel named `Group 1',
and the variables WORRY and RISK are two ordered response variables that measure the
psychological characteristics of the individual; for these two latter variables the information used
is in the form as provided by the individual.
WORRY is constructed from the answer to the following survey question,
"Now, we would like to know how would ~~ou describe }~our personalih'. Below we have mentioned a
number of persanalgualities in pnirs. The qualities are not in even ense oppo.rite.r. Please indicatefor
each of the pairs af qualities which member would best desr, ribe }~our persona[ih~"
Quality: easily ge[ worried-------------------Don't easily get worried.






Don't easily get worried ................... 7
Don't know ................ .................... -9
We define WORRY as 0 if the answer to this is below 4- including `-9' - and 1 otherwise.
The variable RISK is based upon the following question,
"The following questions concern your readiness to take risks. First, some questians about games of
chance"
How often do y~ou bu~~ lottery tickets, do ynu play the lotten', orsamething nf the kind?
Every week ............................................................................ 1
A few times per month .......................................................... 2
Once a month ........................................................................ 3
Six to ten times per yeac ....................................................... 4
One to siz times per year ....................................................... 5
Rearl y .................................................................................... 6
Neveditardly ever.................................................................. 7
Don't know ................. ........... ..... .. .... ............. .... ............ -9
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The variable RISK is 1 if the answer is I, 2 or 3, and 0 otherwise.
REFERENCE is based upon the question,
Which group is mosr importanr tn cou, k ith respect to the firtancia! situnlion of ~ou household'
Thc neighbors .........................................................................1
Friends and acquaintances ......................................................2
Colleagues at work ..................................................................3
People with my level of education ..........................................4
People about the same age as myself......................................5
People with a similarjob as myself.........................................6
Brothers, sis[ers and other relatives ..........................................7
People known from newspapers and TV ..................................8
Ot hers........................................................................................9
Don't know ..............................................................................-9
The variable REFERENCE is 0 if the answer is -9 and 1 otherwise.
Finally, the variable CARE is constructed using all the questions in the `works and
pensions' section of the survey. These questions refer to conditions in the workplace, thoughts
about pension plans, etc. None of these questions are directly related to income. If the individual
answers all the questions in this section, CARE is set equal to 1. Otherwise it is set to 0.
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Appendix 2.C: Base bandwidth for each exclusion restriction cell
Figures 5 to 8, Section 2.6.1, show the result of estimating the bounds according to expressions
(2.8) and (2.9), where the set ofexclusion restrictions is v- (WORRY, RISK, REFERENCE and
CARE). In practice, each of these variables is a binary variable that can take the value of 1 or zero
(see Table 2.2, Section 2.5). For bounds estimated conditional on the set of covariates x, we use
Kernels that are product of Gaussian Kernels. To normalize these nonparametric estimates we
estimate the base bandwidth ht for each of the 16 cells determined by the four exclusion
restrictions using least squares cross validation as explained in Section 2.4.1. The resulting base
for each of the 16 cells as determined by the four potential exclusion restrictions are shown in the
table below.
Table l.C: Estimated bandwidth for each of the 16 possible sets of upper and lower bounds according
to the cells determined by the combined exclusion restrictions Worry, Reference, Risk and
Care.
Cell Minimized leasl Base bandwidth Bandwidth for Bandwidth for Bandwidth for
combination square h~ Age education family sz.
Wfl. RE(I. RI(1. CII
W t, REO. RIO.CO
W0. RE7, RIO. GO
W t, RE1. RIO. CO
W0. REO. RI1, CO
W 1, REO, RI1, CO
W0, REt, RI1, CO
W t, REt, Rlt, CO
W0. REO, R10, C1
W1, REO, RIO. C1
W0. REt, R10, Ct
W 1, RE1, RIO, C1
W0, REO. RIt, C1
W t, REO. Rlt, C1
W0. RE1. RI1, C1
W 1, REt, RII, C1
I5.787 2.97 10.37 55.00 80.00
14.948 2.45 8.53 45.00 66.00
20.103 2.97 10.37 55.00 80.00
15.505 2.45 8.53 45.00 66.00
15.276 2.97 10.37 55.00 80.00
13.991 2.76 9.63 51.00 74.00
17.831 2.97 10.37 55.00 80.00
16.596 2.97 10.37 55.00 80.00
14.759 2.87 10.00 53.00 77.00
13.317 2.24 7.80 41.00 60.00
15.054 2.97 10.37 55.00 80.00
15.565 2.97 10.37 55.00 80.00
14.238 2.66 9.27 49.00 71.00
13.003 2.03 7.07 37.00 54.00
14.752 2.97 10.37 55.00 80.00
15.638 2.97 10.37 55.00 80.00
Nofe t: 'wó ,'reó,' rió and 'có imply that for thal particular cell. Ne indicators WORRY. REFERENCE. RISK and CARE equal 1 if dte original
value is 0: similarly. ' wl'. 'rel'. 'riI' and 'cl' imply that Ue respective indicators equal I if originully Ihey are I.
Nole 2: Colum 2 is the MSE for the dependent variable y, so that (~)~. (y -i~l' where the prediction y is estimuted using kernel regres.won with the
n
conditioning composed of the variables age, educatíon and family size.
Note 3: 7he sequence of values thal searchec fa Ihe bace bandwidth started w the point 0.1 and increases in steps of 0.01 to the value of 1. The zearch
in this case is done with only one sequence being fitted.
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Appendix 2.D: Studying bounds around the (un)conditional mode
This appendix provides estimates ofbounds around the conditional mode. Worst case bounds are
given implicitly by expression (2.21). Bounds under exclusion restrictions are given by
expression (2.23). The choice of parameter r)is similar to choosing a bandwidth parameter.
Results based upon the values r1- f 25 and r1- f 100 are considered. Figures 33 and 34 show
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Each figure presents two curves. The "lower loss function" is the left hand side of ( 2.21).
The "upper loss function" is the part in curly brackets in the right hand side of ( 2.21). The
infimum of this function is indicated by a horizontal line. The condition on the mode in (2.21)
is that the value of the lower loss function should not exceed this infimum. Thus the range of
possible modes satisfying ( 2.21), is the range between the two points of intersection of the lower
loss function with the horizontal line through the minimum of the upper loss function.
The range of feasible modes is very large; item nonresponse thus makes it very hard to
estimate the unconditional mode. Figures 35 and 36 are constructed in the same way, but now for
the conditional mode at the mean of the vector of conditioning variables. The range of possible
modes here is smaller, due to the smaller item nonresponse rate at the mean. Still, for r1- f 25 ,
Figure 35 shows that the conditional mode can be anything in between f 2,600 andf 660,000.
Although this is an improvement relative to Figure 33, the range is still quite large. For largerrl
(Figure 36), it is even larger. Imposing an exclusion restriction on one of the four exclusion
variables discussed before, helps a bit but not much. See Figures 39-42. Imposing the four
exclusion restrictions simultaneously leads to similar problems as encountered for bounds on the
distribution function: it yields an empty set of possible modes since the lower loss function
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everywhere exceeds the infimum of the upper loss function in (2.23). See Figures 37-38. Again,
the interpretation is that not all four exclusion restrictions are valid at the same time.
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Chapter 3
Measuring changes on income inequality over
time in the presence of missing data.
Variables sueh as earnings, total income, or household expenditure are often used to measure
inequality between sub-populations or changes of inequality over time. Household data shows
that these are also the type of varinbles sensitive to the problem of item nonresponse. If
nonresponse is nonrandom, the remaining full respondents do not provide a representative
sample of the population. Thus, estimates of inequali[y need to take into account the po.rsibility
of sample selection. This chapter presents an approach to analyze irtcome ineyuality different
from conventional methods in that it allows for any type of nonrandom item nonresponse. The
method drawsfrom Manski's bounding interval approach tn derive bounds around the inter-
quartile range as an income inequality measure, and shows how these bounds, together with
bounds aroundthe quantiles of the income distribution, can he used to analyze income inequality
between groups and over time. The theory is applied to study income inequality in post-
unifieation Germany, using several waves of the German Socio Economic Panel (GSOEP). This
chapter a[so shows that applying Manski's bounding interval approach to the more conventional
income inequality measures, like the Gini eoefficient, results in bounds that are too wide to he
practically useful. As a consequence, income inequality measures like the Gini coefficient can
only be applied in practice in combination with usually untestable assumptions concerning the
non-response sub-population. The empirical seetion in this chapter illustrated that whereas the
bounding interval approach is valid at indicating inequality trends in Germany, conclusions
based on estimates of the Gini coefficient are different for different assumptions used on the
nonresponse sub-population.
3.1 Introduction
The period following the unification of Germany provides an interesting example for the study
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of inequality changes over time as well as between sub-populations, for example East versus
West Germany. Shortly after full social and monetary union was completed, one of the main
social targets of the Kohl government was to reduce income differentials between the two
Germanies in order to speed up full integration into a single German economy. To achieve this,
massive public transfers from the West to the East were realized. By 1993 these transfers
accounted for 62.4 percent of East Germany's disposable income. This had an effect on the
income distribution characteristics of both East and West Germany, since the transfers accounted
for 8qo of total disposable income in the new unified Germany. Significant migrations from the
East to the West, as well as the arrival of new immigrants of ethnic German origin (mainly from
Poland, the former Soviet Union and Rumania) also played a role in changing the characteristics
of the distribution of income for the country as a whole, income inequality within regions, and
income differentials between regions (Burda (1993)).
The study of income inequality at the micro-economic level requires income data - either
at the household or at the individual level - representative of the population under study, which
can then be used to determine well established inequality measures such as the Gini coefficient,
the Theil coefficient, or Atkinson's inequality measures. A common feature of these measures
is that they summarize the difference between individual incomes and a benchmark point, such
as the sample mean. For example, the Gini coefficient computes the average of the sum of all
paired differences between individual incomes as a percentage of total income. If difference
between individual incomes are low, the Gini coefficient will be close to zero, indicating low
inequality, whereas if total income is concentrated among a few very rich individuals, the index
will approximate one. Theil's inequality measure computes the average difference between log
of each individual income and the mean of income, whereas Atkinson's measure computes the
mean of transformed incomes, corresponding to some measure of social welfare: see Cowell
(2000) for an extensive discussion of these and other measures of income inequality. However,
the use of these measures is not always straightforward, since by definition they require a
complete sample and, even in high quality household surveys, it is well known that income
variables are typically subject to the problem of item nonresponse. If item nonresponse is
nonrandom, inequality measures such as the ones mentioned above, become much harder to
estimate consistently, due to the possible presence of sample selection bias. Traditional solutions
for this require additional assumptions, such as random nonresponse conditional on a set of
covariates or an explicit parametric or semiparametric selection model.
This chapter proposes an alternative approach to the study of income inequality which
allows for any type of nonrandom item nonresponse, thus, avoiding the usual assumptions
associated with traditional procedures. The idea is to usc quantiles and the inter-quartile range
(IQR) in combination with Manski's bounding interval approach (see !Vlanski (1989, 1994, 1995j
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and Heckman (1990)). By calculating Manski-type bounds around quantiles as well as around the
IQR, it becomes possible to ínvestigate the differences in income distribution. including income
inequality, within and between different sub-populations, as well as over time, allowing for any
form of nonrandom item nonresponse.
As a theoretical contribution, this chapter derives sharp Manski-type worst case bounds
around the IQR. The bounds around the quantiles as well as around the IQR are then used to study
the changes in income inequality and income differentials after unification in Germany as a
whole, and in East and West Germany, using a set of waves from the German Socio Economic
Panel (GSOEP), covering the period between 1990 and 1997. The income variable analyzed is
based on (after tax) wages and salaries of individuals who are actively participating in
employment activities at the time of the survey.
The results allowing for nonrandom nonresponse suggest that there has being a dramatic
increase of income inequality over time for East Germany, while in West Germany inequality has
remained fairly stable. Inequality and income differentials between East and West Germany have
fallen, particularly in terms of income after government transfers. Estimated bounds on the IQR
for unified Germany show an slight fall on income inequality over the nineties, while estimated
bounds on the quantiles show that between 1990 and 1997 the significant increase in earnings is
only between the 30`~ and 75'h percentile. Results based on the bounding interval approach show
consistency with results attained assuming random response in terms on inequality trends. On the
other hand and allowing for random response, estimates of quantiles for unified Germany cannot
detect the possibility of no change in earnings over time for unified Germany for quantiles other
than the middle quantiles.
In principle, Manski's bounding interval approach could also be applied to the Gini
ccefficient, Theil's ccefficients, and comparable inequality measures. However, as demonstrated
in Section 3.5.3 with the Gini coefficient, these bounds turn out to be too wide to be of any
practical value. The alternatíve to bounding the Gini coefficient (and related income inequaliry
measures) is to find a point estimate of such measures, a practice which is only possible if
allowing for often untestable assumptions concerning the nonresponse sub-population. The
drawback is that the outcomes can end up depending on these assumptions. This is empirically
illustrated by presenting various estimates of the Gini coefficient according to different
assumptions for the nonresponse sub-population, and the outcome is compared to conclusions
based on estimates of bounding intervals on the quantiles and the IQR of the income distribution.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 provides a more
extensive explanation of the problems of item nonresponse and associated problems when
measuring income inequality. Section 3.3 presents the theoretical framework of the bounding
interval approach by Manski (1994,1995), and shows how to derive a set of sharp worst case
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bounds for the inter-quartile range. Section 3.4 describes the GSOEP data used in the empirical
section, and provides a brief summary of the evolution of income nonresponse since the start of
the panel in 1984. Section 3.5 explains the estimation technique and the empirical results. Section
3.6 concludes.
3.2 Income inequality and item nonresponse
Item nonresponse in case of income and earnings questions is a common problem in household
surveys, specially if open ended questions are used. In general, item nonresponse is associated
with variables for which there might exist confidentiality problems andlor uncertainty associated
with the amount in question (see Jacowitz et al. (1995) for psychological explanations). As a
consequence, item nonresponse is typically also found in variables such as consumption, savings,
or amounts of assets and debts. The econometric problem with this type of item non-response is
that the response behavior may be non-random, so that the sample of respondents may not be
representative for the population of interest. If item nonresponse is indeed nonrandom, applying
standard procedures to the full response sample and ignoring the non-respondents may result in
inconsistent estimates of the parameters of interest. Thís applies to (conditional or unconditional)
means or quantiles, but, of course, also to inequality measures such as the Gini coefficient.'
To illustrate this, let y be income. The Gini coefficient-estimator based on a given
(complete) sample is given by
1 n n
Gn- ~- ~ ~ ~y~-yi~
2n `y ~ i i ~
(3.1)
where y stands for the (complete) sample mean and n is the size of the (complete) sample. In the
presence of item nonresponse the estimator (3.1) will generally only be consistent under strong,
often untestable assumptions on the behavior of non-respondents. The easiest assumption is that
item non-response is completely random. This is what is known as the exogeneity assumption.
But if non-response is not random, (3.1) will probably be an inconsistent estimator of income
inequality in the total population of interest. For example, if non-respondents are in the tails of
the income distribution, income inequality will be underestimated. The opposite is true if all non-
respondents earn the mean income. If response behavior changes over time, this may also lead
to biased conclusions on changes in income inequality.
The fact that ignoring non-respondents may lead to selection bias has been well
'The Gini coefficient is used throughout the paper as the benchmark inequality measure,
though most of what we say about it also applies to the other conventional inequality measures.
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established since the late 1970-s, particularly since the seminal work by Heckman (see Heckman
(1979), for example). Since then a huge literature has emerged providing parametric and semi-
parametric models to deal with selection bias. Selection models postulate the response
mechanism jointly with an outcome equation for the dependent variable of interest. The estimates
of the outcome equation can be used to impute the missing observations, thus providing a full-
response data set that can then be used to estimate mcome inequality in the standard way. For
example, Biewen (1999) applies a selection model to estimate inequality in gross earnings in
Germany from the 1997 wave of the GSOEP. He compares the results to those based upon other
assumptions, such as exogenous nonresponse. His findings suggest that item nonresponse is a u-
shaped function of income: nonresponse is higher for both low and high income earners than for
the intermediate income groups.
Another method to deal with nonresponse is direct imputation. Biewen (1999) applies this
method, with imputations based on the matching procedure of Rosenbaum (1995). The method
is similar to hot deck imputation in that both look for individuals in the full response sample who
match the characteristics of individuals in the non-response sample. A more complex imputation
process is multiple imputation as suggested by Rubin (1987), where each missing value is
replaced by two or more acceptable values representing a distribution of possibilities.
Clearly, there exist many different techniques to deal with nonresponse; nowadays,
assuming that non-response is completely exogenous is a rare practice. Still, all these techniques
require additional assumptions. Semi-parametric selection models relax these additional
assumptions to some extent, but still rely on additional (partly untestable) assumptions, such as
exclusion restrictions. Most imputation procedures require that non-response is random
conditional on a set of observed covariates. If the additional assumptions are not satisfied, the
estimates of inequality measures may be inconsistent, hampering a comparison of inequality in
different time periods or between groups.
Grabka et al. (1999) and Schwarze (1996) provide examples of this. In both of these
studies Theil's I(0)' inequality measure is computed for the GSOEP to analyze income inequality
between and within East and West Germany over time. The two papers cover a different time
period, but use similar techniques. In both studies a composite income variable at the individual
level is used. Nonresponse affects each of the income items that make up the final composite
variable, so that the final percentage of nonresponse would be too large if all the observations
with some nonresponse were deleted. Instead, the missing items of income are imputed using the
z See Slottje et al. (1989) for an explanation the relation between various inequality
measures, including the Gini ccefficient and a variant ofTheil's inequality measure. In principle
these measures are determined by comparison of individual values to the sample mean.
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mean value of the full response sub-sample per income item. But if, for example, non-respondents
are typically high and low income eamers, this will lead to underestimation of income inequality.
The ideal solution would be to find a method to estimate income inequality which allows
for nonrandom item nonresponse, using all the information available in the data, including the
non-response sub-sample, and avoiding assumptions on response behavior that cannot be tested.
The procedures discussed above do not satisfy these criteria. Since the early 1990's, Manski has
put forward a new approach to deal with censored data in the form of item nonresponse: see
Manski (1989, 1990, 1994 and 1995). Until now, the main applications of this approach are to
be found in the literature on treatment effects - see for example Lechner (1999) and Ginther
(1997). Manski's benchmark ("worst case") approach imposes no assumptions at a1L He also
shows how to impose nonparametric assumptions on response behavior that are much weaker
than those in the parametric and semi-parametric literature on response behavior. The idea is to
construct bounding intervals around the values of the conditional distribution function of the
variable of interest, given a vector of covariates. Thus, this approach solves the selective
nonresponse problem at the expense of increasing uncertainty: the distribution funetion of interest
is identified up to the bounding interval only. Manski's approach is particularly applicable to
quantiles or to simple functions of yuantiles, such as the IQR, but less useful for income
inequality measures like the Gini, Theil, or Atkinson inequality measures.
Inequality measures alone do not provide a complete view of social welfare differentials
or social welfare changes, since they typically do not consider shifts in the income distribution.
See the extensive overview of ineasuring inequality by Cowell (2000). He provides a justification
for using quantiles as well as the IQR to analyze differences in income distributions. Cowell
suggests that ranking quantiles can provide information on the changing characteristics of the
income distribution not contained in inequality measures. For example, an upward shift in the
distribution of income between periods tells us that everyone is better off, though inequality may
remain unchanged. This ideas is summarized in Cowell's (2000) Theorem 1, stating that "If
socia[ state A dominates the state B according to their guantile ranking, then Wq~WB for an~
individualistic, additive and .rymmetric social welfare function bir'. Thus, a monotonic shift of
all quantiles implies a shift in welfare. On the other hand, if not all quantiles change in the same
direction, an inequality measure such as the IQR can act as a`tie-breaker' to decide on the
change in income inequality. Together with a measure for the change in the location, this gives
some idea on the changing distribution.
A drawback of the [QR is that it does not use all the information in the data. The Gini
ccefficient, for example, changes as soon as any observed income in the sample changes. This
is not the case for the IQR, which is insensitive to within quartile changes. Still, in most practical
cases it can be expected that the IQR and other income inequality measures will lead to similar
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conclusions about the trends in income inequality. Ajoint analysis of shifts in the quantiles and
the IQR, should, therefore, provide an adequate set of tools that are together powerful enough
to assess changes in the income distribution.
In the next section Manski (1989) is reviewed to show how to derive bounds around the
quantiles of a distribution from bounds on the distribution function. Next, the section shows how
to derive sharp bounding intervals around the inter-quartile range as well as a lower bound on
the Gini coefficient.
3.3 Theoretical framework
3.3.1 Bounds around the quantiles of the distribution
Drawing on Manski ( 1989), this section starts by showing how to derive worst case bounds for
the distribution function of a variable Y, at a given yEIIB, conditional on a set of covariates X at
a given xEl[8n. It is assumed that there is neither unit nonresponse, nor item nonresponse on any
of the variables in the conditioning set.' Furthermore, it is also assumed that the information in
both Y and X is correct, thus excluding problems associated with response error. Let S be a
binary random variable that takes the value of I if Y is observed, and zero otherwise. With this,
P(Y~ylx), the population's conditional distribution function given X-x, can be written as:
P(YsYLr) - P(Ysylx,S-1)P(S-1Lr) t P(YsyLx,S-O)P(S-OLr) (3.2)
The data identifies P(YsyLr,S-1), P(S-1lx) and P(S-OLr), which can be consistently estimated
using, if necessary, some nonparametric regression estimator. On the other hand, the data fails
to identify P(Ys yLr,S-O), the distribution function for the nonresponse sub-population. This is
the reason why nonresponse creates a problem. The assumption that nonresponse is independent
of Yconditional on X("exogenous nonresponse" or "conditionally random nonresponse") would
solve the problem, since it imposes that P(Ysytx,S-O) - P(Ysylx,S-1). This assumption
identifies P(Ys ybr) and makes it equal to the conditional distribution function of full respondents
P( YsYLr,S-1) .
If, on the other hand, no assumptions are made with respect to the relation between
response behavior and Y, then all that is known about the distribution function of Y for non-
3 In the empirical part, conditioning is only with respect to West or East Germany, so that
the role of the conditioning set X is limited. For reference to the theoretical treatment of item
nonresponse in X, see footnote 6 in Chapter 1.
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respondents is that is bounded between 0 and 1. Applying this to expression ( 3.2) leads to the
following upper and lower bound on P(Y~yLr):
P(YsyLr,S-1)P(S-1tx) s P(Y~yfC) s P(YsyLz,S-1)P(S-1lz)tP(S-01x) (3.3)
Expression ( 3.3) shows Manski's 'worst case' bounds. The difference between the upper
and lower bound is, for any value of y, equal to P(S-OLr), the conditional percentage of
nonresponse. These worst case bounds are sharp in the sense that narrower bounds cannot be
obtained without making further assumptions. Manski ( 1995) shows how nonparametric
assumptions of monotonicity and exclusion restrictions can lead to sharper bounds. In the
previous chapter these types of assumptions were applied to the distribution of earnings using
a Dutch cross section, showing that assumptions, such as monotonicity, can lead to a significant
improvement compared to worst case bounds, in the sense that the distance between upper and
lower bound is substantially reduced.
Expression (3.3) can be used to derive worst case bound on the quantiles of the
distribution. Let aE(0,1); the a-quantile of the conditional distribution of Y, given X-,r, is the
smallest number q(x,a) that satisfies P(Ysy~Lr)?a:
9(a.x) - ini (y: P(Y~)'~)?a} (3.4)
Bounds on the quantiles of the distribution can now be obtained by "inverting" the bounding
intervals in (3.3), so that the lower bound on the distribution function gives an upper bound on
the quantile, and, likewise, for the upper bound on the distribution with respect to the lower
bounds on the quantiles of the distribution. This gives the following worst case bounds on the
quantiles of the distribution:
inf ~y:P(Y~yLr,S-1)?(3i} s inf {ti:P(Ysylx)?a} s inf {~~:P(Ysylx,S-1)~~,} (3.5)
where Ri-[(a-P(S-OLr))~P(S-1Lx)] and (3,-[alP(S-1Lr)].
3.3.2 Bounds around the inter-quartile range (IQR)
In the notation used in the previous sub-section, the conditional inter-yuartile ringe (IQK(.~Il is
given by:'
' The IQR defined here has the drawback that it depends on the unit of ineasurement and
increases if all incomes increase by the same factor. This can be avoided by considering the IQR
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IQR(x) - y(0.75,x) - g(0.25,x) (3.6)
A straightforward way to obtain bounds on IQR(x) would be to consider the first and third
quartiles separately and use the bounds derived in the previous subsection. If we denote the lower
and upper bounds in (3.5) by L(a,x) and U(a,x), respectively, then this gives the following
bounds on IQR(x):
L(0.75.r)-U(0.25,x) ~ IQR(x) s U(0.75,x)-L(0.25,x) (3.7)
However, Appendix 3.A shows that only the lower bound in (3.7) is sharp. Manski (1994,
footnote 2) already pointed out a similar problem for the difference between two values of the
distribution function. To illustrate this, let there be two potential values of Y, to~t~ . Manski's
point refers to the bound on the probability that Y is in between these two values:
P(to~ystiLr) - P(yst~lx)-P(y~t~Lr). Using the bounds on P(yst~lx) and P(yst~Lr)given in (3.3),
and then manipulating these, gives the following bounds around P(to~y~tilx):
P(tocYs ti Lr,B -1)P(S -1 lx) -P(8 -01x)
s P(to~yst~Lr) s
P(tacyst~ Lr,S -1)P(S -l lx) ~P(S-OLr)
(3.8)
It is easy to see that the bounds in (3.8) are not sharp: sharper bounds can be derived by directly
considering the probability of interest P(yE(t~,ti]); these are given by
P(tocyst~IS-1 r)P(S-1Lr) sP(to~yst~Lz) s P(t~cyst~IS-1,x)P(S-1Lr)fP(S-OLr) (3.9)
It can easily be shown that these bounds are sharp. The width between them is equal to the
probability of nonresponse, whereas the width between the bounds in (3.8) was twice as large.
Deriving sharp bounds on the inter-quartile range is not as straightforward as deriving the
sharp bounds in (3.7). The derivation is given in Appendix 3.A; the result of this derivation
of log income rather than the íncome level. This would not change anything in the theoretical
analysis.
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shows that, for non-response probabilities less than 0.25,5 the sharp bounds on IQR(xj are given
by:
L(0.75,x)-U(0.25,x) s IQR(x) s max {U(O.S~ps)-U(p,x))
p~ f0,25 -P(è-0t~)1
(3.10)
The lower bound in (3.10) is the same as the lower bound in (3.7). The upper bound in (3.10),
however, is generally smaller than the one in (3.7).
3.3.3 Bounds on the Gini coefficient
Expression (3.1) shows the sample analogue for the Gini coefficient, one of the most widely
used measures of inequality either at the micro or macro economic level. The Gini is bounded
in the [0,1] intervaL If all incomes are similar, the estimate of the coefficient will be close to
zero. On the other hand, if total income is concentrated among a few very rich, estimates of the
Gini coefficient will tend to 1. In the presence of nonrandom item nonresponse the Gini
coefficient is not identified unless one makes strong (often untestable) assumptions on the
nonresponse sub-population. This sub-section derives sharp worst case type of bounds for the
Gini coefficient which allow for nonresponse to be nonrandom.
Assuming a finite population, the Gini coefficient is given by (3.1). Let n-n ~ tn„ where n
denotes the size of the (finite) population, n~ denotes the size of the full response population and
n, denotes the size of the nonresponse population. Thus a suffix 1 implies full respondents and
2 non-respondents. Let N i and p, be the means of Y(the income variable of interest) for the
two sub-population and define p~-niln and p,-n,~n. With these expression (3.1) can be re-
wri[ten as
z 1
Pi~GiNi t PzGzlr, ' p~pzn n ~~ ~~ h'~i-!~zliz
Pil~ i ` P,Nz
(3.11)
where Gi and G, are the Gini coefficients associated with the full response and nonresponse
sub-populations respectively. Clearly 0 s G, s 1. Moreover,
~~ ~~ lyi~-!'z~~ '- ~~ ~~ In,y~r-yzl - ~~ ~~ h'i~-F~zl (3.12)
SFor larger probabilities of nonresponse, the expressions become easier. Details of this are
not provided since it does not seem to be a practically relevant case.
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where the unknown is the mean value of the nonresponse population with N,E[0,~). The value
of N, that minimizes the right hand side of ( 3.12) allows for a minimum on (3.1 I) which either








It is easy to show that the sharp bound on the Gini coefficient in a finite population of
size n is equal to [(n-1)In]. For large populations, the sharp upper bound for the Gin)
coefficient thus tends to 1, since
n-1 - 1 as n - ~ (3.14)
3.4 Data
The data used in the empirical section is a selection of waves from the German Socio Economic
Panel (GSOEP), covering the time period following the unification between East and West
Germany. The GSOEP is a micro-economic panel with the first wave starting in 1984. In 1990,
the panel was extended to cover the new adhered East German states. The aim of the panel is to
provide data for the analysis of social, economic and living conditions in Germany, with data
representative of the German population at individual, household level and family leveL`' The
core questions cover demographics, education, labor market status history, earnings, housing,
health, household production and finally, an extensive section on subjective data (for example,
satisfaction with life, health expectations, etc.). Furthermore, every year the panel adds a topical
module where one particular subject is treated in greater detail. Apart from a sample which is
designed to be representative of the full Getman population, the panel also contains specific sub-
samples which are representatives of minority groups such as foreigners (those who are German
residents but of Spanish, Turkish, Italian or Yugoslav origin), and a representative sub-sample
of those immigrants who have settled in Germany in recent years.
6 In case of the GSOEP, there is a slight difference between the definition of a household
and that of a family, since those who break away from the household to start a new one are
followed as new households, but using specific indicators within the panel, it is possible to merge
the data at the family level where more than one household would count as part of the family.
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Interviews are carried out face to face, with all household members of age at least 16.
Questions referring to household issues are answered by the household representative (usually
the person who is most aware of the everyday running of the house). The initial wave in 1984
consisted of 11,654 respondents from a total of 5,624 households including 3,717 children below
the age of 16. In 1997, after addition of various minority groups and the East German sample,
and accounting for attrition and refreshment over the 14 years, the total number of interviewed
individuals was 12,560 from a total of 6,442 households and 3,626 children below the age of 16.
The interest in the empirical section is to study the evolution of the properties of the earnings
distribution for the full unified Germany, but also to compare the distributions of earnings in East
and West Germany. For this purpose, the study focuses on the years 1990, 1993, 1995, and 1997:
these four waves allow for information on both the West German and East German states, and
cover the periods immediately after unification and thereafter.
Table 3.1 provides summary statistics for the four waves under study. It shows, for each
year, the number of respondents ofage I6 or above and those who declare to be in the labor force
(that is, employable, so neither students, nor pensioners, disabled, or housewivesl husbands). The
units of interest are individuals who declare to be actively participating in wagelsalary earning
activities. Thus, this particular way of defining wage earners also includes self-employed and
women in maternity leave, but excludes the unemployed. Sample units are selected using a
question which is repeated in all waves, where individuals are asked to classify their own
employment status. Those who report to be current wage earners, are asked to declare their
monthly wages andlor salary, both in gross and net terms. The empirical study is based on the
variable net earnings.
To make the summary statistics representative, the summary statistics in Table 3.1 are
weighted with the sampling weights provided in the GSOEP data set.' Table 3.1 gives the
percentage of nonresponse per year for East and West Germany and for the full sample.
The summary statistics of the income variables are based upon the full response samples
only. They suggest that at the beginning of the 1990-s, there was a huge earnings differential
between East and West. Although this has diminished considerably over time, the difference
in 1997 is still substantial, especially in before tax terms.
'So-called cross-section weights at the individual level are used. The sub-samples of
foreigners and new immigrants since unification are included in the sample, with the appropriate
sampling weights. The weights also correct for the larger sampling rate in East Germany
compared to West Germany. The weighted nonresponse rates are usually larger than the
unweighted rates. For example, the unweighted nonresponse rate in net income for Unified
Germany is 0.064, compared to the weighted nonresponse rate of 0.079 in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 shows that nonresponse rates decrease over time. To see if this trend is also
found over the full period of the GSOEP (from 1984 to the most recent wave), Figure 1 shows
the evolution of sample nonresponse over time for gross and net income. This figures confirms
the conclusion from Table 3.1.
The falling nonresponse rates might be due to the fact that people in the sample become more
familiar with the survey or that interviewers become more experienced in eliciting the
information from the respondents. The small increases of nonresponse in 1990 and 1994 could
be due to the inclusion in the sample of new households (East Germans in 1990, newly arrived
immigrants in 1994).
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Table 3.1: Sample size and summary statistics for gross and net income (values arefor
monthly income ir: 1984 D. Marks)'~
1990 1993
All West East All West East
Observations 13.245 9.016 4.229 12.476 8.699 3.776
Fmployable 9,230 5.84R 3.382 8.557 5.6(X) 2.757
Wage 8.739 5.476 3.263 7,442 5.196 2.246
Earners
Gross
NRP 81 I (0.1 I I) 596 (0.124) 214 (0.070) 581 10.083) 425 (0.087) 156 (0.069)
Mean(s.d) 2.537(2.230) 3.049(2.369) 1,058(439) 3.036(2,064) 3,257(2,183) 2.173(1.164)
Median 2.286 2.805 1.02R 2.760 2.975 2.040
minlmax 0-46.750 0-46.750 0-4,675 0-16,750 0-46.750 0-25.5(H)
Net
NRP 558 10.0790) 317 (0.081) 240 10.0741 436 (0.083) 306 (0.087) 130 (0.069)
Meanfs.dl I J6111.255) 2.052(1.308t 877(352) 4.O4811.367) 2,173U.445) 1.547(830)
Median 1.590 1.917 860 1.870 1.965 1,445
minlmax 0-18.700 0-18.700 35-3,740 0-34,000 0-34.000 0-20.910
1995 1997
All West East All West East
Obsenations 13,032 9,330 3.701 12.560 8.916 3.641
Employable 8.70.3 6.461 2.243 8.31 R 5,723 2.565
N'age 7.689 5,453 2.236 7.233 5,124 2.109
Earners
G rnss
Ngp 5i610-082) 407 (0.086) Id9 t0.066) 62410.0891 450 (0.095) 174 (Q0661
11ean(s.d) 3.056(2,079) 312312.369) ',427 f L267) 3.17011.9661 3.333(2.073) 2.538(I .94)
Median ?.838 3.001 2.314 ?904 3.140 2.418
minlmax 0-81A99 0-81.099 0-19.058 30-39,250 30-39 ?50 78-15.700
Vet
NRP 4R 10.0821 29310.086) 119 (0.O66) 467 (0.0891 32310.095) 14110.06G)
Meanls.dl 2.OI8U.341) 2.117(I.J29) 1.648(843) 2.(A38(1.249) 2.14511.32U I.666B08)
Median 1,839 1.9~16 1.609 1.884 1.962 1.570
minlmax (1-40.55O 0-40.550 0-15.409 30-23.550 30-23,550 78-7.850
Notcl: 'Ohservations' refer. to number ol mdi~~iduals m thc samplc.
Note 2: 'Employahle' re(ers to numhcr uf mdivtduals who are employed or actively scanhing for work
Note 3: N'age earncrs are those who declare to be employcd and earning wages or profits at the timc of thc survey.
Nnte 4: 'NRP' stands for 'Numbzr of Nonresponse', w.ith the samplc pmportion given in paremheses 'mirJmax' stands for mtnimum
and maximum amoum in the samplc.
' The values of gross and net income are corrected for inflation using the table in
Appendix 3.B.
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The falling nonresponse rates might be due to the fact that people in the sample become
more familiar with the survey or that interviewers become more experienced in eliciting the
information from the respondents. The small increases of nonresponse in 1990 and 1994 could
be due to the inclusion in the sample of new households (East Germans in 1990, newly arrived
immtgrants in 1994).
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Figures 2 and 3 show the trends in nonresponse rates for East and West Germany
separately for gross and net income, respectively. These figures show that the downward trends
in nonresponse are driven by West German respondents, particularly for gross income. The
changing trend ín nonresponse behavior makes it particularly important to account for
nonresponse, since the bias due to selective nonresponse may then change over time. This
would imply that not only the quantiles and inequality measures are affected, but also the
changes in these over time.
3.5 Estimates of quantiles and inequality
The first sub-section presents the estimates of the bounds around the quantiles of the
distribution of net earnings for the years 1990, 1993, 1995 and 1997.These estimates will be
used to test for shifts in the income distribution over time and for differences between East and
West Germany. In the second subsection, estimates of the sharp bounds on the inter-quartile
range (IQR) will be given. In the third subsection, the results are compared with a classic
measure of income inequality, the Gini coefficient.
The bounds presented in Section 3.3 are defined in terms of sub-population
characteristics, and can be estimated using the corresponding sample analogues. In the case of
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a set of continuously distributed conditioning variables X, nonparametric regression techniques
can be used for this, see, for example, H~rdle and Linton (1994). However, estimates in this
chapter are not based on conditioning on continuously distributed variables. Thus there is no
need for smoothing, and the estimates of the bounds are functions of sample analogues of
population and sub-population fractions. All these sample analogues are weighted using the
sampling weights provided with the GSOEP data, to correct for stratified and nonrepresentative
sampling.
All estimates will be presented together with estimated upper and lower confidence
bands, resulting from a bootstrap procedure: re-sampling with replacement S00 times from the
original sample. This technique yields two sided 9Solo confidence bands around the estimated
bounds, given by the 2.S'h and 97.5'h percentile in these 500 estimates. Only the upper
confidence band for the upper bound and the lower confidence band for the lower bound will
be presented. The resulting (pointwise) difference between these two shows the imprecision due
to finite sampling error as well as nonresponse, while the difference between the point estimates
is an estimate of the imprecision due to nonresponse only.
3.5.1 Bounds around the quantiles of earnings
Figures 4 to 7 present estimated quantiles for the variable net earnings, together with estimated
9Sqo confidence bands, using the full response sample, for unified Germany. The graphs
illustrate the characteristics of the earnings distribution in unified Germany under the
assumption that item nonresponse is completely random.
Table 3.2 shows estimates of a selection of quantiles from Figures 4-7 with 9Solo
confidence. Comparing the columns in this table indicates an overall upward shift between
1990 and 1993, followed by a more or less stable pattern from 1993 to 1997. Figure l2
illustrates the clear overall upward shift in the income distribution between 1990 and 1997.
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Table 3.2: Estimated quantiles with 95qo confutence. Unified Germany ( variable monthly net
income in 1984 D. Marks)
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In Figures 8 to 11, the assumption of random nonresponse is relaxed, and Manski's
worst case bounds are presented, also for unified Germany. In each of these figures the inner
solid curves are the estimated upper and lower bounds, while the outer dashed curves are the
estimated 95qc confidence bands on the estimated bounds. Each figure also presents the
corresponding 95~7o confidence bands under the assumption of exogeneity (taken from Figures
4-7). The vertical distance between point estimates reflects the uncertainty due to nonresponse,
while the distance between the outer dashed confidence bands reflects uncertainty due to both
nonresponse and sampling error. For all the four years considered, the sampling error turns out
to be relatively unimportant compared to the imprecision due to nonresponse.
Table 3.3 is analogous to Table 3.2, but corresponds to the Figures 8-11. Table 3.3
shows that, allowing for any type of nonrandom nonresponse in all years, only few real net
income percentiles have increased with at least 95aIo confidence. For example, the intervals for
the median income level for the four years overlap, indicating that the changes in Table 3.2
might be due to changes in response behavior.
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Figure 13 gives basically the same comparison for 1990 and 1997. Only for about the
30'h to the 40`h percentile, the confidence bands do not overlap.
Table 3.3: Bounds on quantiles with 95~Ic conf'ufence bm:ds. Uni~ed Germany ( variable
monthly net income in I984 D. Marks)
1990 1993 1995 1997
IOaPercentile URS;StiO) (120:721i IIOD:7101 IIW:7001
20~Percentile i56p;R26) 1675:LIR0) 1670:1.1321 15R5:1,2211
25'"Percentile 1700:9?41 1891;1?SII IR90:1.?7R1 1790:IAIb
30~Percenlile IR04:1,02R7 iLI01:1.5221 lLIIR:15091 11.09R:1.5511
SOmPercentile 11.028:L4(M)I U.d7R:17Ri1 11,15y;L7d01 U.aRR:1.R051
SOa Percentile 11373:1.7401 1 L690:1.9971 f 1.703.1.9J21 11.7?5:2.(}101
60a Percentile 11.6R2:2.0551 11.950:2.2911 1 L942:2 :601 11.9G02,?Spi
75NPercentile Q.150:2,tí7S1 I?.?90:7.0701 12.?i1:2.91J1 f2.d15:?.fX,(b
S0~ Percentile 1'-.?303.0R51 12.6?0:?.5771 12.5?9: i.1R01 Q.63U:?.bi0i
90p Percentile 1?.ORS í,?771 1?.?90.7.1?BI (?.240.7.(Fi?7 U.21ti: maxi
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Table 3.4: Testing for Differences between the Quantiles in 1997 and 1990 allowing for
nonrandom nonresponse. Unified Germany (variable monthly net income in 1984 D.
Marks)
Point estimate, Point estimate, Difference Standard Test statistic
lower bound upper bound (a)-(b) error of the
1997 (a) 1990 (b) difference
10'" Percentile DM 300 DM 542 DM -242 DM 136 -1.78
20'" Percentile DM 700 DM 790 DM -90 DM 46 -1.94
25~ Percentile DM 941 DM 913 DM 28 DM 59 0.48
30'" Percentile DM 1.170 DM 1,012 DM I58 DM 51 3.13
40'" Percentile DM 1,536 DM 1.336 DM 200 DM 45 4.4
90'" Percentile DM 1,757 DM 1,682 DM 75 DM 39 1.93
60'" Percentile DM 2.010 DM 2.000 DM 10 DM 46 0.22
75'" Percentile DM 2.477 DM 2,616 DM -139 DM 59 -2.36
80m Percentile DM 2,745 DM 2.894 DM -149 DM 82 -1.82
90~ Percentile DM 3,375 DM 4.758 DM -1,383 DM 249 -556
The results of formal tests for equality of quantiles in 1990 and ]997 are presented in
Table 3.4.y The initial conclusions from Figure 13 are confirmed: the null hypothesis is rejected
9 The test statistic is given by the difference of the lower confidence band for 1997 and
the upper confidence band for 1990, divided by the estimated standard error of this difference.
This standard etror is detetmined by bootstrapping, taking into account the fact that the 1990 and
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for percentiles between the 30'" percentile and the median.
A similar exercise can be conducted for West and East Germany separately. Appendix
3.C, Figures 14 to 17, shows the estimates of expression (3.5) for West Germany. Likewise,
Figures 18 to 21 show the corresponding estimates for East Germany. These figures should be
read in the same way as Figures 4 to I 1. Tables 3.5 and 3.6 in the same appendix show some
quantiles for West and East, in a similar fashion as Table 3.3. Figures 22 and 23 are similar to
Figures 13, comparing the movements over time for West and East Germany separately.
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For West Germany, the estimated worst case bounds which allow for nonrandom item
nonresponse do not reveal any change in the net real income distribution over time. This might
be partly explained by the increased tax burden to finance the German unification. On the other
hand, as clearly illustrated by Figure 23, East Germans have experienced a substantial increase
in their real net earnings, in particular between 1990 and 1993. After 1993 the real income
distribution seems to have more or less stabilized.
The results of formal tests similar to those of Table 3.4, are presented in Table 3.7 for
East Germany. The null hypothesis that the quantiles in 1990 and 1997 are the same, is rejected
for the 20`h percentile and higher. Thus unification has led to higher real earnings in East
Germany.
1997 samples overlap. The null ofequal quantiles is rejected if the test statistic exceeds the one
tailed critical value of the standard normal distribution.
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Table 3.7: Testing for differences between quantiles in 7997 and 1990: East Germany
(variable monthly net income in 7984 D. Marks)
Point estimate, Point estimate, Difference Standard error Test statistirs
bound 1997 (a) bound 1990 (bl between or the difrerence
quantiles (a)-(b)
l0u Percentile DM 391 DM 480 DM -89 DM 30 -3.01
20u Percenlile DM 860 DM 637 DM 223 DM 59 3.79
2g~ Percentile DM 1,098 DM 682 DM 416 DM 41 10.27
30u Percentile DM 1,200 DM 726 DM 474 DM 35 13.36
40~ Percentile DM 1.412 DM R04 DM 608 DM I8 33.67
SO'" Percentile DM 1.551 DM 888 DM 663 DM 14 46.09
60~ Percentile DM 1,676 DM 977 DM 699 DM 31 22.28
75'" Percentile DM 1,960 DM 1.120 DM 840 DM 26 32.6
80`" Percentile DM 2,117 DM L215 DM 902 DM 38 23.96
90'" Percentile DM 2,508 DM 1,589 DM 919 DM I 10 8.33
Figures 24 and 25 compare the bounds on the quantiles in East and West Germany for
1990 and 1997, respectively. At the time of the unification in 1990, there were huge income
differentials between East and West. In 1997, income differentials are still present, but they are
much less extreme than before. This suggests that Kohl's policy to achieve full integration into
one single economic entity, put forward shortly after unification, has had some success.
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Tables 3.8 and 3.9 show the formal tests corresponding to Figures 24 and 25. They show
that earnings in West Germany are significantly higher in 1990 for all percentiles starting from
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the 25'h. In 1997, the null of equal quantiles in East and West can only be rejected for the
median and higher percentiles.'o
Table 3.8: Testing for differences in quantiles in West and East Germany, 1990 (variable
monthly net income in 1984 D. Marks)
Low Bound Upper bound Difference ti[andard error Test statistic
West 1990 (a) East 1990 (b) (a)-(b) of the difference
IOU Percentile DM 325 DM 480 DM -I55 DM 54 -2.87
20`" Percentile DM 655 DM 637 DM I8 DM 46 0.39
25~ Percentile DM 934 DM 682 DM 252 DM 28 8.87
30'h Percentile DM I,120 DM 726 DM 394 DM 50 7.91
40~ Percentile DM 1,589 DM 804 DM 785 DM 27 28.58
SON Percentile DM 1,820 DM 888 DM 932 DM 40 23.44
60`" Percentile DM 2,055 DM 977 DM 1,078 DM 17 62.24
75u Percentile DM 2,473 DM 1.120 DM 1,353 DM 46 29.56
SO'" Percentile DM 2,708 DM L215 DM 1.493 DM 48 30.82
90~ Percentile DM 3.509 DM 1,589 DM 1.920 DM I 12 17.07
Table 3.9: Testing for differences between quantiles in West and East Germany, 1997
(variable monthly net income in 1984 D. Marks)
Lower Bound Upper bound Din'erence standard error Test statistic
West 1997 (a) East 1997 (b) (a)-(b) or the difference
10`" Percentile DM 200 DM 735 DM -535 DM 159 -3.36
20~ Percentile DM 660 DM 1, I30 DM -470 DM 65 -7.27
25'" Percentile DM 860 DM 1.251 DM -391 DM 70 -5.56
30`" Percentile DM 1,170 DM 1,332 DM -I62 DM 80 -2.03
40N Percentile DM I,551 DM 1.488 DM 63 DM 42 I.51
SOw Percentile DM I,880 DM 1.642 DM 238 DM 47 5.12
60'" Percentile DM 2.117 DM 1,805 DM 312 DM 55 5.64
75~ Percentile DM 2,640 DM 2.193 DM 447 DM 77 5.8
S0~ Percentile DM 2.825 DM 2,350 DM 475 DM 61 7.84
90`h Percentile DM 3.640 DM 3,138 DM 502 DM 222 2.26
'o This test is based on comparing independent samples, thus the normalizing standard
deviation for the test is based on the square rvot of the sum of the two variances.
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To summarize, the empirical findings suggest that during the nineties, the process of
unification has resulted in a reduction in income differentials between East and West Germany,
partieularly immediately after unification, in line with the desire to achieve full integration of
East and West. Most of the reduction in income differentials has been driven by an increase in
earnings in East Germany, while West Germans seem to have experienced no real change in
their incomes between 1990 and 1997. The changes may largely have been driven by transfers
from the West to the East.
3.5.2 Bounds around the inter quartile range (IQR)"
The next issue is what has happened to earnings inequality. Column 3 of Table 3.10 shows
estimates of bounds on the IQR based on (3.10) for unified Germany, together with 95~Io
confidence bands. In the same table. column 2 shows the estimates of the IQR based on the full
response sample only, thus, imposing the assumpUon that nonresponse is exogenous. Figure 26
plots the confidence bands in Table 3.10. The line segments represent the confidence bands
corresponding to the bounds of the IQR; the ranges between the stars are the contidence
intervals under exogeneity. Assuming exogeneity, the results seem to suggest an initial decrease
in inequality between 1990 and 1993, while the inequality stabilizes after 1993. However, this
is not confirmed by the confidence bands corresponding to the bounds of the IQR: these bands
always show a substantial overlap. Thus, without making assumptions on nonresponse
behavior, there is no evidence for a change in inequality over time.
" Estimates of IQR are based on the level of income. As mentioned in Section 3.3, it
might be worthwhile to look at the IQR of log income as well, to avoid the problem that the IQR
depends on the scale of the incomes. However, this would make the analysis less comapable to
the discussion of the quantiles.
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Table 3.10: Inter-Quartile Range (IQR) estimates and Worst Case bounds on the IQR
(Unified Germany. Variable monthly net income in 1984 D. Marks)
Full Respondents Worst Case bounds
IRandom nonresponse) (Nonrandom Nonresponse)
1990
Point Estimatc~ DM 1.475 ~DM 1.330: DM I.71 I I
Confidence Intervals (DM 1.393: DM 1.490) (DM 1,239; DM 1,759)
1993
Point Estimates DM 1,310 ~DM 1.194; DM 1.610]
Con(idcnce Intervals (DM 1.270: DM I,383) (DM 1.113: DM 1,710)
1995
Pomt Esumates DM 1.251 jDM 1,142: DM 1,543)
Confidence Intervals tDM 1.189; DM 1,327) (DM 1.054: DM I,fi24)
1997
Pomt Esumates DM 1.339 (DM I.145: DM 1.575~
Confidence Intervals (DM L213: DM IA151 lDM 1.019; DM 1.726)
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Tables 3.11 and 3.12 show similar information as Table 3.10 but for East and West
Germany separately. Figure 27 and Figure 28 summarize the information provided in Tables
3.11 and 3.12, respectively, similar to Figure 26.The results do not indicate a change in income
inequality in West Germany, either under the assumption of exogeneity or using the worst case
bounds. On the other hand, the results present evidence for a substantial increase in real
earnings inequality in East Germany between 1990 and 1993, even if no assumptions on
nonresponse behavior are made. This is clear from the large rightward shift of the line segments
in Figure 28. In 1990, the IQR of the real income distribution was (with 95qo confidence and
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allowing for nonresponse) between DM 332 and DM.452. In 1993 the [QR was between DM
603 and DM 938, and in 1997 this distance was between DM 664 and DM 1,044.
Table 3.11: ]nter-Quartile Range estimates and Worst Case bounds. West Germany (variable
monthly net ineome in 1984 D.Marks)
Full Respondents Worst Case bounds
(Random nonresponsel INonrandom Nonresponsel
1990
Prnnt Estimates DM 1.388 [DM 1.157: DM 1,6131
Confidence Intervals (DM 1.264; DM 1,496) fDM 1,026: DM 1,694)
1993
Pomt Estimates DM 1.426 (DM 1.190: DM 1.7051
Confidence Intervals (DM 1,299: DM 1,188) (DM I,I00: DM 1.950)
1995
Point Esumates DM 1,4I0 [DM 1,162: DM 1.7101
Confidence Intervals (DM 1.295: DM 1,526) (DM 1.060: DM 1.870)
1997
Point Estimates DM L439 [ DM 1.228: DM 1.709J
Confidence Intervals (DM 1,333; DM L548) IDM 1,090: DM 1,8871
Table 3.12: Inter-Quartile Range estimates and Worst Case bounds. East Germany (variable
monthly net income in 1984 D. Marks)
Full Respondents R'orst Case bounds
IRandom nonresponse) (Nonrandom Nonresponsel
1990
Point Estimates DM 396 IDM 346: DM 452j
Confidence Intervals 1 DM 37I ; DM 421) I DM 332: DM 469)
1993
Point Estimates DM 767 IDM 643; DM R56j
Confidence Intervals ( DM 688: DM 799~ (DM 603: DM 938t
1995
Point Estimates DM 784 IDM 728: DM 895J
Confidence Intervals (DM 729: DM 886~ iDM 66g; DM 980)
1997
Point Estimates DM 815 (DM 709: DM 947j
Confidence Intervals I DM 709: D~1 RRO) ( DM 664: DM I.0131
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3.5.3 Empirical results for the Gini coefficient.
Table 3.13 shows the estimates of the lower bound L(G) for unified Germany, as well as for
East and West Germany separately, and compares ihe outcomes to the estimates of the Gini
coefficient using the full response sample only (i.e., assuming exogeneity).
Table 3.13: Gini coefficients for Unifced Germany, West Germany and East Germany
(variable monthly net income in 1984 D. Marks)













1990 0.3609 03421sGsl 0.3241 0.3059sGsl 0.2152 Q2044sGsI
1993 0.3236 0.3055sGsI 0.3257 03064sGsI 0.2476 0.2361sGsI
1995 0.3234 03045sGsl 03311 03117sGsl 0.2519 0.2405sGsl
1997 03158 0.2967sGsl 0.3214 0.3005sGsl 0.2520 0.2406sG-1
The Gini coefficients, calculated under the exogeneity assumption, show a decreasing
pattern over time for Germany as a whole, whereas they are quite stable for the West and
increasing for the East, particularly between 1990 and 1993. However, taking the worst case
bounds into account, no meaningful conclusions can be drawn once any type of nonrandom
nonresponse is allowed for: the worst case bounds are so wide, that many patterns are covered.
In practice, use of the Gini coefficient thus only seems possible if additional
assumptions on the nonresponse sub-population are made. Exogeneity is one possible
assumption. Such assumptions are generally untestable, and different assumptions may yield
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different outcomes. Table 3.14 shows the implications of imposing various alternative
assumptions on the earnings distribution among non-respondents for the Gini coefficient of
unified Germany. G(low) and G(high) refer to estimates of the Gini coefficient when non-
respondents are randomly assigned a value from the lower and upper deciles of the full response
distribution, respectively. G(mean) implies that non-respondents are all assigned a value of
earnings drawn from a normal distribution with mean and variance equal to the sample mean
and variance of the full respondents. Finally, G(median) shows the consequence of simply
assigning the median of the respondents to the non-respondents. Table 3.14 shows that the
value of the Gini coefficient is substantially affected by the assumption on the earnings
distribution among non-respondents. If it is assumed that the relation between the distributions
among respondents and non-respondents remains the same over time, i.e., if one specific
column in Table 3.14 is considered, then the conclusion is the same irrespective of which
assumption is made: inequality decreases substantially between 1990 and 1993, and stabilizes
thereafter. If, however, this assumption is relaxed, no conclusions about the trend in the Gini
can be drawn anymore. For example, if the non-respondents in 1990 are all median wage
earners, but non-respondents in 1993 are high income earners, then the Gini for the population
as a whole would rise from 0.346 (1990, column 4) to 0.356 (1993, column 2). Thus, without
making additional assumptions, the observed negative trend in the Gini coefficients do not
necessarily point at decreasing inequality in the population as a whole.
Table 3.14: Estimated Gini coeffieients under various assumptions on earnings in the
nonresponse population. Unified Germany ("variable net monthly income in 1984
D. Marks)
G(low) G(high) G(mean) G(median) G(exogenous)
1990 0.3912 0.4117 0.3644 0.3459 0.3609
1993 0.3560 0.3766 0.329? 0.3077 0.3236
1995 0.3629 0.3691 0.3318 0.3077 0.3234
1997 0.3448 0.3624 0.3213 0.2991 0.3158
3.6 Conclusions
Drawing on Manski (1994, 1995), this paper has derived worst case bounds around the IQR and
the Gini coefficient. The latter bounds turn out to be too wide to be useful for empirical work.
The use of the Gini coefficient in the presence of item nonresponse therefore requires
additional, untestable assumptions on the nonresponse sub-population. This makes the
outcomes sensitive to the assumptions imposed, which seems a clear drawback of using the
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Gini. A similar drawback applies to other traditional income inequality measures, like the
Theil's coefficient and Atkinson's inequality indices.
On the other hand, the bounds on the IQR turn out to be much narrower and are thus
much more informative. In the presence of item nonresponse, these bounds, in combination
with the bounds on the quantiles, appear to be attractive tools to assess changes in earnings
differentials and earnings inequality, both for comparisons between populations and for
analyzing the trend in inequality in a given population over time.
The empirical application in this paper considers changing income inequality and
income differentials in post-unification Germany during the nineties. The income distributions
in East and West Germany are compared, and the trends over the nineties are analyzed. The
estimates of the bounds in the empirical section are presented with confidence bands, estimated
using a bootstrap procedure which samples randomly from the data with replacement. Thus
both the imprecision due to nonresponse and the finite sample errors are taken into account. The
bounds are estimated using a(weighted) sample of wage earnings, taken from four different
waves of the German Socio Economic Panel. The item nonresponse rate for the income variable
used decreases over time, and is almost always lower for gross values than for net amounts. In
general, nonresponse for income never exceeds IO~Io of the sample, with West Germany
typically showing a higher nonresponse percentage than East Germany.
All quantiles of real earnings among full respondents have risen substantially between
1990 and 1997. The bounds on the quantiles, however, show that many of these may reflect
changes in response behavior over time. If any relation between earnings and nonresponse is
allowed for, the hypothesis that the quantiles in the tails of the real earnings distribution of the
whole population of respondents and non-respondents has remained the same, cannot be
rejected. Only the middle quantiles of the distribution have certainly increased. Separate
estimates for East and West show that West Germany may have experienced no significant
change over time in the quantiles of real earnings at all. In East Germany, however, the
conclusion that real earnings quantiles have increased remains valid, whatever the trend in
response behavior has been over time. This finding may reflect the massive transfers from West
to East and may indicate that the policy of the early nineties, aiming at reducing income
differentials, has been successful.
Bounds on the IQR are used to assess the effects of unification policies on the earnings
inequality. The findings provide no evidence of a change over time in income inequality in
unified Germany, or for West Germany, but there is strong evidence of a serious increase in
income inequality in East Germany, particularly immediately after unification. The rise in the
IQR for East Germany cannot be explained by changíng response behavior only. As found in
other studies (sec for example Grabka et al. (1999)), these empirical findings support the
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evidence that an offsetting effect of the redistribution policies between West and East has been
a significant increase in inequality over time in East Germany.
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Appendix 3.A: A sharp bounding interval on the inter-quartile range
This appendix shows that the lower bound on the inter-quartile range given in (3.7) is sharp,
but that the upper bound in (3.7) is not sharp. Moreover, the upper bound in (3.10) is derived
and shown to be sharp. For notational convenience, the conditioning variables X are not
explicitly mentioned. The lower and upper bounds on the distribution function given in (3.3)
are denoted by F~ and F~, and the probabilities P(fi-0) and P(S- I)by p~ and p~ , respectively.
The distribution function for full respondents is denoted by F~ . It is assumed that p~~0.5 , and,
for convenience, that the distributions of Y for respondents and the population as a whole, are
continuous with invertible distribution functions, so that quantiles are uniquely determined.
Based on the short hand notation, the left and hand side of (3.3) can be re-written as,
P(Yszl8-1)P(S-1) - Fi(z)Pi - Fi(z)
P(Y~zIS-1)P(S-1)tP(fi-0) - Fi(z)p~tP~ - F~(z)
and the bounds on the distribution function F(z)-P(Ysz) are given by,
F~(z) s F(z) s F~(z)







Thus, expression (3.5) can also be written as,
L(a) ~ q(a) s U(a) (A.4)
The definitions given in (A.I ) to (A.4) immediately imply the following relation between U(a)
and L(a) which will be used below:
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U(a)-L(atpo) (A.5)
The bounds given in (A.4) straightforwardly lead to the bounds in (3.7) on the IQR:
L(0.75)-U(0.25) s IQR ~ U(0.75)-L(0.25) (A.6)
First, the lower bound in (3.7) is shown to be sharp. This means that, for given FL and p~ (which
also then determine F~ and p,), there always exists a distribution of Y in the population of non-
respondents that makes the IQR equal to the lower bound in (A.6). It is easy to see that any
distributionamong non-respondents with P(YsU(0.25)IS-O)-0 and P(YsL(0.75)IS-O)-1 will
do the job, since this makes F(z)-FL(z) for zsq(0.25) and F(z)-F~(z) for uq(0.75), thus
q(0.25)-U(0.25), q(0.75)-L(0.75)andthuslQR-L(0.75)-U(0.25).Suchadistributionfornon-
respondents is possible as long as U(0.25)-L(0.25}po)~L,(0.75), that is, under the regularity
condition thatpo~0.5 and that the distribution among respondents is continuous.
The next step is to derive the upper bound on the IQR given in (3.10). Since (as will be
shown later) this upper bound is, in general, smaller than the upper bound in (3.7), this result
will imply that the upper bound in (3.7) is not sharp. First, note that the function F-F~ is
increasing. This is because, for any a ~ b,
F(b)-F~(b) - ~F(a)-F~(a)l - F(b)-F(a) - LF~(b)-F~(a)l -
P(a~YsbIS-1)p~ } P(acYsblS-O)po - P(a~YsbIS-1)pi -
P(a~YsbIS-O)poz0
(A.7)
This implies, together with the assumption that F is invertible (so that Ft, is invertible with
inverse U), that,
0.5 - F[q(0.75)] -F[q(0.25)J ? F~[q(0.75)] -F~[q(0.25)l (A.8)
so that,
9(0.75) s U[0.5 tF~[q(0.25)]] (A.9)
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and thus,
IQR s U[0.5 tF~[q(0.25)1] -q(0.25) (A.10)
Expression (A.10) is not a useful upper bound on the IQR, since q(0.25) is not observed. But
it is known that L(0.25)sq(0.25)~U(0.25), thus,
IQR s max{U[O.StF~(t)J-t; L(0.25)st~U(0.25)}
An alternative expression for (A.11) is given by
IQR s max{U[O.Stp]-U(p); F~[L(0.25)]sps0.25}
(A.11)
(A.12)
The right hand side of (A.12) shows the upper bound in expression (3.10). Note that this is






The final step is to prove that the upper bound derived above is sharp, that is, for given F~, po
there is some distribution of Y among non-respondents such that the upper bound is attained.
From the derivation of the upper bound given above, it is clear that this means that the
distribution of Y among non-respondents must be such that the following two conditions are
satisfied:
(1) F[q(0.75)] - F[(0.25)l - F~[q(0.75)] - FL[q(0.25)]
and (A.14)
(2) U[0.5 tFL(q(0.25)] - q(0.25) - max { U[0.5 tF~(t)] -t-, L(0.25)sts U(0.25) }
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Let t' be the ( or a) value of t for which the maximum in the right hand side of the second
equation is attained. ( This depends only on the givenFr, po and not on the distribution of Y
among non-respondents). Then the problem is to find a distribution function among non-
respondents Fo(~~) - P(YsyIS-O) such that
(1) 0.5 - F~[9(0.75)l - FL[9(0.25))
and (A.15)
(2) q(0.25)-t'
Condition ( 2) means that P( Ys t ' ) -F~(t ') tFo(t ' )po -0.25 , so Fo(t ' ) -[0.25 -FL(t ' )]Ipo.
ThefactthatL(0.25)st'sU(0.25),implies [0.25-p~J~F~(r')s0.25,so [(0.25-Fr(t'))Ip~]E[0.1].
Thus it is possible to choose Fo so that (2) is satisfied. Using condition (2), condition (1) can
be rewritten as F~ [q(0.75)] -0.5 t F~ [t '], and thus also as q(0.75)] -U[0.5 tF~(t ') ] . This means
that,
F[U(0.5 fF~(t '))]-0.75;




Thus, Fo should be such that there is no probability mass between t' and U(0.5 tF~(t ') ] which
is larger than t' . Thus it is possible to choose F~ such that both conditions are satisfied and the
upper bound in (3.10) is sharp.
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Appendix 3.B: Consumer price index (CPI) for Germany (1990-1997)
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Appendix 3.C: Bounds on the quantiles for the populations of East
and West Germany, separately
This appendix shows the result of estimating bounds on the quantiles of the distribution for
the separate samples of West and East Germany. These results are illustrated with Figures
14 to 17 and Table 3.5 for the sample of West Germans, and with Figures 18 to 21 and
Table 3.6 for the sample of East Germans.
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Table 3.5: Bounds on quantiles with 9501o confuience. West Germany (variable monthly
net income in ~984 D. Marks)
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Table 3.6: Bounds on quantiles with 95~7o confuience. West Germany (variable monthly
net income in 1984 D. Marks)
1990 1993 1995 1997
l0u Percentile (164;512) (330:831) (340:800) (320:780)
20"Percentile (508;651) (77S;I.IOI) (800:I.132) (780;1,170)
25'"Percentile (578:700) (926;1.180) (997;1,270) (L003:1.295)
30'" Percentile (651:742) f1,047;1.270) (1.132:1,378) f1.170;1,412)
40'"Percentile (738;826) (1,220;1,380) (1.328:1.5091 (1.370;1.5511
SON Percentile (813;913) (1.351;1,540) (1,487:1.642) (LS(10;1.6601
60~ Percentile (890:985) (1.522;1,690) (1.620:1,820) (1,642:1,836)
75N Percentile (1,028;1,140) (1,783:2.082) (1,883;2.182) l1,920:2,270)
80~ Percentile (1,075:1,215) (1,868;2.200) (2.020;2,432) 12.040:2.440)
90N Percenlile (1,215;1.820) (2.200;3,820) (2,351,3.890) (2,431:3.922)
Chapter 4
Bounds on the quantiles in the presence of
partial (categorical) response, and full item
nonresponse
As the collection of household data becomes a commoft practice in most economies, the data
collection techniques ure often updated and imprnved to reduce persistent data collection
problems, such as, for example, the problem of missing observations. Survey questions on
specific antnunts sttch us inconte, savin,~s und varinu.r types of assets, more often suffer frnm
missing values than other social und economic vctriables such as gender, education, ete.
Cognitive factors (for example, confidentiality reasrnts or fack of accurate information) could
explain item nonresnonse.for variubles related to specific amounts. This has led to the inclusion
offollow up categorical questions in household sun~eys, in order to elicit some information from
initial non-respondents. T{:is reduces contplete item nonrespottse, und improves the guality of the
data. This chapter shows that information from iftitial non-respondents wlto answer u rangecard
type of categorical yuestiott allo~t~s for an extension of Manski's bounding intervals. The new
bounds aremore ittforntntive than Manski's origirta! wnrst ease bounds. The theory is illustruted
by estimating bounds on the quantiles of the distribution of cunounts held in savings nccounts hy
Dutch hnuseholds. Furthermore, the empirical sectirni shotti~s that exploiting the information
within the data, the estimated bounds with partial respondents can be improved by assuming a
monotonic relatiott be[ween response behavior and the antount held.
4.1 Introduction
The aim of economic surveys is to collect data to provide the possibility to study social and
economic trends in the population of interest. For example, at a microeconomic level, important
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questions in household surveys focus on the savings behavior of the household, the distribution
of wealth, and the distribution of income. L,ongitudinal studies such as the Panel Study of Income
Dynamics (PSID), the Health and Retirement Study (HRS), and the Asset and Health Dynamics
Among the Oldest Old (AHEAD) are usually thought of as high quality data providers for
micrceconomic studies. These panels, however, are subject to the problem of missing data. Non-
negligible missing data occurs when a significant amount of individuals in the panel gives no
answers to any of the questions in the survey (unit nonresponse) or provides answers to some of
the questions in the survey, but not all (item nonresponse). Item nonresponse is usually
encountered in questions where individuals are asked to disclose their income, eatnings or wealth
with an exact amount. Nonrandom item nonresponse complicates the use of the data since it will
generally result in a sample which is not representative of the population of interest. If not
accounted for appropriately, nonrandom nonresponse can bias the results of studies which, for
example, try to explain why people save, which analyze the income distribution, or forecast
accumulation of household wealth.
Item nonresponse can be treated in two stages: at the data collection level and at the
estimation stage. At the data collection level, the problem of item nonresponse might be reduced
by adding follow up questions in which initial non-respondents only need to reveal some
categorical information about their savings, wealth or incomes. This technique to reduce the
problem of nonresponse, is motivated by the claim that certain cognitive factors, such as the
belief that the interviewer requires very precise information andlor confidentiality reasons, may
explain why people are more reluctant to disclose information on assets and incomes, compared
to other social and economic variables (see, for example, Hurd et. al, 1997). Juster et aL (1997)
examined the 1993 wave of the HRS panel and showed how categorical questions can
dramatically cut nonresponse rates in questions related to assets; for example, answers on savings
accounts showed an initial nonresponse rate of 28~10 , but a combination of categorical questions
reduced the full nonresponse rate to only 8010. Juster et al. (1997) also emphasize that categorical
questions may have secondary effects on the response behavior: for example, one might think that
individuals who answer in brackets at early stages of the interview will have a tendency to answer
in brackets at later stages, resulting in loss of exact information. Opposite to this, however, they
observe that individuals learn that a good approximation to asset values is sufficient, so that at
later stages in the interview, they immediately provide rounded amounts, thus avoiding the
lengthier categoncal questions. Hurd et al. (1997) discuss the role of categorical questions in the
panel data AHEAD, and the effectiveness of this type of questions on reducing item nonresponse.
They also point out how the design of the categorical questions can influence response behavior
and can lead to biased estimates of location measures of interest (the so called anchoring effect).
Initial non-respondents who either answer 'don't know' or `refuse', when asked about a
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specific amount, often face one of two possible types of categorical questions. The first is range
cards, where the respondents are shown a complete range of categories partitioning all possible
amounts, so that they can choose the interval containing the amount in question; range cards also
include the possibility to answer `don't know' or 'refuse'. The second type of categorical
questions is known as unfolding brackets; here, initial non-respondents are asked to answer 'yes',
'no', `don't know' or 'refuse' to a question such as 'is tiie arr[oau2t ,~B or mnre?'; this question
is asked various times - usually two or three times - with different values of .~8. If the respondent
ends by answering with an inconclusive statement, such as `don't know' or 'refuse', no further
follow up questions are asked.' Both methods have their advantages and disadvantages. The main
advantage of unfolding brackets is that, although an initial non-respondent can end up answering
with 'don't know' or `refuse' at some point of the unfolding bracket design, it is likely that,
before this happens, he or she will reveal partial informatïon about the amount in question; on the
other hand, initial non-respondents that face a range card may often choose the option `don't
know', without providing any partial information at all. If participants answer questions over the
telephone, unfolding brackets is the only possible desígn in terms of categorical questioning, since
range cards cannot be used in telephone interviews. A problem with unfolding brackets is that
they are more time consuming than range cards. Moreover, range cards typically allow for more
choices ofcategories than unfolding brackets. Finally, unfolding brackets lead to`the anchoring
effect', meaning that the order in which category bounds are asked affects the answer of the
respondent (see Hurd et al., 1997); this order plays no role in range cards where all the bounds
are given simultaneously.
Once the raw data is collected, with or without the use of categorical questions, item
nonresponse remains a potential problem. Ideally, standard procedures for statistical inference
require a full set of data, representative of the population under study; in case of inclusion of
categorical questions, the sample might be partitioned so that some people provide full
information, some may provide partial information and some no information at all. One way to
deal with this is simply to ignore nonresponse units, and conduct inference using only those
individuals that provide full information. Completely random item nonresponse or exogenous
selection is the underlying assumption that makes this practice feasible. An alternative is to
impute the missing values; imputation allows the researcher to obtain a full set of data while
using all the available information in the sample. A conventional way to impute missing
observations is to use a hot-deck approach. This methodology assumes that the complete sample
' See Chapter 5 for an extensive study of this type ofcategorical questions and the related
problem of the anchoring effect.
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can be used as a pool of donors of information on the missing value for nonresponse individuals.
The underlying assumption is that, although item nonresponse can be nonrandom, item non-
respondents are not different from respondents that have similar characteristics, given by a set of
varíables X. The observed values on the varíables of interest from respondents can be used to
impute those of non-respondents with similar values ofX. In other words, item nonresponse is
assumed to be random conditional on X. Juster et al. (1997) show that hot-deck ímputation can
also benefit from follow up categorical questions. Comparing conventional hot-deck imputation
with hot-deck imputation using bracket response, they find that conventional hot-deck imputation
understates population estimates of non-housing wealth by at least 19oIo.
Since the seminal work by Heckman (see Heckman, 1979, for example), it is well known
that if item nonresponse is nonrandom, simply deleting item non-respondents can lead to a
selection bias. To solve this selection problem one could use a selectivity model that takes
account of selection bias and avoids the assumption of complete (or conditional) random item
nonresponse. This leads to a class of parametric and semiparametric models which generalize the
original Heckman model. These models typically impose some parametric and semiparametric
restrictions on the conditional distribution of the variable of interest Y given covariates X, and on
the i[em nonresponse mechanism.
Although selectivity models and imputation procedures are well established methods to
deal with item nonresponse, both procedures share the problem that they require additional
assumptions. Since the early 1990's Charles Manski has put forward a new approach to deal with
censored data in the form of item nonresponse that avoids such assumptions; see Manski (1989,
1990, 1994, 1995), and also Heckman (1990). This approach is usually concerned with the full
conditional distribution function of a variable Y given a specified value of some vector of
variables X. There is item nonresponse in Y but not in X. The idea is that, without additional
assumptions, the parameter of interest is identified up to a bounding intervaL Item nonresponse
is allowed to be nonrandom. Let 8 be a binary random variable that takes the value one if Y is
observed and the value zero otherwise, so that each member of the population is characterized
by (Y, a, X). A random sample from the population will reveal (8, X) for all observations, while
Y will only be observed if b-1. It is not possible to identify the distribution function of (Y, b, X),
since the censored-sampling process is uninformative with respect to the distribution function of
the sub-population with b-0. Prior information can be used to derive bounding intervals around
the distribution function of the whole population. For example, the fact that the range of the
distribution function for non-respondents is in the [0,1 ] interval, leads to the so called worst case
bounds, where the distance between the upper and the lower bound is driven by the conditional
probability of nonresponse (see Manski, 1995); these bounds cannot be improved upon without
making additional assumptions. Nonparametric assumptions such as monotonicity or exclusion
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restrictions, can lead to narrower sets of bounding intervals on the unknown parameter of interest
that improve on the worst case bounds ( see Chapter 2).
This chapter shows how to extend Manski's approach to allow for the possibílity of initial
non-respondents being directed to a categorical question that allows them to reveal partial
information. Thus three sub-populations are distinguished: full respondents, bracket respondents
and full non-respondents. The theoretical section shows how worst case bounds on the unknown
distribution function and quantiles can be narrowed by taking into account bracket response.
These bounds are then applied to estimate the quantiles of the distribution of savings in a
representative sample of the Dutch population. In this sample, the initial nonresponse rate for the
variable savings is approximately 40qo, but since initial non-respondents are routed to a range
card type ofcategorical question, the final item nonresponse rate drops to only about 12~Io of the
total sample.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 reviews Manski's (1995)
worst case bounds and derives a new set of worst case bounds taking into account categorical
information. This section also explores the assumption of monotonicity when the worst case set
of bounds depends on three levels of response. Section 4.3 describes the data used in the
empirical illustration. Section 4.4 explains the estimation technique and discusses the empirical
results. Section 4.5 concludes.
4.2 Theoretical framework
4.2.1 Worst Case bounds on the distribution with bracket respondents
This section starts by reviewing Manski's (1995) worst case set of bounds for the conditional
distribution function of a variable Y, at a given y F 1,~, and given X- x F LBn. The assumption is
that there is no unit nonresponse in the sample, no item nonresponse for the variables in X, and
no measurement error such as under or over reporting the value of Y. Let the dummy variable 8
model item nonresponse, i.e., 8-1 if Y is observed and zero otherwíse. With this, Fy,,, the
conditional distribution function at X-x for the whole population, can be expressed as follows:
Fn,(y) - Fnts.s-i~w)P(S-1Lr) } Fncr.à-oi(~')P(S-OLY) (41)
Under the assumptions made so far, Fncr.s-n~), the value of the conditional distribution
function in the sub-population of full-respondents, is identified for all x in the support of X.
Fnt~b-i~(y) can be estimated using some nonparametric estimator. Similarly, P(8-11x) and
P(b-01x) are identified and can be consistently estimated, since complete response on b and X is
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assumed. If, conditional on X, ó is assumed to be independent of Y, then Fn~x.s- i~(y) - Fn~x.s-oi(y)
and all expressions in the right hand side of (4.1) are identified; this is the assumption of
exogenous selection. In general, however, b can be related to Y, and Fncx.n oiw) ts not identified,
so that Fy~(y) is not identified either. With no additional assumptions, all that it is known about
the distribution function for the nonresponse sub-population is that O~Fnc~.s-o~(y')-` 1. Applying
this to ( 4.1) gives
Fni.rs-i iw)P(S-1 Lr) s Frtrv') `- Fn~.~.s-i ~~')P(S- I Lr) tP(S -01x) (4.2)
This expression shows Manski's (1995) basic worst case upper and lower bounds. The
width between these bounds is equal to P(8-01x). The larger the probability of nonresponse, the
wider the interval between upper and lower bound, thus the bound become less informative about
the unknown distribution function. Unless one makes additional assumptions or has additional
information on the item non-respondents, these bounds cannot be improved upon.
If the survey allows initial non-respondents to disclose partial information on the
dependent variable with a categorical question - assumed to be of a range card type -, the sample
can be split into three sub-samples. Using the categorical information leads to a new set of bounds
that can be more informative about the unknown distribution function than expression (4.2); these
new bounds are also worst case bounds, because, similar to expression (4.2), they do not require
additional assumptions.
Allowing initial non-respondents to disclose partial information implies that response can
be at three levels. Two dummy vartables d, and 8, are used to indicate this:
S~ - 1 if fi~ll resportse on Y
SZ - 1 and S~ - 0 if response in bracket
S, - 0 and Si - 0 if fiell nonresponse
The partition in (4.3 j, leads to the following expression replacing (4. I):




The data does not identify all the elements in (4.4), since it is not informative about
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F(ylbi-0, 8z-0,x), and not fully informative about F(yIS~-O, cS,-l,x); all that is known about these
two expressions is that z
0 s F(yIS~ -O,Sz -0,x) s 1
mid
F(L(y)ISi-0,S2-1,x) s F(yISi-O,S,-1,x) s F(U(y)ISi-O,S,-1,.r)
(4.5)
where L(y) and U(y) are the bounds of the brackets containing y, i.e. L(y)s ys U(y). For example,
if the range card defines three categories, f.0,00 - f.25,000, f.25,000 - f.50,000, and ~ f. 50,000,
then both F(SO,OOOIS~ -O,Sz-1,x) and F(25,OOOISi-O,S,-1,x)are identified by the data, because
partial respondents indicate whether their value of Y is less or more than f. 25,000 andf.50,000.
For values of Y above f.50,000, for example, it is only known that




F(yISi-1,x)P(S~-1lx) t F(U(y)IS~-O,S,-1,x)P(Si-O,S,-1Lr) f P(Si-O,S,-OIx)
In (4.6) the width between upper and lower bounds is equal to
(4.6)
P(Si-O,Sz-Olx)tP(Si-0,S2-11x)~F(U(y)ISi-O,Sz-1,x)-F(L(y)ISi-O,S,-1,x)~, (4.7)
whereP(Si -01x)-P(S~ -O,S,-1Lr)tP(Si - O,S,-OLr) is equal to the initial nonresponse probability
not considering categorical questions. Thus if a nonzero percentage of the population answers the
range card question, and if the brackets are not too large, the expression
~F(U(y)ISi -O,S,-1)-F(L(y)ISi -O,S, -1)-1~ will be negative and the bounds in (4.6) will be sharper
than those in (4.2). Therefore, using follow up categorical questions will generally lead
z For simplicity, and in line with the range card questions used in the empirical example,
it is assumed the brackets are the same for all sample observations, this would be easy to
generalize, however.
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to narrower bounds than Manski's original worst case bounds.
4.2.2 Bounds on the distribution function: brackets and monotonicity
Manski (1995) employs the concept of monotonicity to illustrate the consequences of imposing
weak additional assumptions when dealing with censored data. Chapter 2 illustrated this
empirically, showing that the use of a monotonicity assumption leads to narrower bounds than
the worst case bounds. In Chapter 2 bracket response was not an issue, and with only two sub-
populations (item respondents and item non-respondents), monotonicity assumptions could only
lead to three relations between the sub-population distributions: F(y18-0, x) - F(ti~lfi-l,x),
F(ylb-0, x) s F(yIcS-1,x) and F(ylfi-0, x) ~ F(ylb-l,x). The choice among these three can be
made on the basis of prior beliefs about the reasons for nonresponse behavior.
In the presence of bracket response, the three sub-populations lead to 28 possible relations
among the three distribution functions ( see Appendix 4.A). Each of these implies a different
monotonicity assumption. Not all 28 relations are equally plausible for the data at hand, however.
To explain this and to derive the bounds under several monotonicity assumptions, the following
shorthand notation will be convenient:
Origina! Notation:



















The relation between F, and Fo, can be investïgated using the data, since the data
identifies F, at all values of Y and F,,, at all bracket bounds. Section 4.4 shows that in our
empirical example, it is reasonable to impose F, s F,,, (and not F, - F,,, or F, ~ Fo,). This
assumption implies that full respondents tend to have higher values of Y( amounts held in saving
accounts, in the empirical example) than bracket respondents. A reason for this could be that
those who have more assets keep better records of their assets and can track the exact amount
more easily. In this view bracket respondents do not know the exact amount, but once they are
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routed to a question where exact knowledge is not important, they have no problem to disclose
partial information.
The data on Y do not provide information on the relation between F„~ and F, or F„~.. We
will investigate three monotonicity assumptions: F, ~F,,,, F~,~ sF,sF,,, and F, cF,,,sF~,. The first
avoids assumptions on full non-respondents. The relation F1 sF,,, cF„o would imply that full ~on-
respondents are those with the lowest savings. This could be explained from a similar information
argument: if respondents are better informed the higher their savings are, people with low savings
will more often not even know enough to determine in which category their savings are. On the
other hand, this inequality is in contrast with the often given argument that full non-respondents
tend to have high savings but refuse to reveal the amount due to privacy concerns.'
The final monotonicity assumption considered is F,X, sF, ~Fo,. This implies that the highest
savers in the population tend to be full non-respondents. Thus that initial non-respondents
consists of two groups: on the one hand, for low savers, confidentiality is not an issue but lack
of exact information prevents them from answering the initial yuestion. They have no problem
providing partial information in brackets. On the other hand, there is a group of initial non-
respondents with high savings who refuse to provide any information on their savings amount for
confidentiality reasons.
The monotonicity assumption given by F, ~F~„ is implied by the other two types of
monotonicity, and will be referred to as the weak monoronicity assumption, since it assumes
nothing about the distribution function of full non-respondents. The assumptions F~, sF, sFo, and
F, cFo,sF~ are referred to as Monotonicity I and Monotonicity 2, respectively.
The Weak Monotonicity assumption




;This suggests that it may be worthwhile to distinguish between initial non-respondents
who do not know the answer and those who refuse to give the answer. This distinction is not
present in the data used in this study, however.
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0 s F~ s 1
und
max[F~,F(l)] ~ F~i s F(u)
Applying ( 4.9) to ( 4.4) leads to the following set of upper and lower bounds
F~P(1) t max[Fi,F(1)]P(O1)
~ F}lr ~
FiP(1) t P(00) f F(u)P(Ol)





Comparing (4.11) to (4.7) shows that the bounds in (4.10) will be sharper than bounds in
(4.6) if Fi~F(l). If the monotonicity condition is satisiied, i.e F~ s Fl,i , this will typically not






max[Fi,F(l)] s F~ s l
and
max[Fi,F(I)] s Foi s F(u)
(4.12)
(4.13)
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and applying (4.13) to (4.4) leads to the bounds
FiP(1) } max[Fi,F(l)]P(0)
` F~i~ `-
FiP(1) ~ F(u)P(O1) ~ P(00)




The lower bound in expression (4.14) differs with respect to the lower worst case bound
in (4.6) by max[Fi,F(l)][P(00) tP(O1)]-F(l)P(O1). If F~~F(l) the difference between the lower
bounds equals P(00)Fi tP(O1)~F~ -F(f)~; otherwise the difference is F(l)P(00). In both cases it
is positive, so that bounds in ( 4.14) are sharper than those in ( 4.6). It is also possible to compare
bounds under the Weak Monotonicity assumption with bounds based on Monotonicity 1. The
lower bounds differ by max[Fi,F(1)]P(00), and the bounds in (4.14) are sharper than those in
(4.10) as long as P(00) is positive.
Monotonicity 2
The monotonicity assumption




max[Fi,F(l)] s F~~ s F(u)
(4.16)
(4.17)
Applying (4.17) to (4.4) leads to the bounds
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FiP(1) t max[Fi,F(1)]P(O1)
s F s,u
Fi [P( I) tP(00)] t F(u)P(O1)




This is smaller than the width under weak monotonicity ifP(00)[ 1-Fi] ~0. Whether
bounds in (4.18) are narrower than bounds in (4.14) cannot be determined in general, since
neither of the two types of monotonicity is stronger than the other type.
4.2.3 Bounds on the quantiles with bracket respondents
Distributions for variables like income, savings, etc., are often described in terms of quantiles.
For a E[0, l] , the a-quantile of the conditional distribution of Y given X-x, is the smallest
number q(ax) that satisfies Fy[g(a,x)]?a:
q(az) - inf {y: Fnr(y)?a} (4.20)
For a~1, q(a,x) -~, and for a ~0, q(a,x) --~. The bounds for the quantiles follow from
those for the distribution functions by `inverting' (4.2), (4.6), (4.10),(4.14) and (4.18): these can
be written as
lb(v,z) s F,,~(Y) ~ ub(r,x) (4.21)
for appropriate choices of Ib(y~,x) and ub(~~,x), all of them non-decreasing functions of y. Inverting
(4.21) gives:
inf {~~:Ib~y,x)~af ? i~if {~~:Fnr(y)?a} ? inf {~~:ub(v,x)?a} ra.221
Plugging in the bounds on the distribution function in (4.2), (4.6), (4.10), (4.14) and (4.18)
in (4.22) thus yields bounds on the conditional quantiles of Y. In a graph of the distribution
function, with ~~ on the horizontal and Fn along the vertica] axis, the bounds on the distribution
function can be represented by two curves boundingF~lr from below and from above. The vertical
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range between the curves at a given value y is the bounding interval around Fnr(v). In the same
figure, the horizontal range between the curves at a given height a gives the bounding mterval for
the a-quantile (see the graphs in the empirical section).
4.3 Data
In order to assess the usefulness of thc bounds, the theory in Section 4.2 is illustrated with an
empirical example concerning amounts held in savings accounts by Dutch individuals. The data
set is taken from the 1993 wave of the CSS. This panel is conducted by CentERdata a subsidi~uy
of CentER at Tilburg University and aims at providing a better understanding of household
savings and household financial decision making in The Netherlands (see footnote 1 of the
introductory chapter for more detailed reference to this panel).
The panel, dating from 1992, collects economic, sociological and psychological
information from approximately 3000 households in the Netherlands; the participants are
members of the surveyed households of age 16 or more. The panel is made up of two different
sub-panels, the Representative sub-panel and the High Income sub-panel. The Representative sub-
panel contains approximately 2000 households and is designed to be representative of the Dutch
population. The High lncome sub-panel, with approximately 1000 households, should represent
units in the top decile of the income distribution. In both sub-panels data are collected by mcans
of a computerized system. The results presented in Section 4.4 are based on data from the
Representative sub-panel only, which contains data on 2,794 individuals.
The survey contains tïve sections. One of these sections, named 'assets and loans',
provides information on individuals' assets such as the value of their shares, housing wealth and
savings accounts. The variable considered in this chapter is the amount hcld in savings accounts,
which we will for convenience refer to as savings. As many other panels, the CSS shows a
significant percentage of nonresponse for this variahle. Questions on assets are designed such that
initial non-respondents are routed to a range card type of categorica] question. Initially,
participants are asked how many savings accounts they possess. All 2,794 individuals from the
Representative sub-panel answered this question; 2,039 individuals report to have zero savings
accounts and the remaining 755 have one or more of such accounts.' The empirical example is
concemed with the amount of savings held in the first savings account for these 755 individuals.`
~ The survey distinguishes between savings accounts linked to a checking account with
the postal bank and other savings and deposit accounts; only the latter is considered.
s The 755 individuals represent a total of 686 households. Thus 9.1 ~Ic of the respondents
with at least one savings account belong to the same household as another individual with a
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Thus the population of interest consists only of the people who have a positive number of savings
accounts, and the decision whether to have a savings account or not is not analyzed.
Table 4.1: Means ( standard deviations) and Percentages lstandard errors) for some socio- economic
variables
Representative sub- Units with zero savings Units with at least one
sample accounts savings account
Units 2794 2039 75S
pge 44.5 (16.3) 44.2 116.2) 45.2 (16.7)
oIo Male SI (0.9) 4ófl I) 64 (1.7)
Family size 2.62 ( I.3 t) 2.701 I.34) 2.40 ( I.21)
F.ducation level' 2.30 (0.75) 2.24 (0.73) 2.46 (0.81)
oIa of housc owners 60 (0.9) S8 ( I.0) (,(i ( I.7 )
9c with savings accounts 27 (0.8) 0.00 100
Number of savings o.43 ( I.60) O.W I.42 (1.70)
accounts
'The variable education level measures the educational achievement of individuals on a scale from I to 4, where 1 indicates minimum
schooling (pnmary education) and 4 indicates an advanced universily degree.
Table 4.1 shows summary statistics for some socio-economic variables for all participants
in the representative panel. On average, those who hold a savings account are older and belong
to smaller households than those who do not hold savings accounts. Holders of savings accounts
have higher educational achievement than non-holders and are more likely to own a house.
Females are less likely [o hold a savings account than males.
The initial question on the first savings account (asked only to individuals with at least
one savings account) is as follows,
'...What was the balance of your I" account on 31 December 1992?
1-'any amount' in Dutch guilders
Don't know...'
A total of 455 individuals answered this question with a specific amount. The minimum
amount reported was f. l, the maximum wasf.228,767. The median for this group was f.6,000
savings account. Since this is a rather small percentage, potential correlation between response
behavior or amounts held by different respondents from the same household is ignored and the
observations are assumed to be independent.
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with a standard deviation equal to f.29,494. 300 indíviduals answered `Don't know', implying
a 39.701o initial nonresponse rate. These respondents were routed to the following range card type
categorical question:
'...Intn xlurii ot the categories mentioned óelow did the balance of your 1" savings account go
on 3l Dece~nbcr 1992?'
Each initial non-respondent could choose one of the intervals mentioned in Table 4.2 or
the `Don't know' option. Out of 300 initial non-respondents, 207 gave an answer in one of the
intervals. The remaining 93 are full non-respondents. Thus the range card question reduces full
nonresponse from 39.7qo to 12.3010, so that it seems worthwhile to take the range card information
into account.
Tab[e 4.2: Distribution of rangecardanswers of initial non-respondents.
Categary Limits for each category Percentage of respondents
Category 1 less than JI. 2.000 22 9c
Category 2 f. 2,000 - f. 5.000 16 0l0
Category 3 f. 5,000 - f. 10,000 11 olc
Categor~~ 4 f. 10,000 - f. I5.000 6.7 clo
Category 5 f. I5,000 - f. 20,000 3.3 qa
Categor~~ 6 f. 20,000 - f. 25,000 3.0 0l0
Category 7 f. 25,000 - f. 30.000 l.3 qc
Category 8 f. 30,000 - f. 40,000 2.0 clo
Category 9 f. 40,000 - f. 50,000 0.3 ok
Category 10 f. 50,000 - f. 100,000 1.3 olc
Category 11 f. 100,000 - f. I50,000 0.3 ok
Category l2 f. I50,000 - f. 200,000 0.3 oIo
Category l3 f. 200,000 - f. 300,000 0.7 0l0
Category 14 f. 300,000 or more p.7~c
Category IS don'rknow 31 qc
Table 4.2 shows the distribution of bracket respondents; 38qo of the initial 300 non-
respondents report that their savings are in one of the lowest two categories. This corresponds to
SSqo of the 207 bracket respondents. Since the median for full respondents is f.6,000, this already
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suggests that, relative to full respondents, the bracket response individuals might tend to have
lower savings.
4.4 Estimating the bounds on the quantiles of savings
In this section the theory of Section 4.2 is applied to the data on savings discussed in
Section 4.3. First, estimates of expressions (4.2) and (4.6) are compared, to show how using
bracket response information can improve Manski's (1995) original worst case bounds. Second,
the data is examined to motivate the Weak Monotonicity condition in Section 4.2.2. Finally,
estimates of the bounds under the three monotonicity assumptions discussed in Section 4.3 are
compared.
The bounds in (4.2), (4.6), (4.10), (4.14) and (4.18) are functions of conditional
expectations of observed quantiles and can be estimated using the available sample and, for
example, nonparametric regressions using kernel estimators (see Hardle and Linton, 1994, among
others). In the illustration that follows, and due to the small number of observations, the bounds
are estimated unconditionally, and sample fractions are used to estimate the probabilities. Since
studies of the distribution of savings, income, etc., usually work with quantiles rather than
distribution functions, the results are presented in terms of bounds on quantiles (see Section
4.2.3).
The distance between the upper and lower bounds at each of the quantiles reflects
uncertainty due to item nonresponse; in order to measure uncertainty due to sampling error,
confidence bands are placed around the estimated upper and lower bounds. Expressions (4.10),
(4.14) and (4.18) involve estimation of max[Fi,F(!)]. Analytic derivation of the asymptotic
distribution of this estimator would be complicated; instead, a bootstrap method is used to find
the confidence bands. This method consists of randomly re-sampling 500 times form the original
data with replacement to estimate two-sided 95~Io confidence bands for the upper and the lower
bounds. The same bootstrap procedure is used to derive confidence bands for the estimates of the
bounds in (4.2) and (4.6), although in these cases it would be straightforward to use the
(pointwise) asymptotic distribution. Each of the figures below reports the upper confidence band
for the upper bound: each point of the upper confidence band provides a 97.S~1o one-sided
confidence band for the upper bound. Likewise, each figure reports the lower confidence band
for the lower bound. The (vertical) range between these two at each quantile provides an interval
that takes account of uncertainty due to both sampling error and item nonresponse. With
probability at least 95~Ic this interval will contain the population quantile of interest.
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4.4.1 Estimating worst case bounds
Figure 1 shows the estimates of the quantiles of the distribution using the sample of full
respondents only, thus assuming independence between the savings variable of interest and
response behavior (the exogeneity assumption). In this case, and at each quantile of the
distribution, the range between upper and lower confidence bands reflects uncertainty due to
sampling error only. In contrast, Figure 2 shows the estimated upper and lower bound for
Manski's (1995) worst case bound where bracket information is not taken into account
(expression (4.2)). The solid curves are the estimated upper and lower bounds, while the outer
dashed curves are the estimated upper and lower pointwise 97.Sqo confidence bands. for each of
the estimated bounds. The inner dashed curves are the same pointwise 95qo confidence bands
as in Figure 1.The horizontal distance between estimated upper and lower bounds is
approximately 0.4, the initial percentage of item nonresponse. The figure shows that nonresponse
contributes much more to the uncertainty than sampling error. Due to the high percentage of item
nonresponse, dropping the exogeneity assumption leads to a bounding interval that is not very
informative on the quantiles of the distribution.
Table 4.3 compares a range of estimated quantiles from the two figures, with 95010
confidence bands. For example, assuming exogenous nonresponse, the median is bounded
between f.5,000 andf.7,800. Relaxing the assumption of exogeneity and allowing for any type
of nonrandom item nonresponse leads to much more uncertainty: the median is bounded (with
at least 95qo confidence) between f.400 andf.30000. The width of this interval seems too large
to be of practical relevance.
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Table 4.3: Bounds on quantiles, with 95qo confutence intervals (amounts of savings in first savings
accounts in Dutch Guilders).
Quantiles Full Respondents Worst case bounds B~ no bracket
(Lower con[idence band; Upper respondents
confidence band) (Lower confidence band: Upper confidence
band)
20u Percentile 1 J700 : f I,500) ( f0 ; J3,200)
25m Percentile 1 J L000 ; J I.950) ( f0;f 5.000)
30a Percentile ( J I,520 ; J 2,560) ( j0 : f 8.200)
40u Percentile ( f 2.730 : f 4.800) ( JO ; f I S,i00)
SOd Percentile ( f 5,000 ;I7,800) 1 J400 ; J30.000)
60u Percentile ( J 8,000 ; f 10.800) ( j 1,600 : J600,000)
70u Percentile 1 J I 1,900 ; f I 8.000) ( f 4,600 , J600.000)
75~ Percentile 1 f 14,900 ; J 21,1 SO) ( f 7.~ : J~0.000)
80~ Percentile ( I 19.900 ; f 27, 100) ( f 9,800 ; j600,000)
90a Percenlile ( j30.000 ; f 43,400) ( J21,900 ; J600.000)
Figure 3 shows the estimates of the worst case bounds including the information provided
by the bracket respondents (expression (4.6)). The figure also includes the 95qo confidence bands
from Figure 1. The interpretation of the curves in Figure 3 is similar to that of Figure 2. Figure
4 compares Figures 2 and 3, and clearly shows how using the categorical questions can
dramatically improve the informational content of the bounds; Table 4.4 does the same by
comparing a selection of quantiles. For example, the width of the confidence interval for the
median is reduced fromf.29,600 in Figure 2 to f.7,900 in Figure 3; although the width is still
large, the improvement is substantial.
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Table 4.4: Bounds on quantiles using and not using bracket respondents, 95qo confufence intervals
(values are amount of savings in first savings accounts - Dutch Guilders).
Quantiles Worst case bounds; bracket respondents Worst case bounds; bracket respondenls
not usedused
(Lower confidence band; Upper (Lower confidence band; Upper confidence
confidence band) band)
20u Percentile ( JO ;( 3,200) ( j0 : j I.900)
25~ Percentile ( f 0; J5,000) (( I 2; j2,300)
30~ Percentile ( J0;f 8,200) ( J' 340 ; f 3,800 )
40N Percentile ( j0 ; j 15,300) (( I,500 ; j5.160)
SOm Percentile ( J400 ; J30.000) ( J2.000 ;j9,900)
60a Percenlile ( J 1,600 ; J600.000) ( j5,000 ; J 14.900)
70N Percentile ( J4,600 : J600,000) ( f 9,000 ; f 24,9W )
75m Percentile ( f 7,000 ; f 600,000) ( j 10,000 ; j 30,000)
SOm Percenlile ( f 9,800 : f 600,000) ( j I5,000 ; J50,000)
90~ Percentile ( J 21,900 ; J600.000) (I26,600 : j600,000)
4.4.2 Estimating bounds under monotonicity
Section 4.2 derives the bounding intervals under three different assumptions of monotonicity. All
three of them include the assumption FI sFol . First this assumption is motivated using the data.
Although F~1 is not identified completely by the data, the data provided by bracket respondents
do identify the values of Fol at the category bounds (F(l) and F(u) ). Figure 5 plots the estimated
bounds around the unknown Fol based on estimates of F(1) and F(u) ; the dashed curves are the
estimated confidence bands around the bounds, and the solid step functions are the estimated
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upper and lower bounds around the unknown distribution function for the bracket respondents.
Figure 6 compares the confidence bands from the full response sample (copied from Figure 1)
with the confidence bands for the bracket response sample (from Figure 5). Figure 6 shows that
the estimated region (with 9501o confidence) for F( is in or below the region enclosed by the
bounds for Fo(, thus strongly suggesting thatF((y)sF~i(y) for almost all v, except perhaps the
very high values y.
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Table 4.5 gives the cumulative probabilities for various saving values the column `full
response' gives point estimates of Fi and in the column ' bracket response' are point estimates
of F(!). Column 3 shows the results of (pointwise) tests whether the difference between the two
is significantly different from zero;~ under the null, this test statistic should be asymptotically
standard normaL The results confirm that the distribution for full respondents is below that of
bracket respondents except for very high values of y, and that the difference is significant for
values from f.5,000 to f.40,000. Thus, Figure 6 together with the evidence in Table 4.5 motivate
the weak monotonicity assumption.
bI'he test is based on [F(I)-F(]l6 where 6 stands for the estimated standard deviation of
[F(l)-F(] such that 8'`-[vár(F(1))fvár(FOJ.
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Tab[e 4.5: Distribution ofamounts held in the first savings account by fuft respondents and bracket
respondents, and tests for differences
Full response Bracke[ response Test Statistic
Units 455 207
s j2,000 guilders 0.308 (0.022) 0.324 (0.033) 0.534
s J5,000 guilders 0.470 (0.023) 0.551 (0.035) 2.509
s J 10,000 guilders 0.629 (0.023) 0.710 (0.032) 2.627
s J15,000 guilders 0.719 (0.021) 0.807 (0.027) 3.108
s j20,000 guilders 0.770 (0.020) 0.855 (0.024) 3.234
sf30,000 guitders 0.884 (0.015) 0.918 (0.019) 1.693
sf40,000 guilders 0.916 (0.013) Q947 10.016) 1.800
s J50,000 guilders 0.941 (0.01 I) 0.952 (0.015) 0.736
s J100,000 guilders 0.978 (0.007) 0.971 (0.012) -0.713
s J150,000 guilders 0.987 (0.005 ) 0.976 (0.01 I) - I.376
sJ200,000guilders 0.993 (0.004) 0.981 (0.010) -1.889
Figure 7 shows the estimates for the bounds in (4.10), based on the weak monotonicity
assumption. As in previous figures, the solid curves are the estimated upper and lower bounds
on the quantiles of the distribution and the outside dashed curves are the estimated upper and
lower confidence band for the upper and lower bound, respectively. Table 4.6 gives some of the
quantiles in Figure 7, and compares these to the estimated quantiles in Figure 3 ( worst case
bounds with bracket respondents). Allowing for weak monotonicity, the median of the
distribution is bounded between f.2,200 andf.9,800 with (at least) 95qo confidence. Comparing
the intervals between the two columns in Table 4.6 shows that imposing the weak monotonicity
assumption dces not lead to a great improvement relative to the worst case bounds with bracket
respondents. This is also clear from comparing Figure 3 and Figure 7.
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Table 4.6: Worst case bounds vs. Bourtds under weak monotonicity (95qo confutence intervals; values
are amount of savings in first savings accounts - Dutch Guilders).
Quantiles Worst case bounds 8c bracket respondents Weak Monotonicity.
(Lower band; Upper band) (Lower band; Upper band)
20'" Percentile ( f0;f 1.900) ( f0:j I,700)
25'" Percentile ( j 12 ; j2,300) ( J 10 ; f2,300)
30'" Percentile ( j340 : f3.800) ( j340 ; f3,800)
40'" Percentile ( f I,500 ; J5,160) ( j I,500 :f5,000)
50`" Percentile ( J2.000 ; j9.900) ( f 2,200 ; f9,900)
60'" Percent3le ( f5,000 ; j 14,9(X)) ( J5,000 ; J 14,900)
70'" Percentile ( f9,000 ; f24,900) ( f9,000 ; J 24.700)
75'" Percentile ( j I 0,000 ; f30.000) ( j i o.ooo : j 3o.o(xl)
80'" Percentile ( J i s.ooo ; J so.ooo) ( f I 5,000 : J51,000)
90`" Percentile ( f26.600 ; I600,000) ( J 27,100 ; jG00,000)
The Monotonicity 1 and Monotonicity 2 assumptions involve F~ which cannot be
retrieved from the data. One possibility to check their plausibility is to look at various variables
that could be related to wealth. The CSS provides information on ownership of cars, boats and
other vehicles, and on financial debts.
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Table 4.7: Percentage (standard error) for various items of wealth for full respondents,
bracket respondents andfull non-respondents, by savings quantiles
Units Owners of Owners of Owners of Owners of Individuals
cars motorbikes boats caravans with debts
é,-1 455 0.648 ( 0.022) 0.033 ( 0.008) 0.01610.006) 0.101 (0.014) 0.20 (0.019)
Low 25'70 0.536 0.018 0.02ó4 0.0720 0.324
(0.048) (0.012) (0.015) (0.024) (0.044)
253'o-50IXo 0.632 0.0264 0.0088 0.0720 0.212
(0.045) (Q015) f0.0087) (0.024) 10.038)
5090-7590 0.684 0.0520 0.0264 0.088 0.148
(0.044) (0.021) (0.015) (0.027) (0.033)
Higó 2590 0.740 0.0352 O.OOSR 0.176 0.1 16
(0.041) (0.017) (0.0087) (0.036) (0.030)
á,~, ó,-1 207 0.71 0.0435 0.058 0.092 0.26
(0.032) (O.O141 (0.016) (0.020) (0.03U
Low 2590 0.640 0.0384 0.232 0.368 0.272
(0.066) (0.027) ( 0.058) (0.067) 10.062)
253'c-509o 0.680 0.0388 0.020 0.0760 0.212
(0.065) (0.027) (0.019) (0.037) (0.0571
509o-75oIo 0.792 0.0200 0.080 0.116 0.272
(0.056) (OA19) (0.038) (0.044) (0.057)
High 2590 0.772 0.0760 0.0388 0.136 0.288
(0.058) ( 0.037) (0.027) (0.048) (0.063)
è,-0, è~~ 93 0.731 ( 0.046) 0.129 (0.035) 0.065 (0.025) 0.129 (0.035) 0.1710.0391
Table 4.7 subdivides the 755 individuals into the three sub-samples under study. The
columns show the percentages of individuals that own the reported vehicles. The last column
shows the percentage of individuals who have some form of financial debt with banks, a private
financial institution, individual or retail companies. Furthermore, each of the groups of full and
partia] savings respondents are sub-divided in terms of ownership rates by savings quantiles. The
numbers in brackets are the standard errors for the estimated percentages. The table shows that
for full non-respondents, the estimated ownership percentages are slightly higher than for the
others, for all vehicles. This sub-sample also has the lowest percentage of financial debt. The rates
per quartile suggest that ownership rates increase with savings, while the debt holding rate falls
with savings. Taken together, these findings suggest that full non-respondents hold the highest
amounts of savings. This supports the argument that when individuals are faced with a question
on their savings, those who do not initially give an exact amount consist of two groups. On the
one hand the low savers who are not fully aware of the amount-, once they are given the chance
to answer a range card question, they will do so. The remaining initial non-respondents who do
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not disclose information about their savings even in a categorical question, are those who will
typically have high savings. They may refuse to reveal information about their savings, for
example, because ofconfidentiality reasons. Thus, the above argument supports the Monotonicity
2 assumption leading to the bounds in (4.18). Figure 8 presents the estimates for these bounds and
Figure 9 compares the confidence bands from Figure 8 to those of Figure 3.
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Figure 9 shows that bounds under Monotonicity 2 are sharper than the worst case bounds
with bracket respondents, this is specially true at the lower quantiles of the distribution. Table 4.8
compares point estimates of the worst case bounds with bracket information to bounds under the
Monotonicity 2. This comparison shows that monotonicity leads to an improvement for quantiles
up to the 80'h percentile of the distribution.
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Table 4.8: Bounds on quantiles - worst case with bracket respondents vs. Monotonicity 2-(with 95~0
confidence intervals; amounts of savings in first savings accounts - Dutch Guilders).
Quantiles Worst case bounds á bracket respondents Monotonicity [ype 2.
(Lower band; Opper band) ( Lower band; Upper band)
20'" Percentile ( f 0 : J I.900) ( f 410 ; J I.7tX))
25'" Percentile ( J 12 : f 2.300) ( J900 ; J2,3001
30'" Percentile ( j340 ; J3,800) ( j I,500 ; j3.4001
40'" Percentile ( j I,500 ; j5,160) ( f 2.000 ; J5.000)
50`" Percentile ( J2.000 ; f 9,900) ( J4,500 ; j9,900)
60'" Percentile ( j5,000 ; J 14,900) ( f 6.200 ; f 14,9(X))
70'" Percentile ( J9,ooo ; I za,900) (.I 10.000 ; J24,700)
75'" Percentile ( j 10,0(H) ; j30.000) ( j 13.000 ; j30,000)
SO'" Percentile ( j 15.000 ; j50,000) ( J t 6,900 ; jso.ooo)
90'" Percentile ( j26,600 ; J600.000) ( Jz9.4oo : Jba).oo(n
Finally, Figure 10 shows the consequence of estimating the bounding intervals based on
Monotonicity 1(expression (4.14)). Although Table 4.7 suggests that Monotonicity 2 is more
plausible than Monotonicity 1, it is interesting to compare the estimates of the bounds under the
two assumptions. Both Monotonicity 1 and Monotonicity 2 lead to narrower bounds than Weak
Monotonicity (compare Figures 7 and 8 and Figures 7 and 10). Monotonicity 2leads to narrower
bounds for the lower quantiles, while Monotonicity 1 improves precision at the higher quantiles.
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4.5 Conclusions
This chapter has extended the approach of Manski (1994, 1995) to deal with item nonresponse
in micro surveys. Manski proposes to estimate bounds around the unknown conditional
distribution function of the variable of interest. This approach does not fully identify the unknown
distribution function. It avoids making additional assumptions on the data generating process. The
extension in this chapter consists of deriving bounds that take into account that initial non-
respondents can sometimes provide partial information on the variable of interest. This is the case
when they are routed to questions of a categorical nature, such as range card or unfolding brackets
questions. Using the bracket information from these categorical questions can improve the bounds
since they allow initial non respondents to provide information within an bracket or category. The
chapter shows how to derive and compute bounding intervals of a worst case type for the
quantiles of savings in a Dutch cross section. For this variable the initial nonresponse rate
approximates 40010. Once non- respondents are faced with the choice to provide information in
the form of direct bracket response, the percentage of full nonresponse is reduced to 12.3~10.
Accordingly, the worst case bounds become more informative (narrower) if bracket information
is taken into account. It is also possible to derive bounds that make use of several monotonicity
assumptions; because the inclusion of categorical questions allows for as many as three sub-
populations - full respondents, bracket respondents and full non-respondents - there are many
different monotonicity assumptions that can be made. Only three of these are considered in this
chapter. They aze inteipreted using two different reasons for nonresponse: lack of information and
concerns about confidentiality.
Appendix
Appendix 4.A: Monotonicity assumptions with bracket respondents
Bock A1
l17
Fi ` Foo ` Foi F~ ` Fo~ ` Fa~ Foi ` Fi ~ F~
F~ 'Foo 'Fof Fi 'Foi 'Fta Foi 'F~ 'Fa~
Complete ordering of the distribution function for the three sub-populations
Block A2
F~ ~ Fo, and F~ ~ F1
Fo, ~ F~ and Fo, ~ F,
F, ~ F~ and F, ~ Fo,
F~ s Fo, and F~ c F,
Fo! s F~ and Fo, s F,
F1 s F~ and F, s Fo,
This table displays all cases where the maximum or the minimum of the three functions is known, but where no assumption is
made on the relationship between the remaining two.
Bock B
Fi - Fo~ - Foo
Ft - Fo, ~ Foo F, - F~ ~ Fo~ Fo, - Foo ~ F,
Fi - Foi ' Foo Fi - Fa~ ' Foi Foi - Foo ' F~
This block displays all relationships involving an assumption of eyuality. The first corresponds to the exogenous selection
assumption.
BOCk C
Fi - Fo~ Fi - Foo Foi - Foo
Fi ` Foi Fi ~ Foo Foi ` Foa
F, ~ Fo, F, , F~ Fo~ , F-oo
'iitis block displays all single relationships between two o( the three functions. Nothing is assumed on the missing third.
Chapter 5
Nonparametric bounds in the presence of
item nonresponse, unfolding brackets and
anchoring.
In Chnpter 4 Mmiski's hounding interval approach tn account fnr selective nnnresponse wus
extended to allow for partial information provided by respnndents to a run,qe card tyTe of
categorical question. Nowaday~s it is cornmon pracnce to use unfolding brackets rather thun
range cards. An unfoldinA hracket design consists nf uskin~ survey pnrticipants to concpnre N~e
unlaiowrl amount (income, for example), to a particularbid .~B and unsrver 'yes' if theti beliere
their income is at least as large as ,~B, or `no' if they~ believe this to he snucller. The question is
given two to three times were the amount .~B changes each time. The answers to these questions
determine the set of categories. One main udvantnge of urtfnkling bruckets is thut the~~ can elicit
partiul infonnation even if the respondent does not con~plete the seyuence, w{tereas a rangecurd
can lead to a simple 'don't btow' nr 'refuse'. Hnwever, crnnparedto a rangecarddesiAn, pnrtiul
information based on unfoldirzg hrackets is different, due to a psy~d2ontetric bias knnwn as the
anchnring effect. This chapter eztends the approach by Mcroski to allow fi~r partiul informcuinn
elicited with nn unfolding bracket design, and examines various nonpararnetricusseuirptions on
the anchoring effect. The bounds are applied to eurnings in the 1996 w~ave of the Heulth and
Retirement Studv (HRS), to show that partial information can he useful to increase the precisinn
of the bo~mds, ever: if nnchorinA is allowedfor. The empirical section shows this bv applyinA the
bounds to test for differences in earnings fietween workers with high and fow~ educution levels.
5.1 Introduction
Household surveys are often plagued by item nonresponse on economic vuriables of interest like
income, savings or the amount of wealth. For example, in the Health and Retiremcnt Study
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(HRS), a US panel often used to study socio-economic behavior of the elderly, 12.4qo of those
who say they have some earnings, do not give their amount of these earnings. Questions on
amounts of certain types of wealth often lead to even larger nonresponse rates. In a series of
recent papers by Manski it is shown how, in the presence of such non-response, bounds on
conditional quantiles of the variable of interest can be derived, allowing for any type of
nonrandom response behavior. See, for example, Manski (1989, 1994, 1995). Manski's
framework is intuitively appealing, easy to apply, and very flexible, but has the drawback that it
often leads to bounds that are too wide to draw meaningful economic conclusions. In this
framework, the precision with which features of the distribution of the variable of interest (such
as quantiles of the income distribution) can be determined, i.e., the width between the bounds,
depends on the probability of non-response. If non-response is substantial, the approach does not
lead to accurate estimates of the parameters of interest.
Including follow-up questions in the form of unfolding brackets for initial item non-
respondents is an effective way to reduce complete item non-response. In the HRS example given
above, 73~Ic of the initial non-respondents answer the question whether or not their earnings
exceed 525,000, and most of these also answer a second question on either 550,000 (if the first
answer was 'yes') or ~5,000 (if the first answer was 'no'). Recent evidence given by Hurd et al.
(1998), however, suggests that the follow-up design that is used here leads to an "anchoring
effect," a phenomenon well documented in the psychological literature: the distribution of the
categorical answers is affected by the amounts in the questions (the "bids" become "anchors").
Experimental studies have shown that even if the anchor is arbitrary and uninformative with
respect to the variable of interest, it still produces large effects on the responses (see, for example,
Jacowitz and Kahneman, 1995). Using a special survey with randomized initial bids (instead of
525,000 for everybody), Hurd et al. (1998) show that the distribution is biased towards the
categories close to the initial bid. They formulate and estimate a parametric model to capture this
anchoring phenomenon. Their results confirm that the anchoring effect can lead to biased
conclusions on the parameters of interest if not properly accounted for. Alternative parametric
models for anchoring have been designed by Cameron and Quiggin (1994) and Herriges and
Shogren (1996).
This chapter extends the approach by Manski to take account of the infotmation provided
by the bracket respondents. Bounds are derived that do and do not allow for an anchoring effect.
The latter are based on the assumption that the bracket information is always correct. The former
relax this assumption. Instead, they are based on nonparametric assumptions generalizing the
existing models of anchoring. In particular, three different assumptions on the nature of anchoring
are considered, corresponding to different studies of anchoring in the existing literature.
These bounds are applied to earnings in the 1996 wave of the Health and Retirement
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Survey. The results show that categorical questions can be useful to increase precision of the
bounds, even if anchoring is allowed for. This also helps, for example, to improve the power of
statistical tests for equality ofearnings quantiles in sub-populations. To illustrate this, bounds for
respondents with low education are compared to bounds for respondents with high education,
showing how the bounds which take account of bracket information can detect differences which
are not discovered by bounds based upon full respondents' information only.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 elaborates on the
problems associated with item non-response in economic surveys, and compares different ways
to deal with such problems. Building on Manski's approach, Section 5.3 derives bounding
intervals using the unfolding bracket questions information, accounting and not accounting for
anchoring effects. Section 5.4 describes the HRS data used in the empirical work. Section 5.5
presents the empirical results. Section 5.6 concludes.
5.2 Item non-response in household surveys
Item nonresponse in household surveys occurs when individuals do not provide answers to
specific questions. The problem is often associated with questions on exact amounts of variables
such as income, expenditure, or net worth of some type of assets. Item nonresponse may well be
nonrandom, implying that the sample of (iteml respondents is not representative for the
population of interest. This can affect the estimates of features of the distr~bution of the variable
that suffers from item nonresponse, such as its conditional mean or conditional quantiles given
some covariates. This has long been recognized in the economics literature and is known as the
selection problem.
There are several ways to handle this problem. The first is to use as many covariates (X)
as possible, and to assume that, conditional on X, the response process is mdependent of the
variable of interest. This makes it possible to use parametric or non-parametric regression
techniques to impute values for non-respondents, leading to, for example, the hot-deck imputation
approach. The key assumption of this approach is that item non-respondents are not
systematically different from respondents with the same values of X. See Rao (1996), for an
overview of hot-deck imputation, and Juster et al. (1997), for an application and the use of
bracket response information in this context.
Since the seminal work by Heckman (see, for example, Heckman, 1979), the common
view in many economic examples is that the assumption of random item nonresponse conditional
on observed X is often unrealistic and may lead to serious selection bias. Heckman proposed to
use a selectivity model instead. This is a joint model of response behavior and the variable of
interest, conditional on covariates. See, for example, the survey of Vella (1998). Parametric and
semi-parametric selectivity models avoid the assumption that item nonresponse is random
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conditional on X, but require alternative assumptions such as a single index assumption or
independence between covariates and error terms.
A new approach to deal with nonrandom item nonresponse was introduced by Manski
(1989, 1990). This approach does not make any assumptions on the response process. It uses the
concept of identification up to a bounding interval. Manski (1989) shows that in the presence of
item nonresponse, the sampling process alone does not fully identify most features of the
conditional distribution of a variable Y given a vector of covariates X. In many cases, however,
lower and upper bounds for the feature of interest (such as a value of the distribution function of
Y given X) can be derived. Manski calls these bounds "worst case bounds." Manski (1994, 1995)
shows how these bounds can be tightened by adding nonparametric assumptions on monotonicity
of the relation between Y and nonresponse, or on exclusion restrictions on the conditional
distribution of Y. Chapter 2 of this thesis shows an application of several of these bounds to the
analysis of earnings in the Netherlands. Manski (1990), Manski et aL (1992), and Lechner (1999)
use them to estimate bounds on treatment effects.
The problem of item non-response can be reduced at the data collection level by, for
example, carefully designed surveys, careful coding of responses by the interviewer, reducing
question ambiguity, giving guarantees for privacy protection, giving respondents the opportunity
to consult tax files, etc. A more direct method to reduce item nonresponse is to include
categorical questions to obtain partial information from initial non-respondents. Using categorical
questions is often motivated by the claim that certain cognitive factors, such as confidentiality or
the belief that the interviewer requires an answer that reflects perfect knowledge of the amount
in question, can make people more reluctant to disclose information when initially faced with an
open-ended question (see, for example, Juster et al., 1997).
Two types of categorical questions are typically used. In some surveys, initial non-
respondents are routed to a range card type of categorical question, where they are asked to
choose the category which contains the amount ( Y) from a given set of categories. Chapter 4 in
this thesis shows how to extend Manski's bounds to incorporate the information from such range
card questions, and applies this to savings quantiles, using a household survey for the
Netherlands.
An alternative set up for categorical questions is that of unfolding brackets. This is used
in well-known US longitudinal studies such as the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID), the
Health and Retirement Study (HRS), and the Asset and Health Dynamics Among the Oldest Old
(AHEAD). In this type of design, those who answer `don't know' or `refuse' to a question on the
specific amount, are asked a question such as 'is the amount ,~B or more?', with possible answers
`yes', `no', `don't know', and `refuse'. They typically get two or three such questions
consecutively, with changing bids ~B: a'yes' is followed by a larger bid and a'no' by a smaller
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bid. Those who answer `don't know' or `refuse' on the first bid, are full non-respondents. The
others are called bracket respondents. They are referced to as complete or incomplete bracket
respondents, depending on whether they answer all the bracket questions presented to them by
`yes' or `no', or end with a'don't know' or 'refuse' answer. The advantage of an unfolding
bracket design relative to a range card type of question, is that unfolding brackets can elicit partial
information on the variable of interest even if the respondent does not complete the sequence,
whereas a range card question might lead to a simple 'don't know' or 'refuse'.
A problem with unfolding brackets questions is that they may suffer from anchoring
effects (see Jacowitz and Kahneman, 1995, and Rabin, 1996, for non-economic examples). A
psychological explanation for anchoring effects is that the bid creates a fictitious believe in the
individual's mind: faced with a question related to an unknown quantity, an individual treats the
question as a problem solving situation, and the given bid is used as a cue to solve the problem.
This can result in responses that are influenced by the design of the unfolding sequence. Hurd et
al. (1998) formulate a parametric model which can explain the anchoring patterns observed in the
data. This model will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.3.3. Hurd et aL (1998) estimate
their model using an experimental module of the AHEAD data, in which respondents are
randomly assigned to different starting bids of an unfolding sequence. They find support for their
model and strong evidence of anchoring effects. Alternative parametric models for anchoring
effects have been developed by Cameron and Quiggin (1994) and Herciges and Shogren (1996)
The results of Hurd et al. (1998) and others imply that answers to unfolding bracket
questions may often be incorrect. They also imply that unfolding bracket questions may not give
the same answers as range card questions. In the next section, Manski's worst case bounds are
extended to account for unfolding bracket questions. Various explanations for the anchoring
effects are allowed, using nonparametric versions of the assumptions in existing models of
anchoring.
5.3 Theoretical framework
5.3.1 Worst case bounds; no bracket respondents
First Manski's (1989) worst case bounds is reviewed for the conditional distribution function of
a variable Y, at a given yFl,~, and given X-xF~, assuming that there is neither unit nonresponse,
nor item nonresponse on X. It is also assumed that reported ( exact) values of Y and X are correct,
and thus under- or over-reporting the value of Y is excluded. L.et FR indicate that Y is (fully)
observed and let NR indicate (full) non-response on Y. F(ylx), the conditional distribution
function of Y given X-x in the complete population, can then be expressed as follows.
F(ylx) -F(yLr,FR)P(FRIx) tF(yLr,NR)P(NRIx) (5.1)
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The assumptions imply that F(yLr,FR) is identified for all x in the support of X, and can
be estimated using, for example, some nonparametric kernel regression estimator. The same holds
for the conditional probabilities P(FRLx) and P(NRLr) . If the assumption is made that, conditional
on X, response behavior is independent of Y, then all expressions in the right hand side of (5.1)
would be identified, since F~i~Ir,FR1-F(ylx,NR). This is the assumption of exogenous selection.
In general, however, response behavior can be related to Y, and F(ylr,NR) is not identified, so that
F(ytx)is not identified either. Without additional assumptions, all that is known about F(ylz,NR)
is that it is between 0 and 1. Applying this to ( 5.1) gives,
F(ylx,FR)P(FRLr) s F(yLr) s F(yLr,FR)P(FRIx) ~ P(NRLx.) (5.2)
These are Manski's worst case bounds for the distribution function. The difference between the
upper and the lower bound is equal to P(NRIr) . Thus, a lower nonresponse rate leads to narrower
and therefore more informative bounds. Additional assumptions can also lead to narrower
bounds. Examples are monotonicity or exclusion restrictions, see Manski (1994, 1995).
5.3.2 Partial information from an unfolding bracket sequence
Expressions (5.1) and (5.2) do not incorporate information from categorical follow-up questions
to initial non-respondents, as discussed in the previous section. In Chapter 4 bounds in (5.2) were
extended to account for a range card follow-up question. They do not allow for anchoring effects,
which, for well designed range card questions, may not be important. In this chapter the extension
of (5.2) considers categorical questions in the form of an unfolding bracket sequence. The
unfolding brackets design was explained in the previous section. Let BI be the initial bid. This
is assumed to be the same for all initial non-respondents, as is the case in the HRS data. The first
bracket question is thus given by
Is the mnount 3B1 or more ? (5.3)
Individuals can answer 'yes', `no', or `don't know'.' Those who answer 'don't know' to this
initial bid, become full non-respondents. Individuals who answer (5.3) with `yes' get the same
question with a new bid B21, with 821~B1. If the answer is 'no', the next bid is 820, with
B20~B1. In the HRS, this second question is usually the final bracket question. In some cases a
' In this study, no distinction is made between the answers 'don't know' and 'refuse'. In
the text both are referred to as `don't know'.
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third question is asked, again with a new bid. This study is limited to the case of two bracket
questions, leaving more than two questions as an extension that is in principle straightforward.
For the sake of the exposition, the following section starts by considering the case where only one
bracket question is asked.
5.3.3 Bounds and unfolding bracket response; one bracket question
In this case, three types of respondents can be distinguished: full respondents (FR), bracket
respondents (BR) and (full) non-respondents (NR), so that F(ylx) can be written as
F(yLr) - F(yLr,FR)P(FRIx) t F(yLr,BR)P(BRLr) t F(ylx,NR)P(NRIx) (5.4)
Full respondents answer the initial question and identify F(yIx,FR), as before. Non-
respondents answer 'don't know' to the initial question as well as the bracket question, and, as
before, all that is known about F(yIx,NR) is that it is between 0 and 1. Bracket respondents report
whether Y~BI or not.
Define a variable Ql by Q1-1 if the answer to (5.3) is `yes', and 0 if the answer is `no'.
Then the bracket respondents identify P(Q1-11x,BR). For deriving the bounds, it will be useful
to write this as
P(Q1-1Lr,BR) - P(Q1-11YcB1,x,BR)P(YcBl Lr,BR) }
P(QI -11Y?BI,x,BR)P(Y?BILr,BR)
(5.5)
Not allowing for an anchoring effect
If there is no anchoring effect, all bracket respondents answer (5.3) correctly. This implies that
P(Q1-11YcB1,x,BR) -0 and P(Q1-1lx,BR)-P(Y~BI Lr,BR), and thus P(Y~BIIx,BR) is identified
by the data on bracket respondents. This leads to the following bounds on F(yIx,BR):
for y c BI 0 s F(y~IBR Y) s P(QI -01BR,x)
for y~ BI P(QI -01BR,.x) s F(~~IBR,z) s 1
Combining this with the bounds on F(yIFR,z) and F(yINR,x) yields, for y ~ Bl,
F(ylFRrx)P(FRLr)
s F~i~lx) s
F(yIFR,x)P(FRLY) ~ P(Q1-0lx,BR)P(BRLr) ~ P(NRLr)
(5.6)
(5.7)
and for y ~ B1,
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F(rIFR,x)P(FRIx) t P(Q1-0Lr,BR)P(BRLr)
s F(yLr) s
F(yIFR,x)P(FRIx) ~ P(BRLY) 7 P(NRLr)
( 5.8 )
The bounds in (5.7) and (5.8) will both be sharper than the worst case bounds in (5.2), as long as
there are bracket respondents answering `yes' as well as bracket respondents answering 'no'.
Allowing for the anchoring effect
If responses to (5.3) are vulnerable to the anchoring effect, (5.6) is no longer valid, since people
may give the wrong answer to (5.3), so thatP(Q1-11Y~BI,x,BR) and P(Q1-01Y~B1,x.BR) are
non-zero. In the Hurd et aL (1998) framework, QI is based upon comparing Y to BI fE, where E
is the perception er;or. Hurd et al. (1998) assume that e is normally distributed with zero mean
and is independent of Y and X. In here, the following weaker (non-parametric) assumption is
used:
Assumption 1: For all (x,y) in the support of (X,Y),
Median [eIX -x,Y-y,BR] -0
This assumption implies that the conditional probability that an individual answers
question QI correctly is at least 0.5:
P(QI -11Y~BI,x,BR) - P(E~Y-B11B1-Y~Ox.BR) s 0.5
P(QI -11Y?BI,x,BR) - P(esY-BIIBI -YsO,x,BR) ? 0.5
Applying (5.9) to (5.5) gives
P(Ql-1Lr,BR) s O.SP(YcB1LY,BR) ~ P(Y~BILx,BR)
P(QI -1 Lx,BR) ? O.SP(Y?BI Lr,BR).
This implies
P(YcBl Lr,BR) ~ 2P(QI -OLt,BR)




In other words: the fraction with Y smaller than BI is at most twice the fraction reporting Y~BI ;
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the fraction with Yat least BI is at most twice the fraction reporting Y~BI. Compared to the no-
anchoring case, the factor 2 reflects the loss of information due to allowing for anchoring.
The bounds on F(yIx,BR) follow immediately:
for y ~ BI 0 s F(yLr,BR) ~ 2P(Q1-0Lr,BR)
for y ? Bl l-2P(Q1-1 Lz~,BR) s F(ylz,BR) s 1
(5.12)
This implies either a non-trivial lower bound or a non-trivial upper bound as long as
P(Q1-11x,BR) is not equal to 0.5. If P(Q1-11x,BR)~0.5, the fraction of bracket respondents with
a high value of Y is bounded. This leads to a lower bound on F(yIBR,x). If on the other hand,
P(Q1-11x,BR)~0.5, not all bracket respondents have a low value of Y. This leads to an upper
bound on F(yIBR,x). Replacing (5.6) by (5.12) and applying this to (5.4) straightforwardly leads
to bounds on F(ylx):
for y ~ Bl,
F(yI FR,x)P(FRLr)
~ F(yt~) ~
F(yIFR,x)P(FRLr) t min[ 1,2P(Q1-0Lr,BR)]P(BRIz) t P(NRLr)
and for y ~ BI ,
F(yIFR,x)P(FRLr) t max[0,1-2P(Q1-1 Lx,BR)]P(BRLr)
s F(vlx) ~
F(yLY,FR)P(FRLr) t P(BRLr) t P(NRIx)
(5.13)
(5.14)
These bounds are sharper than Manski's worst case bounds in (5.2) (unless P(BRIx)-0 or
P(Q1-11x,BR)-0.5). On the other hand, they are wider than the bounds in (5.7)-(5.8), which were
constructed under the stronger assumption of no anchoring.
Alternative models for anchoring
Although the Hurd et al. (1998) model can explain the anchoring phenomena in the data, it may
not be the intuitively most appealing way to model anchoring. The model of Herriges and
Shogren (1996) allows for anchoring in follow-up questions only, implying the no-anchoring
assumption which leads to (5.6) and (5.7) for the one bracket question case. The model of
Cameron and Quiggin (1994) is specifically designed for two bracket questions. It is
straightforward to show that this model is equivalent to the parametric Hurd et al. (1998) model
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for the case of two bracket questions, although the interpretation of Cameron and Quiggin is
different.
The motivation of the Hurd et aL (1998) model stems from Green et al. (1998) and
Jacowitz and Kahneman (1995). These studies find that, if a high anchor is used, respondents too
often report that the amount exceeds the anchor. In, terms of our notation this would mean
P(Q1-1)~P(Y~BI ) if BI is large. Jacowitz and Kahneman (1995) report that this finding is not
symmetric for their case study, but could well be reversed if the amo~~nts have a natural upper
bound instead of a lower bound.
A more specific operational version of an assumption capturing this phenomenon for one
bracket question would be
P(QI -1l,x,BR) ? P(Y~BI L~,BR) if P(QI - 1 Lr,BR)s0.5
P(Q1-1 LY,BR) s P(Y?BI Lx,BR) if P(Q1- I Lr,BR)?0.5
(5.15)
Here `B] is large' is specified as `at most half of the respondents report an amount ofat least B1.'
It is straightforward to show that this assumption is stronger than (5. I 1). On the other hand, it is
also easy to show that this assumption is satisfied by the parametric specification of Hurd et al.
(1998). The underlying intuition is that adding noise to B] before comparing it to Y, increases the
tail probabilities.
Constructing bounds on P(Y~BIIs,BR) from (5.15) is straightforward. If P(Q1-11x.BR)
s 0.5, (5.15) leads to an upper bound; if P(Q1-11x,BR) ~ 0.5. (5.15) leads to a lower bound. A
practical problem with estimating these bounds would arise if the estimate of P(Y~B11z,BR) in
a given sample would not be significandy different from 0.5.
Finally, a robust finding in the literature is that dichotomous questions usually shift the
dístribution to the right, compared to open-ended questions. This is particularly so if there is a
clear lower bound but no obvious upper bound to the amounts in question. In the WTP
(willingness to pay) literature where the amounts are subjective (and reflect how much
respondents would be willing to pay for some public good, for example), this phenomenon is
known as ~~eu-.rn~~ing. Green et al. (1998) also find this phenomenon for examples of estimates
of objective quantities rather than WTP data. Yea-saying would imply the following asymmetric
inequality between reported and true fractions.
P(Q1-1Lx,BK) ? P(Y~BILr,BR) (5.16)
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This immediately gives an upper bound on P(Y~BIIx,BR). '
5.3.4 More than one unfolding bracket question
With two unfolding bracket questions, those who answer 'yes' to question (5.3) are given a
second question with bid B21, where B21 ~81, and those who answer `no' get a second question
with bid 820, where B20~B1. Again, they can answer `yes', 'no' or 'don't know'. In this
subsection the assumption is that every bracket respondent answers the second question with 'yes'
or `no', so that all bracket respondents complete the unfolding sequence. This will be generalized
in the next subsection.
Not allowing for an anchoring effect
If the assumption is made that all those who answer the bracket questions do this correctly, then,
for each bracket respondent, it is known which of the four categories [0, B20], [B20, B1 ],[Bl,
B21 ] and [B21, ~] contains their value of Y. The information is the same as the information
provided by a range card question with the same four categories. Bounds on F(yLr) for this case
are a straightforward generalization of the bounds in (5.7) and (5.8). Denoting the category
containing y by (L(y), U(y)J (for example, for B20~y~B1, L(y)-B20 and U(y)-81, etc.), the
bounds on F(yIBR,x) are given by
F(L(y)IBR,x) s F(yIBR,x) s F(U(y)IBR,x) (g,17)
Using (5.4), this leads to bounds on F(ylx) in the same way as for the one bracket question case.
Allowing for the anchoring effect
Similar to QI for the first question, define dummy variables Q20 and Q21 for those who answer
the second bracket question on B20 and B21, i.e., those who answer the first question with `no'
and 'yes', respectively. Thus Q20-1 if the respondent reports that the amount is at least B20, etc.
Apart from the probability P(Q1-11x,BR) discussed in the one bracket question case, two other
probabilities are now identified by the data: P(Q20-11Q1-0~,BR) and P(Q21-11Q1-1,x,BR).
'A common test on yea-saying is to compare the estimated distribution for the open-ended
respondents with the (upper and lower bound of the) distribution function for the bracket
respondents. In absence of selectivity effects, yea-saying would imply that the latter distribution
is to the right of the former. In the present framework, however, selectivity effects are not
excluded, and the test is not a test on yea-saying only.
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In order to derive the bounds, Assumption 1 needs to be generalized. Again, the starting point is
the Hurd et aL (1998) framework. This model assumes that ihe answers Ql, Q20 and Q21 to the
three bracket questions are based upon comparing Y with BJf e~ , with 820t s, ~~, and with B2l t
g, i, respectively. The errors E~ , a;, ~ and e, i are assumed to be independent ofeach other and
of X and Y, and are normally distributed with zero means. The anchoring effects in the data are
captured if E, i~ and e, i have smaller variances than ei . The following extension of Assumption
1 is a non-parametric, less restrictive, version of these assumptions.
Assumption 2: For all (x,y) in the support of (X,Y):
Median [Ei IY-y,X -x,BR] -0;
Median [e, ol Y-y,X -x,BR,Q1-0] -0 ;
Median [e~ ~IY-y,X-x,BR,Q1-1 ] -0.
A stronger version of this assumption that may look more natural is the assumption that each of
the three erior terms has median zero, is independent of being a bracket respondent or not, and
is independent of Y,X, and the other two error terms.
Assumption 2 is weaker than the assumptions of Hurd et al (1998). It implies that each
bracket question is answered correctly with probability at least 0.5:
P(Q1-11Y~B1,x,BR) s 0.5; P(Q1-11Y?BI,x,BR) ? 0.5
P(Q20-11YcB20,Q1-0,Y,BR) s 0.5: P(Q20-11Y~B20,Q1-0,x,BR) ? 0.5 (5.18)
P(Q21-11 Y~B21,Q1-1,x,BR) s 0.5; P(Q2I -11Y~B21,Q1-1,x,BR) ? 0.5
In addition to (5.1 1), the implication of (5.18) for those who answer 'no' to the first
question, is that
P(Y~B201Q1-0,x,BR) s 2P(Q20-01Q1-0rr,BR)
P(Y?B201Q1-0,x,BR) s 2P(Q20- IIQI -0,.r,BR)
whereas fo those who answer `yes' to the first question, the implication is that
P(Yc82lIQ1- I,.r,BR) s 2P(Q21 -01Q1- l,.r,BR)
P(Y-B211QI -1,.r,BR) s 2P(Q21-11Q1-I ~,BR)
(5.19)
( 5.20 )
The bounds in (5. ] 1), (5. f 9) and (5.20) can be used to derive bounds on the distribution function
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for bracket respondents.z Since there are many different cases which do not give much insight,
the complete overview of the bounds with their derivations is given in the appendix. To illustrate
what the results look like, only one example is presented here, the upper bound on
P(YcB201 x, BR):
P(YsB201x,BR) min [1, 2P(Q20-01Q1 -0,x,BR)]min[1, 2P(Q1-0lx,BR] (5.21)
If many people say their income exceeds Bl (that is, if P(QI -01x,BR) is low), this limits the
number of people whose income can be lower than B20. Moreover, if of those who report that
their income is lower than BI, the majority report it is higher than B20, this also limits the
number of people with income below B20.
Alternative models for anchoring
The previous subsection already discussed some altemative assumptions on anchoring for the one
bracket question case. The assumptions following the arguments of Jacowitz and Kahneman
(1995) basically treat every bracket question separately. In addition to (5.15), they are:
P(Q2k-1lx,BR,Q1-k) ? P(Y~BI Lt,BR,Q1-k) if P(Q2k- I Lr,BR,Q1-k) s 0.5
(5.22)
P(Q2k-1 Lr,BR,Q1-k) s P(Y~ BI Lr,BR,Q1-k) if P(Q2k-11x,BR,Q1-k) ~ 0.5
for k-0,1. These assumptions can be used to derive bounds on the distribution function for
bracket respondents in a similar way as for the Hurd et al. model. The resulting expressions
depend on whether the bids are `small' or `large'. Appendix S.A presents the formulas for the
case which is relevant for the data used in the empirical section.
An intuitively appealing way of allowing for anchoring in the second question is provided
by Herriges and Shogren (1996). They formulate a simple model which explicitly allows for an
effect of the first bid on the respondent's subjective opinion on the amount Y. The essential
feature of their model is that although there is no anchoring effect in the first bracket question,
the first bid Bl serves as an anchor for the second bid 82 (whích equals either B20 or B21) so that
in the second bracket question the respondent does not compare B2 to Y, but to Y' -(1-g) tgBl .
This clearly reflects the intuition behind anchoring: the respondent is uncertain about the true
value of Y. The bid BI is informative about Y, and the respondent's new estimate Y~` of Y will be
'To be precise, a monotonicity assumption (also satisfied by the Hurd et al. model) is used
in addition (MON in the appendix).
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drawn towards B1. Hen-iges and Shogren (1996) assume that g is a fixed parameter, but also
discuss an extension in which g can vary with BI. They apply their model to willingness to pay
data on how much people are prepared to pay for water quality improvement, and find an estimate
ofg of 0.36, with standard error 0.14. In another application, O'Connor et al. (1999) find a similar
significantly positive value of g.
The Herriges and Shogren (1996) model offers an alternative explanation for the shift in
the estimated distribution based upon unfolding bracket questions due to the order of the bids,
the main finding in Hurd et al. (1998). On the other hand, the Herriges and Shogren model cannot
explain the main finding of Jacowitz and Kahneman (1995), since that finding is related to the
first bid, for which there is no anchoring according to the Herriges and Shogren (1996) model.
A natural way to relax the Herriges and Shogren (1996) assumptions is to replace them
by the following nonparametric assumptions:
P(Q1-1lx,BR) - P(Y?B] Lr,BR)
P(Q20- 1lx,BR,Q1-0) ? P(Y~820lx,BR,Q1-0)
P(Q21-1Lr,BR,Q1-1) s P(Y? B21 Lr,BR,Q1-1)
(5.23)
The first condition states that there is no anchoring in first question, the other two state that
anchoring is towards BI in the second question. These assumptions can be used to derive bounds
on the distribution function for bracket respondents in the same way as in the other models. The
results are presented in Appendix S.A.
5.3.5 Complete and incomplete bracket respondents
As the previous subsection, the case where at most two bracket questions are asked is considered.
Until now it was assumed that all bracket respondents completed the unfolding bracket sequence.
In practice, however, some of them answer `don't know' to the second bracket question. Thus two
types of bracket respondents can be distinguished: those who answer both questions with 'yes'
or `no' (CBR, complete bracket respondents), and those who only answer one question with 'yes'
or `no' (IBR, incomplete bracket respondents). No assumptions are made on the relation between
response behavior and the value of Y, so the possibility that incomplete bracket respondents are
a selective sub-sample of all bracket respondents is allowed for.
The conditional distribution function for bracket respondents can now be written as
follows.
F(yIBR,x) - F(vICBR,x)P(CBRIBR,x) ~ F(yI1BR,x)P(IBRIBR,x) (5.24)
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The probabilities P(CBRIBR,x) and P(IBRIBR,x) are both identified, since it is observed whether
bracket respondents are complete or incomplete bracket respondents. Bounds on F(yI CBR,x) can
be derived as in Section 5.3.4, using complete bracket respondents only. Bounds on F(yIIBR,x)
can be derived as in Section 5.3.3, using incomplete bracket respondents only. Combining these
and plugging them into (5.24) leads to bounds on F(yIBR,x). As before, two sets of bounds can
be derived, allowing or not allowing for anchoring. The bounds on F(yI BR) can be combined with
F(yIFR,x) and bounds on F(yINR,x) in the same way as in (5.13)-(5.14), and thus yield bounds
on F(ylx).
5.3.6 Bounds on the quantiles
Distributions for variables like income, savings, etc., are often described in terms of (conditional)
quantiles. For a E[0,1 ], the a-quantile of the conditional distribution of Y given X-x, is defined
as
9(a,x) - inf {y:F(ylx)?a) (5.25)
For a ~1, we set q(a,x)-~, and for a ~0, q(a~)--~. Following Manski (1994), bounds on these
quantiles can be derived by `inverting' the bounds on the distribution function. All the bounds
in Sections 5.3.1-5.3.5 can be written as
lb(y,x) s F(ytx) s ub(y,x) (5.26)
for appropriate choices of lb(y,x) and ub(y,x), all of them non-decreasing functions of y. Inverting
this gives the following bounds on the quantiles:
inf { y: lb(y,x) ia}? inf { y: F(ylx)?a}~ inf { y: ub(y,x)? a} (g,2~)
Plugging in the bounds derived in the previous subsections, yields bounds on the
conditional quantiles of Y. This is easily illustrated using a graph of the distribution function, with
y along the horizontal axis and F(ylz) along the vertical axis. The bounds on the distribution
function squeeze F(ylx) in between two curves; the vertical distance between these two curves
is the width between the bounds ( at each given value of ~Y). Reading the same graph
horizontally gives, for a given probability value a E[0,1 ], a lower and an upper bound on the
a-quantile.
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5.4 Data
The data used in the empirical section comes from the 1996 wave of the Health and Retirement
Study (HRS). This is a longitudinal study conducted by the University of Michigan on behalf of
the US National Institute of Aging. It focuses mainly on aspects of health, retirement and
economic status of US citizens born between 1931 and,1941. For this purpose, the study collects
individual and household information from a representative sample of this cohort. The data is
collected every two years, with the first wave conducted in the Summer of 1992.
Initially the panel consisted of approximately 7,600 households. The respondents are the
household representatives that satisfy the age criteria and their partners, regardless of age (second
household respondents). This leads to approximately 12,600 individual respondents in the first
wave of the panel. Each respondent answers individually to questions on health and retirement
issues. Household representatives also answer questions on past and current income and pension
plans (including those of their partner), as well as questions at the household level, e.g. on
housing conditions, household assets and family structure. If health problems prevent the
household representative from answering these questions, someone else (e.g. the spouse) will
answer on their behalf. All follow up interviews are conducted over the phone, unless the
household has no phone, or health reasons prevent either the household representative or the
spouse answering over the phone, in which case the interviewer will visit the household. If
respondents die, they are replaced by a remaining household member. This reduces attrition in
the panel at the household level.
The 1996 wave has data from 6,739 households, covering 10,887 individuals. In 4,148
of these households, two respondents gave interviews. The remaining 2,591 are single respondent
households. To get some insight in the nature of the data, Table 5.1 shows sample statistics for
some background variables. The first column refers to the full sample. The second and third
columns refer to the sub-samples ofhousehold representatives and second household respondents.
The statistics show that 51 ~lo of the household representatives are women, and 62qo of second
household respondents (usually the spouse) are women. There is little difference between
educational achievement of household representatives and second household respondents.
The shares of Whites, Blacks and Hispanics reflect the ethnic composition of the cohort
represented in the sample. About 62oIo of the respondents participate in the labor market, most
of them are employees. Approximately 80qo of the households in the sample are home owners.
The 1996 wave of the HRS panel groups all variables in 11 subsets and a supplement that
consists of experimental modules (mostly to check the consistency of answers to previous
questions). In the subset named `Assets and Income', the household representatives provide
information about their own incomes, their partner's incomes, household savings, and various
other types of net wealth. The bounds derived in Section 5.3 are applied to the variable `wages
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and salaries of the household representative'. This variable shows a significant percentage of
initial non-respondents. These are routed to an unfolding bracket sequence where they can
disclose partial information on the missing variable.
Table 5.1: Means (and standard deviation) and percentages ( with standard errors) for
background variables; complete sample
All Units Household Second Household
Representatives Respondents
Number of Observations 10,887 6,739 4,148
Age 59.6 (5.62) 60.7 (5.07) 58.616.41)
Percentage males 45 (0.5) 49 (0.6) 38 (0.8)
Education' 2.32 (L02) 2.36 (1.03) 2.25 (0.98)
Percentage home owners - 79 (0.5) -
Percentage whi[es 71 (0.4) 69 (0.6) 76 (0.7)
Percentage hispanics 9 (0.3) 8(0.3) I I(0.5)
Percentage black ~ 16 (0.4) 19 (0.5) 9 10.4)
Percentage other Race 4(0.2) 4(0.3) 4(0.3)
Percentage working 62 (0.5) 62 (0.6) 64 (0.7)
Working for wagelsalary 47 (0.5) 46 (0.6) 50 (0.8)
Self-employed 9 (03) 8 (0.3) 10 (0.5)
Both working [or wagelsalary ~ 6(0.2) 8 (0.3) 4(0.3)
self-emp.
Note I: Education: educational achievement on a scale of I to 4, where 1: has completed primary education (up to the 10'" grade in the USA
education system), 2: has completed high school ( up to the 12'" grade); 3: some (orm of college or post-high school education: 4:
has completed at least a first degree at university level.
Note 2: Those who describe themselves ac black Afncan-American.
Wages and salaries of the household representative
All household representatives are asked to provide information on employment status and eamed
incomes for themselves and their partners. Initially, each household representative is asked if he
or she worked foc pay during the last calendar year. To this question, 4,145 individuals answered
`yes', 2,097 individuals answered `no', and the remaining 497 answered `don't know' or `refuse'.
Each of the 4,145 who answered `yes' were asked if their earnings during the last calendar year
came from self-employment, wages and salaries, or a combination of these two sources: 3,608
individuals declared that all or some of their earnings came from wages and salaries. These
individuals are asked the following question:
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'About how much wages and salary income did you receive during the last
calendaryear?'
1-'any amount' I in US dollars)
'Don't know'
`Refuse'
A total of 3,160 individuals answered the above question with an exact amount in US
dollars, ranging from ~ 0,00 to ~350,000, with a mean of ~29,430 and standard deviation ~26,430.
The median was ~25,000. The remaining 448 individuals answered `don't know' or `refuse',
implying a 12.4qo initial nonresponse rate. The latter group was routed to a sequence of unfolding
bracket questions as formulated in (5.3), with starting bid B1-~25,000. The iirst question thus
was:
'!s the amount .ó25,000 or more?'
The possible answers were `yes', `no', `don't know,' or 'refuse'. At this initial stage of the
unfolding sequence, 119 individuals answered `don't know' or `refuse'. Thus the full non-
response rate is 3.3qo. The remaining 329 individuals form the sample of bracket respondents.
For this variable, the unfolding sequence consists of two questions. Those who answered
`yes' to the initial bid of ~25,000 were routed to a second question with bid B21-~50,000. Those
who answered `no' were routed to a question with bid B20-~5,000. In each case, the question is
the same as that given in (5.3) - only the bid changes. At the second question of the unfolding
sequence, individuals can again answer `don't know' or `refuse'. They then become incomplete
bracket respondents (BR). For the earnings variable considered in here, 320 individuals
completed the sequence of unfolding brackets (CBR), while the other 9 bracket respondents are
incomplete bracket respondents.
Table 5.2 shows some statistics for the sample of individuals with nonzero wages and
salaries, partitioned by response behavior. Comparing it with Table 5.1 shows that the individuals
who received wages and salaries are, on average, somewhat younger and less often own their
home. The sub-sample of complete bracket respondents contains a larger percentage of females
than the other samples. Likewise, complete bracket respondents have lower educational
achievement, are less likely to own their home, and are less often white. The statistics of the
incomplete bracket respondents differ substantially from those of the other groups, but this is
based upon very few observations.
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Table 5.2: Means (and standarddeviations) and Percentages (with standarderrors)for some
background variables: Sample of respondents who received wages and salariesin the
past calendaryear
All employed with wages Full Respondents (FR) Full Nomrespondents
(NR)
Number of Observations 3602 3160 113
Average age 58b (4.7) 58,6 (4.7) 59 (4.9)
Percentage Males 50 (0.8) 52 (0.9) 0.45 (4.7)
Education' 2.52 ( I.01) 2b (1.03) 2.6 (0.99)
9c Home owners 73(0.7) 74(0.8) 83(3.S)
9c White 72 (0.7) 75 (0.6) 72 (41)
9o Hispanics 8(0.5) 7(0.5) 5(2.1)
No Black' 18 (0.61 16 (0.7) 21 (3.8)
9o Other races 2(0.2) 2(0.3) 3(1.6)
Bracket Respondents (BR)
Complete Bracket RespondenLS Incomplete Bracket Respondencc (IBR)
(CBR)
Number of Observalions 320 g
Average age 58-8 (4.7) 55.7 (3.2)
Percentage Males 3g (2.7) p.7g (0 Iq)
Education' 2.2 ( I.02) 3. I( I.OI )
96 Home owners 65(2.7) 89(10.0)
9 White 58 (2.8) 78 (14)
9c Hispanics 9 (1.6) p(0)
4fc Black' 32 (2.6) 12 ( I I)
9c Olher races 2 (0.8) 10 (10)
Notes: See Table S. I
5.5 Estimates of the bounds
This section applies the upper and lower bounds derived in Section 5.3 to earnings of the
household representative, as described in Section 5.4. First, the full sample of respondents is
used, not conditioning on covariates. In Section 5.5.2, the bounds are estimated separately for
high and low educated respondents, and the results are used to determine whether signiiicant
differences in the quantiles for the two education levels can be detected. Since conditioning is
only with respect to discrete variables, there is no need to use non-parametric smoothing
techniques, and the estimates can be computed as functions of sub-sample fractions satisfying
a given condition.
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The width between point estimates of upper and lower bounds reflects the uncertainty due
to item non-response. The bounds are illustrated together with estimated confidence bands, to
measure uncertainty due to sampling error. For all sets of bounds, these confidence bands are
estimated using a bootstrap method, based on 500 re-samples drawn with replacement from the
original data. The lower and upper bounds are estimated 500 times, and the confidence bands are
formed by the 2.Sqo and 97.SoIo percentiles in these 500 estimates. This results in two-sided 95010
confidence bands for both the upper and lower bound. The figures report the lower confidence
band for the lower bound and the upper confidence band for the upper bound. The (vertical)
distance between these reflects both the uncertainty due to sampling error and the uncertainty due
to item non-response.
5.5.1 Bounds for all education levels
If item nonresponse is completely random, the full respondents are a representative sample, and
[he quantiles in the sample of full respondents are consistent estimates of the population
quantiles. These estimates are shown in Figure I a, for all quantiles between 0 and 1.' The solid
curve connects the point estimates, the dashed curves give point-wise 95oIo confidence bands for
each quantile. Bracket respondents and non-respondents are discarded. Table 5.3 provides
basically the same information as Figure la. It gives the point estimates and the confidence
intervals for some selected quantiles for the full respondents, but now in earnings levels rather
than (natural) logs.
Figure lb shows the estimates of Manski's (1995) worst case bounds, not using the
bracket response information. Bracket respondents are treated as non-respondents, and the
relevant nonresponse rate in this case is 12.4oIo. The solid curves are the estimated upper and
lower bounds, and the dashed curves are the estimated confidence bands. The horizontal distance
between the upper and lower bound equals 0.124, the initial percentage of item nonresponse. To
make a comparison possible, the confidence bands for the full respondents quantiles already
depicted in Figure 1 are also included. Obviously, these are contained in the worst case bounds,
because the worst case bounds allow for the possibility that non-response is completely random.
The uncertainty due to non-response appears to be much larger than the uncertainty due to finite
sample errors.
Table 5.4 shows point estimates and confidence intervals for a selection of quantiles
corresponding to the worst case bounds in Figure lb. For example, with at least 95qo confidence,
the median ofwages and salaries is between ~ 19,500 and ~29,900. Table 5.4 together with Figure
3 The numbering of the figures is designed to simplify comparisons. The codes identify
the sub-population and the underlying anchoring assumptions.
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lb shows that, due to the initial percentage of item nonresponse, the width between upper and
lower bound is quite large. This will make it hard to draw meaningful economic conclusions. On
the other hand, the width between the curves in Figure 1 a is very small, but this comes at the cost
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Table 5.3: Selected quantiles for the full response sample (n-3,160) (cf. Figure la).
Quantiles Lower estimated Point wise estimated Upper estimated Standard error for
confidence interval quantile confidence interval the point estimate
25m Percentile 511,91)D 511,900 ~12.800
40~Percentile SI8,SW 519,500 519,.500
SOn Percentile 323,900 á25.000 525.000
60d Percentile 528,900 529.900 829,900
75u Percentile 539,000 339,400 S41.S0p
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Table 5.4: Estimated bounds and confidenee intervals on Respondent's wages and salaries (in
US~).Worst case bounds without bracket information (cf. Figure 16)
Quantiles Confidence interval Lower bound Upper lwund Con~dence interval
(Lower) (Upper)
25a Percentile 55.800 57,700 513.700 514,700
40~Percentile 513,700 514,700 S22,S00 52a.í00
50~ Percentile 519.500 520.800 527,900 529.900
60~ Percentile 525.000 526,000 534,6G0 5ï7,000
75m Percentile 835,600 536,900 550,000 ii5,000
90~ Pcrcentilc 551.000 555,000 5350.000 max
The next step is to estimate the extended version of the bounds incorporating the
information provided by the bracket respondents. Table 5.5 summarizes the information provided
by these 329 respondents. This table shows that most individuals in this population are complete
bracket respondents, only 9 of them are incomplete bracket respondents.
Table 5.5: Information provided by braeket respondents
Group Bid 1: B1 answer Bid 2: B21IB211 answer ResultinK bracket Vumber
bounds
Yes á50,0110 - max 30
Yes ~ 550,000 ? No á25,000 - á50,000 86
CBR ~á25.000 ?
No ~ S 5.000 ? Yes 55,00(1 - á 25,000 170
No á0 - 55,000 34
Yes ~ á50.000 ? DK. RF. ~ á2g,00(1 9
IBR ~~25.000 ?
No ~ á 5,000 ? DK, RF. c á25,000 0
Bounds accounting for bracket information can allow for anchoring in different ways. To
illustrate how the assumptions on anchoring affect the bounds, estimates of the bounds for the
population of bracket respondents only are presented first. Figure 2 is based on the assumption
of no anchoring (AO in the figures). Figures 3A 1 to 3A3 allow for the three types of anchoring
discussed in Section 5.3, following Hurd et aL (A1 in the tïgures, (5.11), (5.19) and (5.20) in
Section 5.3), Jacowitz and Kahneman (A2 in the figures, (5.15) and (5.22) in Section 5.3) or
Herriges and Shogren (A3 in the figure, (5.23) in Section 5.3). In each figure, the confidence
bands for the full respondents are also included. The "no anchoring" assumption is obviously
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stronger than all three anchoring assumptions, and, accordingly, leads to the narrowest bounds
for the bracket respondents. Under the no anchoring assumption, the distribution function for the
complete bracket respondents is exactly identified at the three bids ~5,000, ~25,000 and ~50,000.
Due to the presence of some incomplete bracket respondents, however, the upper and lower point
estimates at á50,000 are different.
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Comparing the bounds for bracket respondents in Figure 2 with the full respondents
curves suggests that equality of the distribution functions for full respondents and bracket
respondents can be rejected at ~25,000 but not at 55,000 or ~50,000. This is confirmed by a
formal (pointwise) tests where point estimates using full respondents are compared to point
estimates using bracket respondents (no anchoring) at the points where the bracket response sub-
population identifies the quantiles of the distribution (~ee Table 5.6). The hypothesis that the two
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distributions are the same, would be valid if there was no anchoring and if the distinction
between full respondents and bracket respondents was random. Rejecting this hypothesis at
~25,000 thus suggests that at least one of these is violated. The fact that the bracket respondents
more often report an income below ~25,000 than full respondents, suggests that rejecting the null
is not due to "yea-saying" (see Section 5.3). It could mean, for example, that workers with lower
earnings tend not to know their exact income level and therefore answer the bracket questions
only.
Table 5.6: Tests for differences between the distribution functions of full and bracket
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Formulation
P(Y ~ SOOOIFR) - P(Q1-018R1P(Q20-01Q1-0)
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Comparing Figure 2 to Figures 3A1-3A3 already shows that allowing for anchoring
widens the bounds. Under the Hurd et al. (1998) assumptions, at each value of earnings, the
bracket response data provide some additional information. Either the lower bound is more than
zero, or the upper bound is less than one, or both. Under the Jacowitz and Kahneman
assumptions, the bracket response data do not say anything about F(yIBR) for y between ~5,000
and ~25,000. In general, it is clear that the three different assumptions on anchoring are non-
nested: non of them is uniformly more informative than any of the others.
Figure 4, and Figures SA1 to Figure SA3 combine the bounds for bracket respondents
with the information for full respondents, and show the bounds on the quantiles for all
respondents in the population.
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As expected, the bounds under no anchoring are narrower than the bounds allowing for
anchoring, and all bounds allowing for anchoring are narrower than the worst case bounds in
Figure lb. More precise information on selected quantiles is given in Table 5.7. For example,
under the assumption of random nonresponse, the 95qo confidence interval for the 40'h earnings
percentile has width ~ 1,000 (Table 5.3), so the median is rather precisely determined. Allowing
for nonrandom nonresponse while ignoring the bracket information, the precision deteriorates
enormously, and the interval has a width of ~ 10,800 (Table 5.4). Allowing for nonrandom
nonresponse and using the bracket information gives a precision in between these two extremes:
~ 4,900 if no anchoring effects are allowed for; ~ 9,200, ~ 9,400 and ~ 6,000 allowing for the
three types of anchoring (Table 5.7). The "no anchoring" precision is particularly large for the
median since the sample median for full-respondents is close to one of the bids (~ 25,000),
where, under A0, the distribution function for bracket respondents is exactly identified.
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Tab[e 5.7: Upper and lower bounds (based on 95oIo confufence intervals) for quantiles of
respondents wages and salaries, not allowing for an anchoring effect (c.f. Figure 4)




















I,owerBound: 517,900 514,700 S14S(b 516.900
Upper Bound: A22,800 5'3.9cN-~ 523.900 522.800
Difference : 54.900 59.2fNi 59.400 56,000
50u Percentile
LowerBound: 523,900 519.500 519,500 521,900
Upper Bound: 525,000 á27,90D 525,000 525.000
Difference : 5I,100 58,400 55.í00 53,100
60u Percentile
Lower Bound: 527,900 525,000 525,000 526,900
Upper Bound: 531,500 534,600 531,500 531,500
Difference : 53.600 59.600 56.500 54.600
75u Percentile
I,ower Bound: 539.400 535,600 535,GC0 537,900
Uppcr Bound: 54i,000 549,700 546.800 548.000
I)iffcrcnce . 55,600 514.100 511.200 58.100
80'" Percentile
Lower Bound: 544,500 539,400 539,400 543,500
Upper Bound: 550,(NN) 552.500 550,000 551.000
Differcncc . ~y5,5(H) 513.100 510,600 57.500
90~ Percentile
Lower Bound: 559.000 553,900 553,900 553,900
Upper Bound: 569,000 594,000 578.000 584.OW
Difference . SI0,0(X) 540,IW 524,000 á30,100
5.5.2 Comparing earnings of the higher and lower educated
Table 5.8 presents some details on the response behavior of the lower educated (at most high
school; levels 1 and 2 in Table 5.1) and higher educated (more than high school; levels 3 and 4
in Table 5.2) separately. The latter have a somewhat lower initial nonresponse rate than the
former, but the difference is smalL Mean and median incomes of full respondents are clearly
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Table 5.8: Sample statistics and response behavior by level of education of household
respondent











3, I 60 I.713 1.a47
(88010) (86.6~Icj (89. I ~Jr )
Mean ( std. Deviation) á29.430 (526.430) ~22,813 (S 18,080) á38,298 (á31 J65)
Median 525,000 519,000 ~33.000
Number of initial non- 442 265 177
respondents (12.3~Jo) (13.4r1n) (10.9qo)
Number of bracket 329 212 I 17
respondents (9.I~) (10.7r1o) (7.2~7~)
Number of full non I 13 5?
respondents (3. I ~70) (2.3 a)
60
Figures 6a and 7a show the confidence intervals of all quantiles for the full respondents,
for low educated and high educated respondents, respectively. These quantiles are valid estimates
for the full populations of low and high educated respondents under the assumption that,
conditional on education level, non-response is random, i.e., not related to the earnings level. This
assumption, though again quite strong, is different from the random nonresponse assumption
underlying Figure 1 a, since the estimates are now conditional on education level. Tables 5.9 and
5.10 present some more details for selected quantiles for high and low educated respondents,
respectively. Comparing related quantiles between these two tables shows that, under the random
nonresponse assumption, all considered quantiles (from 0.20 to 0.90) differ significantly between
the higher and lower educated. The main issue in the remainder will be whether this conclusion
can still be drawn if nonrandom nonresponse is allowed for.
Figure 6b (low educated) and Figure 7b (high educated) present 95qo confidence bands
for the worst case bounds allowing for nonrandom nonresponse and not using the bracket
information.
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Table 5.9: Quantiles of the full response sample with low education level (n-1,979) (cf. Figure
6(a)).
Quantiles Lower confidence Point estimate Upper confidence Standard error for
band band the point estimate
25d Percentile 59,800 á9.800 310.800
40nPercentile 514.400 514,700 515,800
SOnPercentile 517,900 518,700 519,500
60d Percentile 521.900 523.400 á24,600
75~ Percentile 529.400 529,900 5?I,500
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Table 5.10: Quantiles using the full response sample with high education leve[ (n-1,623) (cf.
Figure 7(a)).
Quantiles Lower contidence Point eslimate Upper confidence Standard error for
band band the point estimate
25'" Percentile S I 5,800 317,900 519,500 5790
40'" Percentile 525.900 527,9OD 528.900 5784
50'" Percentile 531,500 532.500 534,600 5923
60'" Percentile 537,8W 539,400 539,700 5601
75'" Percentile 549.500 549,700 552,000 562?
90'" Percentile 566,000 569,000 574,200 51.660
Figure 8a compares the 95qo confidence bands on the distributions among high and low education
level full respondents. Figure 8b compares the worst case bounds for the two populations, again
using 9501o confidence bands.
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Under the strong assumption of random nonresponse, Figure 8a suggests that almost all the
eamings quantiles are higher for the high educated than for the low educated. Without imposing
this assumption, the worst case bounds in Figure 8b show that the null of equal quantiles is
rejected only for the quantiles in the range from about 0.3 to about 0.8. More precisely, Table 5.11
shows that it is rejected for the 0.40, 0.50, 0.60 and 0.75 quantiles, but not for the 0.20, 0.25, 0.30,
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0.80 and 0.90 quantiles.' This again illustrates that item nonresponse particularly reduces the
information on the quantiles in the tails, where the distribution function is rather flat.
Table S.ll: Differences between quantiles for the high and low educated using worst case
bounds without bracket respondents (cf. Figures 6(b), 7(b) and 8(b)).
Low Education Low F,ducation High Education High Education Test Statistic
Standard error Point estimate Point estimate Standard error (one sided 59e
critical value:
1.65)
20'" Percentile á337 á9,800 56,800 5761 -3.6
25'" Percentile 5408 S11.900 59,800 51,050 -1.87
30'" Percentile á505 á I 3.000 á 14,700 5960 I.57
40'" Percentile 5390 517,900 523.900 51,138 4.99
50'" Percentile 5572 á22.500 529,900 á707 8.14
60'" Percentile 5863 á27.400 á35,600 5885 6.64
75'" Percentile 51.189 539,400 548,600 5863 6.26
80'"Percentile 51.732 549.700 552,500 51,692 1.17
90'"Percentlle á1,970 5350,000 566.000 51,465 -115.6R
Information on bracket response of high and low educated respondents is included in
Tables 5.12 and 5.13. The low educated had a higher initial non-response rate, but are quite often
willing to answer the bracket questions, so that their full non-response rate is lower than that of
the higher educated. Of the bracket respondents, the high educated much more often report that
their income exceeds the first bid than the lower educated. This suggests that using the bracket
respondents may increase the power of the tests on equality of some of the quantiles. Appendix
S.B shows figures similar to Figures 2 and 3Al but separately for the two levels of education:
Figures 9 and l0A 1 are estimates based on the low educated sample, and Figures 11 and 12A I
are based on the high educated sample.s
"The test statistic is (QH - Qr)r4), where QH is the lower bound point estimate for the high
educated and Q~ is the upper bound point estimate for the low educated. d is the estimated
standard deviation of (QH - Q~) i.e. d -(6`H}6'`~)~~'-, whereó'`H andáz~ are the bootstrap
estimates of the variances of the estimates for QH and Q~. (These are estimated by re-sampling
500 times from the original data, with replacement, and using the sample variance of these 500
estimates.)
5 Comparing Figures SA 1-SA3 and looking at the point estimates in Table 5.7 shows that
there is very little difference for estimates between the three different proposed models of
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Table 5.12: Informatioit o~t wages andsalariesprovided by bracket respondents; low education
level (212 observations)
Group Bid 1: BI answer Bid 2: B21IB20 answer Retiultin~; hracket Numhcr
bnund~
Yes 550,111111 - max 6
Yes ~ SS0,000 '~ No ~25,0(10 - 550,11011 47
CBR ~~25,000'~
Vo ~ S?.Ono ~~ Yes SS,Of10 - 525,000 133
No á0 - á5,000 22
Y'es ~ SSO,U00'? DK, RF. ~ ~25,p00 4
IBR ~g25,000 7
No ~~ 5,(N)0 " DK, RF. ~ ~25,000 0
Table SJ3: Information on wages and salaries provided by bracket respondents; Itigh
edueation level ( l17 observations)
Group Bid 1: B1 answer Bid 2: B21B20 answer Resulting bracket Number
bounds
Yes 550.000 - max 24
Yes ~ 550,000 ? No á25,000 - ~50,00(1 39
CBR ~525,000?
No ~ 5 5,000 ? Yes 55,000 - á25,000 37
No ~0 - 55,0110 I 2
Yes ~ 550,000 ? DK, RF. ~~25,000 5
[BR ~525,000 ?
No ~ 5 S,OW ? DK. RF. ~ á25,000 0
Figures 13 compares estimated worst case bounds for the low and high educated not
allowing for anchoring whereas Figure 14 does the same but allowing for anchoring according
to assumption A 1. The figures are organized in the same way as Figure 2 and Figure 3A 1. Formal
tests of equality of earnings quantiles of the high and low educated are given in Appendix C. The
results of both the informal tests derived from the figures and the formal tests in Tables C1 and
C2, are in between the two extreme cases discussed above. Under the no anchoring assumption,
anchoring. Therefore, when modeling anchoring while comparing high and low educated sub-
populations the choice of anchoring is always based on anchoring according to assumption A1.
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the differences between the quantiles considered are all stgnificant. Allowing for anchoring
reduces some of the significance levels, and the lowest quantiles are no longer significantly
different. But in general, the power of the point-wise tests appears to be substantially larger than
if the bracket information is not used at all.
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5.6 Conclusions
Manski's approach consists of estimating a bounding interval around the parameter of interest,
such as a(conditional) yuantile of the distribution of the variable of interest. The approach allows
for selective item nonresponse and avoids the type of assumptions usually associated with
parametric and semi-parametric methods. On the other hand, it identifies the unknown parameters
up to an upper and a lower bound only. These bounds are extended to take into account that initial
non-respondents can provide partial infonnation by answering follow up categorical questions.
Nowadays, many household surveys rely on unfolding seyuence type of categorical questions to
reduce the percentage of item non-response. Several studies have shown that responses to such
questions, on variables like income, consumption or savings, can be subject to a psychometric
bias known as the anchoring effect: the answer is affected by the wording in the questions and
thus can suffer from response errors. Some existing studies model this response error with a
parametric set up. In this chapter Manski's worst case bounds are compared both theoretically and
empirically to an extended version which do and do not allow for this anchoring effect. In the
latter case, the assumptions underlining the nature of the anchoring effect are semi-parameu~ic
generalizations of some existino models of anchoring. Using the variable wages und salary of the
household representative taken from the 1996 wave of the Household and Retirement Survey, the
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empirical section shows estimates of Manski's basic worst case bounds that do not use the bracket
respondents information and compares these with estimates of the new extended bounds.
For the variable considered, the initial non-response rate is 12.4~Ic. Most of these init~al
non-respondents answer some unfolding bracket questíons, and the percentage of full non-
response is only 3.3~Io. Since the distance between upper and lower bounds is driven by the
percentage of item non-response, incorporating information provided by bracket respondents
tightens the bounds. Allowing for anchoring effects, however, the gain in information is smaller
than under the assumption of no anchoring.
In a final step, the bounds are used to test for equality of quantiles of high and low
educated respondents. The findings suggest that according to Manski's basic worst case bounds,
only the central quantiles are significantly higher for the h~gher educated, but the null hypothesis
of equality cannot be rejected for the quantiles in the tails. Adding the information provided by
bracket respondents improves the power of the tests, and leads to rejecting the null more often.
How much the power of the tests increases depends on whether and how anchoring is allowed
for.
Manski's bounds are an elegant, intuitively plausible and extrcmely f7exible way to allow
for selective non-response. Thetr flexibility is at the same time their main weakness: the bounds
are often so wide that they do not provide enough information for the economic issue under
consideration. This chapter has shown that additional information on bracket responses by initial
non-respondents can be useful to make the bounds more informative. This is still true if anchoring
is allowed for, though to a lesser extent.
The bounds are estimated allowing for different types of anchoring each generalizing a
different parametric models in the existing literature. The chapter does not analyze which model
of anchoring is most appropriate: this is not a relevant question for this framework. With the
current data, however, selective non-response and anchoring interact, and it is hard to say
something about anchoring without making strong assumptions about the nature of nonresponse.
For an analysis of anchoring itself, therefore, experimental data where all respondents get bids
that vary randomly across the sample, such as in the experimental HRS module used by Hurd et
al. (1998), is more appropriate. With more knowledge about the nature of the anchoring process,
the analysis here could be refined.
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Appendix S.A: Bounds in case of two bracket questions and anchoring
This appendix, shows the derivation of bounds for the case of two bracket questions allowing for
anchoring along the lines of Hurd et al. (1998), Jacowitz and Kahneman (1995), and Herriges and
Shogren (1996). The bounds are "worst case" in the sense that any type of selective nonresponse
or bracket response is allowed for. This implies that the data on full respondents carry no
information on the bracket respondents, complete bracket respondents provide no information on
incomplete bracket respondents, etc. Bounds on incomplete bracket respondents are
straightforward, using the assumptions for the one bracket question case. This appendix therefore
focuses on complete bracket respondents. Using (5.24) and (5.4), these can be used to obtain
bounds for the whole population.
A1: The Hurd et al. (1998) framework
Apart from the zero median assumption (Assumption 2 in the text), a monotonicity assumption
is used. Hurd et al. (1998) assume that answers are based upon comparing the amount Y with a
perturbed threshold which implies that P(QI -11Y-y,X-x,BR) increases with y. It is easy to prove
that this implies the following monotonicity condition.
P(Q1-1IY~t,x,BR) s P(QI -1 Lr,BR) for ench t (MON)
Together with (5.11), (5.19) and (5.20), this property will be used to determine what the three
probabilities P(Q1-11x,BR), P(Q20-11Q1-0,x,BR) and P(Q21-11Q1-1,.z,BR) that can be
identified from the data, imply for the condítional distribution of Y given X-x among bracket
respondents. First, bounds are derived on the distribution function at the bracket values 820, Bl ,
and B21. The bounds on the value of the conditional distribution function at an arbitrary value
of y then follow straightforwardly, as in the no anchoring case. For notational convenience, we
abbreviate conditioning on X-x and BR by using Pc where Pc(...)-P(...Ix,BR) and
Pc(... L..)-P(... L..,x, BR).
Upper bound on Pc(Y~B20):
Pc(Y~B20) - Pc(YcB201Q1-0)Pc(Q1-0) t Pc(Y~B201Q1-1)Pc(Q1-1)
-Pc(YcB201Q1-0)Pc(Q1-0) t Pc(Y~B20)Pc(Q1- IIYcB20)
s min[1,2Pc(Q20-01Q1-0)]Pc(QI -0) ~ Pc(YcB20)min[0.5,Pc(Q1-1)]
(A.1)
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The inequality in (A.1) is obtained using expression (5.20) for the first term, whereas for the
second term Pc(Y~B201Q1-1)sPc(Y~B11Q1-1) is used together with (5.19) and (MON).Thus,
Pc(Y~B20) ~ min[1, 2Pc(Q20-01Q1-0)lPc(Q1-0)I(l-min[O.S,Pc(Q1-1))) (A.2)
Considering the two cases Pc(Q1-1)~0.5 and Pc(Q1-1)s0.5 separately, it is easy to see that this
can be rewritten as
Pc(Y~B20) s min[ 1, 2Pc(Q20-01Q1-0)]min[ 1,2Pc(QI -0)] (A.3)
Upper bound on Pc(Y~BI):
Expression (5.20) already suggest that Pc(Y~BI ) s 2 Pc(QI-0). The second question gives the
following additional information.
Pc(YcBI ) - Pc(YcB11Q1-0)Pc(Q1-0) t Pc(YcB11Q1-1)Pc(Q1-1)
~ Pc(Q1-0) t Pc(Y~B211Q1-1)Pc(Q1-1) (A.4)
s Pc(Q1-0) t 2Pc(Q2l -01Q1-1)Pc(Q1-1)
Taken together, the first and second question lead to the bound
Pc(Y~BI) s min[2Pc(Q1-0), Pc(Q1-0)f2Pc(Q21-01Q1-1)Pc(Q1-1)] (A.5)
If Pc(QI -0) z 0.5 and Pc(Q21-01Q1-0) ~ 0.5, the upper bound in (A.5) is 1. But if at least one
of the two probabilities is less than 0.5, the upper bound is smaller than one.
Upper bound on Pc(Y~B2I):
Pc(YcB21) - Pc(Y~B211Q1-0)Pc(Q1-0) t Pc(YcB211Q1- I)Pc(Q1-1)
~ Pc(Q1-0)tmin[1, 2Pc(Q21-01Q1-1)]Pc(Q1-1)
The lower bounds follow by symmetry from (A.3), (A.5) and (A.6).
(A.6)
Lower bound on Pc(Y~B20):
Pc(Y~820) - 1- Pc(YzB20); a lower bound on Pc(Y~B20) is obtained in the same way as the
upper bound on Pc(YcB21) given in (A.6). This gives:
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Pc(Y?B20) s Pc(Q1-1)~min[l, 2Pc(Q20-11Q1-0)]Pc(Q1-0) (A.7)
And thus
Pc(Y~B20) ? { 1-Pc(Q1-1)t min[1,2Pc(Q20-1IQ1-0)]Pc(Q1-0)}
- max[0, 1 -2Pc(Q20-11Q1-0)Pc(Q1-0)]
(A.8)
Lower bound on Pc(Y~BI):
Pc(Y~BI )- I- Pc(Y~BI ); an upper bound on Pc(Y~BI ) is obtained in the same way as the
upper bound on Pc(Y~Bl ) given in (A.5)
Pc(Y?Bl) ~ min[ 2Pc(Q1-1), Pc(Q1-1)}2Pc(Q20-1IQ1-0)Pc(Q1-0)] (A.9)
and (A.9) implies
Pc(Y~BI ) ? { 1 -min[2Pc(Q1-1), Pc(Q1-1) ~2Pc(Q20-11Q1-0)Pc(Q1-0)] }
(A.10)
- max[1-2Pc(Q1-1), Pc(QI -0)(1-2Pc(Q20-11Q1-0)]
Lower bound on Pc(Y~B21):
Pc(Y~B21) - I- Pc(Y?B21); an upper bound on Pc(Y~B21) is obtained in the same way as an
upper bound on Pc(Y~B20) as expressed in (A.3),
Pc(Yz821) s min[l, 2Pc(Q21-11Q1-1)]min[1, 2Pc(Q1-1)]
and thus a lower bound is obtained as
(A.I1)
Pc(YcB21) ? ~ 1-min[ 1,2Pc(Q21-11Q1- 1)]min[ 1,2Pc(Q1-1)] f (A.12)
A2: The Jacowitz and Kahneman (1995) assumption
In this case, expressions (5.15), (5.22) and (MON) are the basis for deriving the bounds. The
sample analogues of Pc(QI -1) and Pc(Q2l -11Q1-1) are smaller than 0.5, while that of
Pc(Q20-11 Q1-0) is larger than 0.5. Thus BI and B21 are "large" and B20 is "small." This means
that (5.15) and (5.22) imply
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Pc(Y?BI) s Pc(Q1-11CBR)
Pc(Y?B211QI -I ) ~ Pc(Q21-1IQI -1)
Pc(Y~B201QI -0) ? Pc(Q20-1IQ1-0)
Upper bound on Pc(Y~B20):
Pc(YcB20) - Pc(Y~8201Q1-0)Pc(QI -0) t Pc(Y~B201Q1-1)Pc(Q1-1)
s Pc(Q20-01Q1-0)Pc(QI -0) t Pc(Y~B20)P(Q1- IIY~B2G)
s Pc(Q20-01Q1-0)Pc(Q1-0) t Pc(Y~B20)P(Q1- l)
(JK)
(A.13)
where (MON) has being used in the last step. Rewriting (A.13) and dividing by P(Q1-0) yields
Pc(Y~B20) s Pc(Q20-01Q1-0) (A.14)
Upper bound on Pc(Y~BI):
None of the three assumptions in (JK) help to find a non-trivial upper bound, either directly or
using the same decomposition used above. Thus all that can be said about this bound is that
Pc(Y~BI) s 1 (A.15)
Upper bound on Pc(Y~B2]):
This immediately follows from (A.15):
Pc(Y~B21) s 1 (A.16)
Lower bound on Pc(Y~B20):
None of the three assumptions in (JK) help to find a non-trivial lower bound, so that all can be
said about this bound is that
Pc(Y~B20) ? 0 (A.17)
Lower bound on Pc(Y~BI):
The first assumption in (JK) immediately gives:
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Pc(Y~BI ) ? Pc(Q1-1) (A.18)
The other two assumptions do not add anything here.
Lower bound on Pc(Y~B21):
Pc(Y~821) - Pc(Y~B211Q1-0)Pc(Q1-0) ~ Pc(Y~82lIQl -1)Pc(Q1-1)
? Pc(Y~B21)Pc(QI -01Y~B21) t Pc(Q21-01Q1-1)Pc(QI - l ) (A.19)
? Pc(Y~B21)Pc(QI -0) ~ Pc(Q21-01Q1-0)Pc(QI -1)
where ( MON) is used in the last step. Rewriting ( A.19) and dividing it by Pc(Q1-1) gives:
Pc(YcB21) ? Pc(Q21-01Q1-0) (A.20)
Moreover, the first inequality in (JK) implies dicectly
Pc(YcB21) ? Pc( Y~BI )~ Pcl Q1-1) (A.21)
Combining (A.20) and (A.21) yields the lower bound
Pc(Y~B21) ? tnax[Pc(Q1- I ), Pc(QZ1-01Q1-0)] (A.22)
Thus, with the combining (JK) and (MON) expressions (A.14), (A.15) and (A.18) define non-
trivial upper bounds. Likewise, expressions (A.17), (A.18) and (A.22) define non-trivial lower
bounds for the complete bracket response population.
A3: The Herriges 8z Shogren (1996) model





The derivations are much easier than in the previous two cases.
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Upper bound on Pc(Y~B20):
Pc(YcB20) s Pc(Y~BI ) - Pc(QI -0) (A.23)
Upper and lower bound on Pc(Y~BI):
Pc(Y~BI ) - Pc(Q1-0) (A.24)
Upper bound on Pc(Y~B21):
Pc(YcB21) - Pc(Yc8211Q1-0)Pc(Q1-0) ~ Pc(Y~B211Q1-1)Pc(Q1-1)
s Pc(QI -0) t Pc(Q21-01Q1-1)Pc(Q1-1)
I,ower bound on Pc(Y~B20):




The lower bounds on BI and B21 are also given by (A.24). Thus, the set of non-trivial upper
bounds are given by (A.23) to (A.25) whereas the non-trivial lower bounds are given by (A.26)
and (A.24). In this only (HS) is used, with no need for (MON) in the derivation.
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Appendix S.B: Estimating bounds for low and high educated
This appendix shows Figures 9 and l0A 1 for the low educated population, and Figures 11 and
12A 1 for the high educated population. In each case the figures compare bounds for bracket
respondents (point estimates and 95~Io confidence bands on these bounds), to the 95~Ic confidence
bands for full respondents.
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Appendix S.C: Testing for difference between low and high educated
This appendix presents the formal tests for the null of no difference between the high and low
educated populations based on estimates from Figures 13 and 14 (see Section 5.5.2)
Table C.1: Testing for differences between earnings quantiles of high and low educated respondents,
based on worst case bounds with brackets ác no anchoring (cf. Figure 13).
Low Education Low education High Education High educa[ion Test S[atistic
standard error Poinl estimate poinl estimate standard error
20'" Percenlile 5534 58,900 512,750 á949 3 53
25'" Percentile 5569 S 10.800 S 17,500 ~924 6.17
30'"Percentile á369 á12,750 520,800 ~1.174 6-54
40'"Percentile 5554 ~17,500 525,900 ~895 7.98
50'"Percentile 5598 ~21,900 ~32.500 5972 9.29
60`" Percentile S6 525.000 539.400 5668 21.58
75'"Percentile á1,044 531,500 ~50,000 5934 13.21
80'" Percentile 51,026 536,900 556.400 ~ I,489 I 0.79
90'" Percentile á125 ~50,000 576,000 52,675 9-70
Table C.2: Testing fordèfferences between earnings quantiles of high and low educated respondeitts,
based on worst case bounds with brackets á anchoring A1 (cf. Figure 14).
Low Education Low education High Education High education 'fest Statistic
standard error Point estimate point es[imate standard error
20`" Percentile á366 ~9,800 57,700 5865 -2.21
25'" Percentile 5419 S I I.900 S 1 I.900 S I,190 0
30'"Percentile á514 513,000 515,800 51,171 2.19
40'" Percentile 5412 517.900 525,000 5860 7.42
50'" Percentile á629 ~22,5OD 529.900 5774 7 42
60'" Percentile 5121 ~25,(1n0 535.600 5930 1 1.31
75'" Percentile S I.017 a34,600 ~48,600 á898 10.31
80'" Percentile á1,077 539,400 552.500 51,740 6.42
90'" Percentile 51,054 550,000 566,000 31,375 9.24
Chapter 6
Concluding remarks
This chapter concludes this thesis with a brief overview of the basics and the origin of the
methodology employed in the previous chapters to deal with the sample selection problem. This
overview puts emphasis on the relatively new use of the method away from its typical use in the
treatment effect literature. The chapter ends with a few comments related to interesting issues that
arose at various points throughout the development of the chapters.
The thesis has tried out a relatively new and non-conventional approach to the otherwise
well known problem ofselection bias due to missing data. This approach has its origins in the late
1980-s and early 1990-s. One of the starting points was Holland (1986), who proposes various
statistical models for causal inference. Among these, and using ideas by Suppes (] 970), he
considered the explanation of the relation between two possible outcomes in a randomized
experiment, using conditional probabilities, suggesting a set of assumptions between these
conditional probabilities to identify causal (treatment) effects. But it was not until Charles
Manski's theoretical development during the 1990-s (as well as Heckman (1990)) which
established the use of the probabilistic model as basis to draw conclusions from treatment effect
experiments. The basis for this approach consists of estimating a bounding interva] around the
parameter of interest. In the treatment effect literature, this implies bounding the probability of
a particular outcome. More generally, the approach consists of bounding items such as the
distribution function or its quantiles, where the distance between bounds is determined by the
selection problem (the nonresponse). Although the approach is flexible in that it allows for any
type of selective response, the drawback is that it leads to an increase of the uncertainty of
estimates of the parameters of interest. That is, whereas inference from point estimates using
parametric or semiparametric techniques are based on confidence bands to allow for sampling
error, inference based on the bounding interval approach adds nonresponse error to sampling
error, thus, estimating a region rather than a particular point and corresponding confidence bands.
In the general context of the selection problem, and before Manski's theoretical
contributions, it was typical to assume that, conditional on a set of instruments, responses did not
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vary systematically across the different sub-populaUons. But using covariates as instruments to
arrive at mean independence between sub-populations requires the strong assumption that these
variables can indeed be considered as instruments. To do away with this assumptions, Manski
(1989) proposed to bound the probability of the outcome and to estimate these bounds by
nonparametric techniques. From then, there has been a surge of empirical work using this
nonparametric-based method to study treatment effects, but less attentíon has been given to the
bounding interval approach in other contexts. This thesis shows that the approach is also useful
to study the distributional properties of variables that often suffer from nonresponse as well as
showing that the bounding interval approach is a valid tool to test for economic hypotheses of
interest. Examples provided in this thesis include testing for differences between group
characteristics, comparing changes in distributions over time, investigating trends in income
inequality, and specific types of response bias (the anchoring effect).
But Manski's interval approach can also be problematic. In theory it provides a flexible
method that requires no assumptions or only very weak data assumptions. [n practice, if the data
missing problem is considerable, the width between the (estimated) upper and lower bounds can
lead to (empirically) not very useful information on the parameter of interest. A clear example
is provided by the bounds on the Gini coefficient in Chapter 3. Another example is in Chapter 4,
where estimates of Manski's original worst case bounds did not lead to empirically meaningful
information on the quantiles of the savings distribution. Only after exploiting information
available in the data it became possible to find an empirically useful region for the quantiles.
The requirement for quality covariates to make the technique operational is common in
many of the empirical studies that make use of this bounding interval approach. An example
within the treatment effect literature can be found in L.echner (2000). In his study the treatment
refers to the training of new entrants into the labor market and the main focus of the study is to
evaluate the training programs put forward in East Germany after German unification. Whereas
the traditional approach would have set the mean outcome of trainees and non-trainees to be the
same, conditional on a set of instruments, L.echner's study proposes to estimate a bounding
interval for the probability of being unemployed. He finds that worst case type of bounds provide
a region including positive and negative values, thus, the bounds are not useful at determining
whether the training has a positive or negative effect on labor market participation. On the other
hand, usine the characteristics of some covariates, in the form of exclusion restrictions, lead to
estimated bounds that show a positive effect of training (at least, for the male population between
40 and 50 years of age). Clearly, in this study the use of Manski's approach leads to bounds that
are very helpful in inference, because of the use of additional infbrmation which helped to tighten
the bounds. In a different study, Estevao and Lach (1999) apply Manski's approach to bound the
probability that a worker employed in a particular industry is a temporary worker, rather than a
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permanent employee: whereas survey data might not pick up if a worker is temporary or
permanent, it is important to study this probability since - specially in the US - there is an
increasing tendency for secondary industry to rely on temporary workers, yet in national accounts
the output from these workers is accounted within the service sector industry, since this industry
acts as brokers between them and the manufacturing industry. In their study Estevao and Larch
show that estimates of bounds around this probability are informative as long as there is a good
set of covariates acting as good discriminants between temporary and permanent staff, thus,
providing yet another example where Manski's interval approach often depends on the
availability of covariates to tighten the bounds.
Also referring to the quality of the covariates, the maintained assumption in this thesis is
that covariates in the conditioning set do not suffer from the missing data problems. But this need
not always be the case. Manski and Horowitz (1998) discuss this topic from a theoretical point
of view. The derivation of the bounds given nonresponse in the covariates is an extension of the
bounding intervals presented in the preceding chapters. Empirically, the inclusion of nonresponse
in the conditioning set will add uncertainty and will increase the distance between upper and
lower bounds according to the combined nonresponse in dependent and independent variables.
Effectively, what the bounds do in this case, is to deal with some type of unit (rather than item)
nonresponse. Since the mterest in this thesis focused on the selection problem associated with
variables such as income, savings, and earnings, problems associated with unit nonresponse
(additional nonresponse in the covariates) was not pursued.
The interpretation and use of the covariates also rose another mtereshng issue in this
thesis. Chapter 2 shows that allowing for conditional variables in the form of exclusion
restrictions can lead to tighter bounds than the original worst case bounds. In this case, these
exclusions were defined as variables which had an effect on the response behavior of individuals
without necessarily affecting the endogenous variable income (at least, not in the short run). lt
is difficult to find such variables in practice, specially since not all household surveys allow for
psychological data as was the case in the CSS, and, more often than not, the use of exclusion
restrictions, even within a bounding interval approach, might depend on a questionable
interpretation. On the other hand, Chapter 2 shows how it might become possible to use the
bounding interval approach to test for the validity of exclusion restrictions, where the data rejects
a particular variable as an exclusion variable if there is a(significant) crossing of the bounds. This
suggests that the bounding interval approach has some added value relative to parametric and
semiparameu-ic methods, since these methods quite often require the use instruments, but do not
always allow to test for the validity ofa particular instrument. Although in this thesis the question
has not been pursued, it might be possible to develop a formal test of validity of exclusion
restrictions using the bounding interval approach.
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As a final note, it just remains to say that the main message from this work is that when
it is importance to look at changes over time, or to compare two or more groups, then there may
be no need to use strong distributional assumpt[ons, such as imputation or exogeneity, since
intervals that identify a possible region for the unknown parameter may also be very useful at
either studying the characteristics of the population or to test for economic hypotheses of interest.
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Samenvatting
Enquêtes waarbij een groot aantal gezinnen ondervraagd wordt over uíteenlopende onderwerpen
vormen een belangrijke bron van sociaal-economisch onderzoek. Voor economen vormen deze
gegevens bijvoorbeeld de basis voor het schatten van loonverdelingen en inkomensongelijkheid
en van de verdeling van vermogenscomponenten als geld belegd in spaarrekeningen, aandelen,
onroerend goed, etc.
Een beperking van dit soort steekprcefgegevens is dat ze vaak lijden aan non-respons met
betrekking tot de variabele waarin de onderzceker geïnteresseerd is. Zo zal bijvoorbeeld vrijwel
niemand een vraag naar het aantal kinderen in het gezin niet beantwoorden, maar dit ligt anders
met een vraag naar de hoogte van het inkomen of de waarde van het financiële vermogen. In
veel enquêtes geeft een niet verwaarloosbaar percentage op een dergelijke vraag geen antwoord,
omdat respondenten het antwoord niet weten of omdat respondenten uit privacy overwegingen
of twijfels aan het vertrouwelijke karakter van de gegevens het antwoord weigeren te geven. Het
verschijnsel dat respondenten een specifieke vraag niet beantwoorden wordt aangeduid als item
non-respons.
Als item non-respons niet samenhangt met de waarde van de variabele waarnaar gevraagd
wordt, spreken we van aselect responsgedrag. Als hiervan sprake is, is item non-respons
nauwelijks een probleem voor de onderzceker, omdat dan, ervan uitgaande dat de steekproef als
geheel representatief is, ook de deelsteekproef van respondenten die de vraag beantwoorden
representatief is. In de meeste gevallen echter is de veronderstelling van aselect responsgedrag
niet realistisch. Zo ligt het meer voor de hand ervan uit te gaan dat degenen die weigeren de
hoogte van hun financieel vermogen op te geven vaak degenen zijn die een groot vermogen
hebben. In dat geval is het responsgedrag selectief, en zal bijvoorbeeld de mediaan van de
waargenomen vermogens een onderschatting zijn van de mediaan van alle vermogens in de
populatie van huishoudens waarin we geïnteresseerd zijn.
In de literatuur zijn verschillende technieken ontwikkeld om met selectief responsgedrag
rekening te houden. De meeste van deze technieken maken veronderstellingen over de aard van
het responsgedrag. Hierin zijn twee belangrijke stromingen te onderkennen. De methode van
matching gaat ervan uit dat responsgedrag en vermogen of inkomen niet gerelateerd zijn wanneer
binnen specifieke groepen wordt gekeken van respondenten die een groot aantal (altijd
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waargenomen) kenmerken gemeen hebben. Het inkomen of vermogen van iemand die de vraag
niet beantwoordt, kan dan worden geschat met het inkomen of vermogen van iemand met
dezelfde kenmerken van wie het inkomen of vermogen wel is waargenomen. De tweede methode
ís vooral in de micro-econometrie populair. Dit zijn de selectiemodellen geïntroduceerd door
Heckman en later gegeneraliseerd door vele anderen. Deze modellen formuleren expliciete
econometrische vergelijkingen voor responsgedrag en inkomen of vermogen als (meestal lineaire)
functie van achtergrondkenmerken en storingstermen. Door het model te schatten kan een beeld
van de inkomens- of vermogensverdeling worden verkregen.
In een serie recente artikelen heeft Charles Manski een geheel andere benadering van het
selectieprobleem geïntroduceerd. Hij gaat na in hoeverre de data de inkomens- of
vermogensverdeling in het geval van item non-respons identificeren wanneer geen enkele
veronderstelling over de aard van het responsgedrag wordt gemaakt. Hij laat zien dat veel
aspecten van die verdeling dan niet meer precies kunnen worden geschat, maar wel tot binnen
een zekere bandbreedte. Een eenvoudig voorbeeld: stel dat lOqc van de steekprcef geen inkomen
opgeeft, dat 36~1o een inkomen lager dan f 60.000 opgeeft en de overige 54~Io een inkomen hoger
danf 60.000. Dan weten we niet precies hoeveel mensen in de hele steekprcef een inkomen lager
dan f 60.000 hebben. Maar we weten wel dat dit percentage ligt tussen de 36qo (als degenen die
hun inkomen niet opgeven allemaal een hoog inkomen hebben) en 46~10 (als degenen die hun
inkomen niet opgeven allemaal een laag inkomen hebben). Met andere woorden, we kunnen de
fractie met een inkomen lager danf60.000 identificeren tot op een interval met breedte gelijk aan
het non-respons percentage. Uitgaande van dit soort eenvoudige principes leidt Manski
identificeerbare intervallen af voor de waarden van de conditionele verdelingsfunctie of
conditionele kwantielen van de verdeling, gegeven een aantal altijd geobserveerde
achtergrondkenmerken (zoals leeftijd, geslacht, opleiding, etc.). Ook laat Manski zien hoe de
intervallen kunnen worden verkleind (d.w.z., de informatie preciezer kan worden gemaakt) door
extra veronderstellingen te maken in de sfeer van een monotone relatie tussen responsgedrag en
inkomenshoogte, of onafhankelijkheid tussen inkomen en bepaalde achtergrondvariabelen
(exc I usierestricties ).
In dit prcefschrift wordt de theorie van Manski toegepast en uitgebreid. Het proefschrift
bestaat in wezen uit vier afzonderlijke studies die gerelateerd zijn aan vier verschillende
toepassingen. In Hoofdstuk 2 worden Manski's intervallen voor de waarden van de
verdelingsfunctie en de kwantielen toegepast op de verdeling van persoonlijke inkomens
(voornamelijk lonen en uitkeringen) in Nederland. Ook wordt gekeken naar schattingen van het
modale persoonlijke inkomen. Hiertce wordt gebruik gemaakt van data van het CentER Savings
Survey (CSS). Het percentage item non-respons is ongeveer 14oIo, en zonder extra
veronderstellingen leidt Manski's theorie tot brede intervallen die niet erg informatief zijn. Toch
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zijn ook deze intervallen nog informatief genoeg om te kunnen aantonen dat de mediane
inkomens van hoog en laag opgeleiden significant van elkaar verschillen. De studie laat zien hoe
extra veronderstellingen over monotonie en exclusierestricties de informatie preciezer kunnen
maken, en het gemakkelijker maken significante verschillen tussen opleidingsniveaus aan te
tonen.
In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt de ontwikkeling van de loonverdeling in Duitsland in de jaren 90
geanalyseerd. Gebruik wordt gemaakt van diverse golven van het Duitse Sociaal Economisch
Panel. Item non-respons in persoonlijke netto-inkomens varieert tussen de Sqo en lOqo. Eerdere
studies die op een meer traditionele manier met non-respons rekening houden vinden dat in het
decennium na de eenwording de inkomensongelijkheid in Oost-Duitsland sterk is toegenomen,
terwijl de inkomensongelijkheid in West-Duitsland niet wezenlijk veranderd is. In Hoofdstuk
3 worden de Manski-intervallen voor de inkomenskwantielen bekeken, en wordt de benadering
van Manski gebruikt om een interval voor de inter-kwartielafstand, een maat voor
inkomensongelijkheid, te construeren. De voornaamste conclusie uit de hierop gebaseerde
empirische analyse is dat de toename van de inkomensongelijkheid ook nog kan worden
aangetoond als wordt toegelaten dat non-respons gedrag in de loop van de tijd op elke mogelijke
wijze verandert.
In de Hoofdstukken 4 en 5 wordt bestudeerd hoe de Manski-intervallen preciezer gemaakt
kunnen worden door gebruik te maken van vervolgvragen aan respondenten die een vraag in
eerste instantie niet beantwoorden. In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt gekeken naar het bedrag dat
Nederlandse gezinnen op een spaarrekening hebben staan. Opnieuw wordt gebruik gemaakt van
het CSS. Aan degenen die geen antwoord geven op de vraag naar het (positieve) bedrag dat ze
op een spaarrekening hebben staan, wordt een kaart met 15 categorieën voorgelegd, en wordt
gevraagd aan te geven in welke categorie het bedrag valt. De initiële item non-respons is bijna
40aIo (van alle respondenten met een spaarrekening), maar van die 40qo geeft ruim tweederde wel
een categorie op. Daardoor weten we van slechts 12,3qo van alle respondenten met een
spaarrekening helemaal niets over de hoogte van het ingelegde bedrag. Dit geeft al aan dat
gebruik maken van de antwoorden in de categorieënvraag belangrijke informatie toevoegt. Het
is vrij eenvoudig de Manski-intervallen uit te breiden en met de vervolgvraag rekening te houden.
Hierbij hoeft geen enkele veronderstelling te worden gemaakt over de relatie tussen
responsgedrag (in dit geval een precieze opgave van de hoogte van het ingelegde bedrag, een
opgave van de categorie die het bedrag bevat, of helemaal geen opgave) en de hoogte van het
op de spaarrekening ingelegde bedrag. Zoals verwacht maakt het gebruik van de vervolgvraag de
intervallen voor de kwantielen van de verdeling vee] smaller en de informatie veel nauwkeuriger.
In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt ook aangetoond hce additionele informatie (over bijvoorbeeld het bezit van
duurzame consumptiegoederen of het hebben van schulden) gebruikt kan worden om indicaties
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te vinden voor monotone relaties tussen responsgedrag en hoogte van de spaarrekening, en hoe
vervolgens de plausibel gemaakte veronderstelling van monotonie kan helpen om de intervallen
nog kleiner en de informatie nog preciezer te maken.
In Hoofdstuk 5 wordt de loonverdeling onder ouderen in de Verenigde Staten bestudeerd
op basis van het Health and Retirement Study (HRS). Van de respondenten met looninkomen
geeft 12.401o het precieze loonbedrag niet op. Aan deze respondenten is vervolgens gevraagd of
hun loon al dan niet minstens ~ 25.000 bedraagt. Bijna driekwart van degenen die de initiële
vraag niet hebben beantwoord, heeft wel deze vervolgvraag beantwoord. Deze respondenten
hebben nog een tweede soortgelijke vraag gekregen over een lager bedrag ( ~ 5.000) dan wel een
hoger bedrag ( S 50.000), en bijna iedereen die de eerste vraag beantwoord heeft, heeft ook de
tweede vervolgvraag beantwoord.
Als verondersteld wordt dat dit soort vervolgvragen altijd correct beantwoord wordt, dan
geven deze vervolgvragen dezelfde informatie als een vraag van het type in Hoofdstuk 4 met vier
categorieën. Uit de literatuur is echter bekend dat dit geen realistische veronderstelling is, en dat
de antwoorden kunnen leiden onder zogenaamde anker-effecten (anchoring effects): de volgorde
van de vragen en de hoogte van de in de vragen gebruikte bedragen hebben een wezenlijke
invlced op de verdeling van de antwoorden. In de literatuur zijn verschillende voorstellen gedaan
om dit soort anker-effecten te modelleren. In Hoofstuk 5 wordt het raamwerk van Manski
uitgebreid om de informatie uit de vervolgvragen mee te nemen maar tevens anker-effecten toe
te laten. Over de aard van de anker-effecten worden verschillende niet-parametrische
veronderstellingen gemaakt, in aansluiting op de diverse ( parametrische) modellen voor
anker-effecten in de literatuur. In dit hoofdstuk wordt dus met zowel selectieve non-respons als
met anker-effecten in de vervolgvragen rekening gehouden. Toepassing van de theorie laat zien
dat ondanks het flexibele karakter van de veronderstellingen, het gebruik van de informatie in
de vervolgvragen tot substantieel preciezere conclusies over de loonverdeling leidt.
Al met al tonen deze vier studies aan dat de ideeën van Manski een elegant, flexibel, en
intuïtief aantrekkelijk raamwerk bieden om rekening te houden met item non-respons, waarbij
het niet nodig is moeilijk te motiveren of te tcetsen extra veronderstellingen te maken. Bovendien
laten de vier studies zien dat een aantal beperkingen van Manski's aanpak geen echte beperkingen
hceven te zijn. Manki's aanpak kan worden uitgebreid tot economisch interessante grootheden
zoals een maatstaf voor inkomensongelijkheid. De meest gehoorde kritiek is dat Manski's aanpak
leidt tot te grote intervallen die nauwelijks bruikbare informatie geven. Dit kan worden opgelost
door goed motiveerbare niet-parametrische extra veronderstellingen te maken (monotonie,
exclusierestricties) of door gebruik te maken van informatie uit vervolgvragen. Dit proefschrift
is dan ook bedoeld om een aanzet te geven voor verder theoretisch en empirisch onderzoek op
basis van de door Manski aangedragen concepten.
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Responses to economic surveys are usually noisy. Item non-response, as
a particular type of censored data, is a common problem for key economic
variables such as income and earnings, consumption or accumulated
assets. If such non-response is non-random, the consequence can be a
bias in the results of studies that try to understand the economic behavior
of the population. This doctoral thesis models the problem of survey
non-response by means of nonparametric techniques which allow for
much weaker assumptions than the parametric and semiparametric
alternatives. The basis for these techniques consist on estimating a
bounding ínterval around the parameter of interest, where the distance
between bounds is determined by the setection problem (the non-
response). Although the approach is flexible in that it allows for any type
of selective response, the drawback is that it leads to an increase of the
uncertainty of estimates of the parameters of interest. Nevertheless, and
as illustrated by the empirical sections in this thesis, the use of intervals
that identify a possible region for the unknown parameter may also be
very useful at either studying the characteristics of the population or to
test for economic hypotheses of interest.
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